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Abstract
Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) disease involves a dilation f the aorta below the renal
arteries. If the aneurysm becomes sufficiently dilated and tissue strength is less than vascular
pressure, rupture of the aorta occurs entailing a high mortality r te. Despite improvements in
surgical technique, the mortality rate for emergency repair remains high and so an accurate
predictor of rupture risk is required. Inflammation and the associated recruitment of monocytes
into the aortic wall are critical in the pathology of AAA disease, stimulating the degradation and
remodeling of the vessel wall. Areas with high concentrations f macrophages may experience
an increase in tissue degradation and therefore an increased risk of rupture. Determining the
magnitude and distribution of monocyte recruitment can help us understand the pathology of
AAA disease and add spatial accuracy to the existing rupturerisk prediction models. In this
study finite element computational fluid dynamics simulations of AAA haemodynamics are
seeded with monocytes to elucidate patterns of cell deposition and probability of recruitment.
Haemodynamics are first simulated in simplified AAA geometries of varying diameters with
a patient averaged flow waveform inlet boundary condition. This allows a comparison with
previous experimental investigations as well as determining trends in monocyte adhesion with
aneurysm progression.
Previous experimental investigations show a transition toturbulent flow occurring during the
deceleration phase of the cardiac cycle. There has thus far been no investigation into the accu-
racy of turbulence models in simulating AAA haemodynamics and so simulations are compared
using RNGκ− ε, κ − ω and LES turbulence models. The RNGκ − ε model is insufficient to
model secondary flows in AAA and LES models are sensitive to inlet turbulence intensity.
The probability of monocyte adhesion and recruitment depends o cell residence time and local
wall shear stress. A near wall particle residence time (NWPRT) model is created incorporating a
wall shear stress-limiter based on in vitro experimental data. Simulated haemodynamics show
qualitative agreement with experimental results. Peaks ofmaximum NWPRT move down-
stream in successively larger geometries, correlating with vortex behaviour. Average NWPRT
rises sharply in models above a critical maximum diameter.
These techniques are then applied to patient-specific AAAs.Geometries are created from CT
slices and velocity boundary conditions taken from Phase Contrast-MRI (PC-MRI) data for
3 patients. There is no gold standard for inlet boundary conditi s and so simulations using 3
velocity components, 1 velocity component and parabolic flow profiles at the inlet are compared
with each other and with PC-MRI data at the AAA midsection. The general trends in flow and
wall shear stress are similar between simulations with 3 and1 components of inlet velocity
despite differences in the nature and complexity of secondary flow. Applying parabolic velocity
profiles, however, can cause significant deviations in haemodynamics. Axial velocities show
average to good correlation with PC-MRI data though the lower magnitude radial velocities
produce high levels of noise in the raw data making comparisons difficult. Patient specific
NWPRT models show monocyte infiltration is most likely at or around the iliac bifurcation.
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1.1 Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Disease
An aneurysm is formed when a blood vessel becomes dilated or dist rted causing it to expand
to a size greater than its original diameter. Aneurysms can occur in a variety of blood ves-
sels though they are most commonly found in the intracranialarteries and in the aorta. An
abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is defined clinically as a focal dilation of the aorta below
the renal arteries exceeding 150% of the normal arterial diameter [8](figure 1.1). The general
pathogenesis of AAAs is denoted by the degradation of both elastin and collagen in the media
and adventitia of the aortic wall. This results in the expansio of the aneurysm sac until wall
stresses exceed wall strength and sac rupture occurs. Elderly males are most at risk from AAA
with rupture accounting for 1.5% of the total mortality in males over 55 years old [23]. Post
rupture AAA mortality rate is up to 90%, including patients who do not reach hospital [150].
Despite improvements in surgical techniques, including the use of endovascular stenting, the
mortality rate for emergency AAA repair remains high. It is therefore important to assess a
critical time at which to operate on AAA and minimise the risks involved.
Currently, aneurysms with a maximum anterior-posterior diameter greater than 5.5 cm, a growth
rate greater than 0.5cm/year [54] or which exhibit symptomssuch as abdominal pain are con-
sidered at risk of rupture and emergency operation is requird. The critical diameter of 5.5 cm
is based on data from the United Kingdom Small Aneurysm Trial[128], though in practise it
is inefficient in many cases. 60% of AAAs with diameters greater than the critical limit do not
[83] rupture while rupture occurs in 10% with diameters lessthan or equal to 5.5cm. A more
accurate method of rupture risk prediction would save unnecessary surgery while maintaining,
or even improving the current mortality rate.
The mechanisms which instigate and exacerbate AAA are stillrelatively poorly understood.
Previous studies have revealed a significant percentage of men with small AAAs show signs
of Chlamydia pneumonia infection [90] which suggests Chlamydia infection may initiate AAA
formation although a definite link remains inconclusive [6]. Others have attributed AAA ini-
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Figure 1.1: Abdominal aortic aneurysm
tiation to atherosclerosis. While both AAA and atherosclerosis share many aspects of their
pathology and risk factors [84] there is no definitive evidence that atherosclerosis is a causative
factor in aneurysm formation.
The pathology of AAA disease involves the expansion of the aortic wall. The underlying mech-
anisms responsible for the breakdown of the wall itself are inflammation and neovascularisa-
tion, the creation of new microvessels within the aortic wall. These mechanisms break down the
extra-cellular matrix and cause the disappearance of smooth muscle cells [143] and are, in turn,
regulated by the haemodynamic conditions present in the abdominal aorta. To understand how
AAA disease develops, the interplay between inflammation and haemodynamics must be un-
derstood in both the healthy and diseased aorta and how this lead to tissue damage, expansion
and the eventual rupture of the vessel.
1.1.1 Changes in the extra cellular matrix (ECM)
The mechanical characteristics of the aortic wall are defined by the make up of the ECM. Elastin
fibres account for the visco-elastic properties of the vessel while collagen fibres provide tensile
strength. In healthy tissue, elastin is arranged in strong cross-linked formations and collagens,
of which collagen I and III are most prevalent in the aorta, are rranged circumferentially to
effectively contain high loads acting on the vessel wall. Over time, elastin throughout the body
becomes degraded through calcification, lipid fixation and proteolytic degradation leading to a
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loss of tissue elasticity. In AAA disease, calcification andproteolysis degrade the structured
ECM. Elastin and collagen are still produced in smooth muscle cells (SMC) in the media and
fibroblasts in the adventitia of the aorta, but this replacement tissue is unstructured and therefore
does not protect the wall from stresses and strains. Dobrin et al [36] suggest that the stiffening
and expansion of the AAA is due to the degradation of organised elastin fibres while rupture
occurs due to the degradation of collagen. There has been considerable interest in applying
these observations to aneurysm wall stress models. Constitutive models of strain energy density
have been created which account for the mechanical effects of the ECM on wall stresses.
Calcification is present in around 80 % of AAAs forming discrete, heterogeneously distributed
areas of solid, inert tissue. Maier et al [100] suggest that it is necessary to include areas of
calcification in AAA wall stress analysis studies though their presence is not thought to affect
aneurysm rupture risk.
1.1.2 Inflammation
The breakdown of the AAA wall is generally attributed to inflammation and inflammatory infil-
trates [137]. This phenomenon is exemplified by a distinct sub category of AAA known as in-
flammatory AAA (IAAA) where evidence of intense inflammationprevails. IAAA are defined
by dense fibrosis which spreads to the surrounding organs andm ke up around 3% to 10% of
all AAAs [168]. As IAAA make up a minority of AAAs, this study will focus on regular AAAs
though the principals of disease progression are believed to be similar. Proteolytic enzymes are
responsible for degrading the collagen and elastin which constitute the ECM of the aortic wall
and so are of particular interest when elucidating aneurysmhi tology. In particular, a family
of elastinases and collagenases known collectively as matrix-metalloproteinases (MMPs) and
their inhibitors (TIMPs) are thought to play a major role in ECM breakdown. It has been pos-
tulated that the degradation of elastin via elastolytic MMPs (MMP-2,-7,-9) is responsible for
the initial expansion and deviation from linear elasticityin AAAs, whereas collagen degrada-
tion via MMP-1,-8 and -13 may weaken the structure of the wallsufficiently to cause rupture
[36]. While the details of the pathways leading to MMP activation are little understood, they
are thought to be products of a pro-inflammatory cytokine cascade instigated by smooth muscle
cells and macrophages within the aortic wall [23]. Experiments by Anidjar and Dobrin et al.
[36] among others have shown that areas of matrix degradation re accompanied by inflamma-
tory infiltrates, strongly suggesting a correlation between inflammation, proteolysis and AAA
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Figure 1.2: Leukocyte migration to the endothelium
development.
During inflammation, monocytes (and other leukocytes) migrate from the lumen through the
endothelium and into the vessel wall. As they pass through the endothelium they lose their hard
exterior, becoming macrophages which then migrate along a chemotactic gradient to the area of
inflammation. While inside the vessel wall, macrophages release cytokines which enable MMP
release. Extravasation of leukocytes involves a three stage process as shown in figure 1.2.
When leukocytes become proximal to the endothelium, chainsof the cell adhesion molecule
L-selectin found on the leukocyte attach to P and E-selectins on endothelial cells. These bonds
are weak and continually break and reattach, allowing the cell to roll along the lumen surface.
Having been slowed by this process, the leukocytes then firmly attach to the endothelium via
activated integrin molecules on the endothelium. Once firm adhesion occurs, the leukocyte
transmigrates through the endothelium into the vessel wall. While there is much literature
concerning rolling, tethering and transmigration of leukocytes, the margination of leukocyctes
in blood flow in large arteries has received little attention. A study by Phibbs [126] indicates that
maximum leukocyte concentration lies at a distance of around 80-90% of the vessel radius. In
AAA disease, leukocytes tend to localise in the medial and adventitial layers of the aortic wall
[13]. This is in contrast with inflammation during atherosclerosis in which cells aggregate in the
intimal layer of the wall [89]. The traditional model of inflammation involves cells migrating
from the lumen to the intima where inflammation is then initiated. In spatial terms this is an
’inside-out’ model of inflammation. In certain cases of disea in larger arteries an ’outside-
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Figure 1.3: Wall shear stress (WSS),τw
in’ model has been proposed [99] whereby inflammation is initiated in the adventitia and then
migrates towards the intima. The aggregation of leukocytesand inflammatory indicators in
the outer layers of the aortic wall in AAA suggests that the ’outside-in’ inflammatory pathway
plays a role in aneurysm formation. More developed AAAs havebe n shown to have a denser
network of microvessels due to neovascularisation of the wall during aneurysm growth [151].
In mouse models, macrophages expressing 5-lipoxygenase (5-LO), an enzyme involved in the
synthesis of proinflammatory leukotrienes, were found to bea undant in the adventitia and
almost entirely absent from the intima of the aorta in animals with AAA [193] providing further
evidence of the role of both the adventitia and macrophages in AAA development. By observing
the behaviour of inflammatory cells in the aorta the route by which they enter the AAA wall
can be determined, whether it be inside-out or outside-in, and determine the area in which they
will inflict the most damage.
1.1.3 Haemodynamic Effects
Hemodynamic forces have a regulatory effect on vessel dynamics, leukocyte recruitment and
infiltration and on neovascularisation and progenitor cellrecruitment. Haemodynamic variables
which control physiological behaviour include the magnitude and direction of flow velocity, the
presence of turbulent and non-linear flow and the nature of wall shear stress (WSS). WSS,τw










whereµ is the dynamic viscosity,u is the flow velocity parallel to the wall andy is the dis-
tance to the wall.In vitro studies have shown biological and physiological changes occurring
in endothelial cells when exposed to differing shear stresses, potentially affecting their rates of
mass transfer. Endothelial cells have been shown to align with blood flow in healthy arteries
and remain unaligned in the presence of turbulent flow [30]. Responses to shear stress include
increased expression of cytokines and guanine triphosphate (GTP) binding proteins, K+ and Cl-
channel activation and the release of neurotransmitters and v sodilators including nitric oxide
(NO). Sho et al. [150] found that luminal flow conditions regulate macrophage infiltration in
animal models with the concentration of medial macrophagesvarying inverslely to the volume
of flow and WSS magnitude proximal to the lumen. So far data hasbeen obtained fromin vivo
animal models andin vitro tissue testing of humans and animals. Physiological, mechani al and
chemical effects of shear stress on leukocytes and the endothelium dictate the efficiency of cell
adhesion at different WSS environments. The expression of vascular cell adhesion molecule-1
(VCAM-1) and intercellular cell adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) are altered at different WSS
magnitudes, changing the adhesion dynamics between leukocytes and the lumen. At low shear
rates [117] VCAM-1 expression is high, whereas ICAM-1 expression is low. Selectin bonds are
formed easily and are less prone to detachment allowing leukocytes to roll in a controlled and
slow manner across the endothelium [71, 82]. As shear rates and hear stresses increase, leuko-
cytes retract their pseudopodia making bond formation lesslikely [50]. VCAM-1 levels drop
then plateau with increasingly higher WSS while ICAM-1 levels increase and selectin bond
detachment becomes more frequent [71]. With less stable selectin bonds, leukocyte rolling be-
comes faster and more erratic making adhesion less likely. While higher shear stresses prevent
leukocytes from adhering, once a cell is attached to the endothelium it takes a much higher
WSS to dislodge it. Taylor et al. [164] found that the efficiency of attachment of pre-attached
cells actually increases between 0 and 0.5 Pa before decreasing. This may be due to changes in
expression of cell adhesion molecules. Prolonged exposureto oscillatory shear stress has been
shown to upregulate adhesion molecules and thus increase leukocyte adhesion probability [63].
1.1.4 Thrombus Formation
Around 75% of AAAs have been found to contain intraluminal thrombi (ILT), described by
Wang et al [180] as ’an accumulation of fibrin, blood cells, plate ets, blood proteins and cellular
debris adhering to the AAA inner wall’. Although the formation of the thrombus is generally
anisotropic, the ILT present in established aneurysms consists of three distinct layers. The
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luminal layer, in contact with the bulk blood flow, forms a soft, spongy layer in which a well
structured fibrin matrix is present. This luminal layer appears as a reddish colour in excised
ILT indicating that fresh blood is still present in this layer [179]. Behind this, a medial layer
of thrombus consisting of less structured fibrin bundles is present which appears white in the
excised tissue. The furthest, and oldest, layer is an abluminal layer in contact with the wall in
which the fibrin structure breaks down completely producinga darker layer of tissue. The build
up of ILT is believed to be caused by platelet deposition and aggregation [169].
There is as yet no consensus on the effects of the ILT on wall stresses and AAA rupture risk
though given the nature of thrombus formation the effects are likely to be complex. Vorp et al.
[177] found the AAA wall to be weaker in areas of ILT, corroborated by the findings of Kazi et
al [69] that the wall around ILT is thinner. Hans et al.[57] found no correlation between sites of
ILT and sites of rupture.
Elucidating the effects of thrombus on the vessel wall and onrupture risk has involved ob-
servation of the underlying biology. Vorp et al. investigated the hypothesis that ILT causes
local hypoxia which could increase inflammatory response, enhance macrophage bio reactivity
and thus catalyse proteolytic degradation [177].In vitro studies [69] show a fragmentation of
elastin fibres, a decrease in collagen synthesis and smooth muscle cell (SMC)/fibroblast activity
as well as increased infiltration of inflammatory cells in areas of ILT. These findings prompted
the hypothesis that areas of thrombus act as sinks for inflammatory cells and other agents of
AAA wall degradation. The build up of thrombus has been attribu ed, at least in part, to the
rate of platelet deposition [182] which, as with the inflammatory process, is regulated by ves-
sel haemodynamics [9]. The body naturally prevents platelets from aggregating and forming
a clot and so before platelets can bind to the AAA lumen, they must first be activated. Acti-
vation occurs when the platelets experience a high level of WSS [120]. The haemodynamics
of the vessel not only activate platelets, but also dictate the concentration of cells at the wall
and the local shear stresses experienced by the cells near the wall. Investigations using generic
aneurysm models have shown that the haemodynamics of flow in the cavity, which shall discuss
later, are likely to enhance platelet deposition [9] and thus increase thrombus formation. While
haemodynamics play a role in thrombus formation, the growing thrombus will in turn affect
vessel haemodynamics by narrowing the cavity or obstructing flow. Previous computational
investigations have also suggested that the ILT may actually be beneficial by reducing stress on




Large arteries such as the aorta have relatively thick wallsthrough which diffusion of nutrients
becomes difficult and so they often exhibit a microvasculature of much smaller vessels through-
out the wall known as the vasa vasorum. The vasa vasorum transport solutes to the medial layer
of the wall and aid diffusion [136]. They consist of 3 types ofvessel; vasa vasorum intima
which enter the wall from the main artery lumen, vasa vasorumexterna which enter from the
lumen of arteries branching from the main artery and venous vasa vasorum which drain into
veins surrounding the main artery [116]. The healthy abdominal aorta appears to have a rela-
tively small number of vasa vasorum [187] while aneurysmal aorta has been found to contain
significantly more, with the density of vessels increasing icorrelation with AAA size [151].
The formation of these new vessels, termed angiogenesis, isa complex process which is not yet
fully understood, though it is known that macrophages are a significant agent involved in all
stages of angiogenesis via the cytokine pathways which theyenable [161]. Experiments with
neoplastic tissues [113] show angiogenesis is only observed wh n macrophages are present and
further studies by Polverini et al [127] using a cornea assayrevealed that macrophages must
be activated via chemical signals before angiogenesis can be i itiated. As well as medial an-
giogenesis, neovascularisation also occurs in the ILT. Thestructured luminal and medial layers
of thrombus in AAAs are permeated by a network of tunnels or canaliculi which trap cellular
infiltrates [1]. As with angiogenesis in the wall, macrophages play an important role in the
formation of microvessels throughout the thrombus. Macrophages have been shown to work
with endothelial progenitor cells to tunnel through the fibrin network of occlusive thrombus
[108], eventually allowing blood flow to bypass the occlusion. The recanalization of thrombus
in AAA may enable the transport of species to the aortic wall.
1.1.6 ILT, Neovascularisation and Inflammation
Both the neovascularisation and growth of ILT create complexities in the standard model of
inflammation in AAA disease. The vasa vasorum is a candidate for conveying inflammatory
cells into the outer wall of the AAA, which could allow for an outside-in inflammatory path-
way. Technically this blurs the distinction between ’inside-out’ and ’outside-in’ hypotheses
as the vasa vasorum are supplied by either the main arterial blood or from one of the major
tributary vessels and so inflammatory cells will have to be sourced from the bulk aortic blood
flow. Inflammation and neovascularisation appear to be intrinsically linked. The presence of
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macrophages is essential for the formation of neovascularisation and the inhibition of neovas-
cularisation has been shown to reduce macrophage accumulation in atherosclerosis [114]. The
formation of thrombus creates a physical barrier between thlumen and the vessel wall and can
cause dysfunction of the endothelium without causing physical loss of endothelial cells [67],
disrupting the classical mechanisms inflammation. However, th inside-out concept of inflam-
mation should not be entirely disregarded when accounting for the network of canaliculi found
in the thrombus. These networks of tunnels are large enough to allow macromolecules to per-
meate through the ordered luminal and medial layers of the thrombus and enter the unstructured
fibrous mesh of the abluminal layer through which it is theoretically possible for inflammatory
cells including macrophages to enter the aortic wall, thougthere has been no conclusive study
to the author’s knowledge. Investigations by Fontaine et al[43] and Adolph et al [1] show that
inflammatory cells become trapped in the improvised vasculature of the ILT creating ’sinks’ of
inflammatory infiltrates.
1.1.7 Summary
The initiating factors of AAA disease are yet to be determined y t it is clear that inflamma-
tion plays a key role in the development of the disease in terms of wall structure degradation,
thrombus formation and neovascularisation. It follows that haemodynamics must also play an
important role in terms of the activation, aggregation and displacement of both inflammatory
cells and platelets. The formation of thrombus and the microvasculature of the vessel wall com-
plicate the process of inflammation in ways which are still not fully understood. Endothelial
dysfunction and the physical barrier created by thrombus formation will affect the recruitment
of inflammatory cells though the canalisation of the thrombus provides an alternative passage
for cell transport and may allow cells to enter the wall of theaorta. Inflammatory cells are
responsible for the the creation of new microvessels both ine thrombus and in the form of
vasa vasorum, which in turn have a role in transporting cellsand infiltrates throughout the wall.
While investigations have shown that inflammation and inflammatory infiltrates reside in the
middle to outer layers of the wall, the method by which they arrive there is yet to be eluci-
dated. By studying the behaviour of inflammatory cells in thebulk blood flow, more may be
learned about the pathways of inflammation and the areas mostaffec ed by the subsequent wall
degradation will be able to be ascertained.
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1.2 Strategies in Rupture Risk Prediction
Research into AAA disease focuses on understanding the underlyi g pathology and nature of
the disease and improving methods of predicting the risk of aneurysm rupture. While the cur-
rent index for assessing surgical intervention based on measur ment of AAA diameter has a
sound basis in literature [146], it is not ideal. While AAAs are most likely to rupture when they
become large, smaller aneurysms have also been found to rupture. A study by Nicholls et al
[119] shows 10% of the AAAs which ruptured were smaller than 5cm in diameter [68]. Con-
versely, AAAs have been found unruptured with diameters greate than 6 cm. Given the costs
and risks [25] associated with open surgery and given that around 85% of patients with AAA die
of causes unrelated to the aneurysm [5], surgical intervention may introduce unnecessary risk.
A more robust method of rupture prediction is required to both reduce mortality and increase
the cost-effectiveness of surgery. Recent investigationsof AAA disease can be divided into
two strategies; those which focus on the physical effects ofAAA expansion such as stresses,
strains and strength of the wall to predict the risk of AAA rupture and those which observe
the underlying pathology of AAA disease in terms of inflammation its role in the biochemical
degradation of the wall.
1.2.1 Pathology
By observing the concentrations of species such as inflammatory infiltrates in the wall and in
the blood of AAAs which progress to either rupture or elective repair it is hoped that biological
indicators of rupture risk can be found. The destructive prope ties of MMPs make them a
candidate for study. Wilson et al [185] found that levels of MMP-1 and MMP-9 in the blood
serum were significantly higher in ruptured AAAs than unruptured. Peterson et al [125] found
MMP-9 to be significantly higher in ruptured AAAs while MMP-2was significantly higher in
electively repaired AAAs. Wilson et al [186] found high conce trations of MMP-8 and -9 at the
site of rupture. These studies indicate that MMP distribution is not homogenous and suggests
that the distribution of these infiltrates is key to predicting whether an aneurysm will rupture
and the location of the point of rupture. If biomarkers are tobe used to predict rupture risk, they
must be found and quantified using the least invasive methodsp s ible. Finding biomarkers in
the blood serum is feasible, but gives no information on their levels and distribution in the
AAA itself. The studies mentioned above all rely on histological data which while undeniably
informative is an extremely invasive method if used prospectiv ly. More recent research has
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taken advantage of advances in non-invasive imaging techniques to monitor recruitment of
biomarkers in aneurysms. The uptake of the PET contrast agen18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)
in cells is a marker of glucose metabolism and thus indicatesr as of high metabolic activity
in tissue. A study by Reeps et al [135] has shown areas of FDG uptake to be significantly
correlated with areas of inflammation and MMP expression. This has led to investigating the
use of FDG-PET imaging combined with CT scanning to highlighting areas of inflammation
[75].
1.2.2 Wall Stress Studies
By studying the stresses exerted on the AAA wall, along with the corresponding mechanical
strain and tissue strength of the wall, models can be built expressing the likelihood of rupture
based on the mechanical properties of the vessel. Numericalmodels of stress distribution in
generic AAA shaped geometries were created by Vorp et al [178]. Realistic maximum pressure
loads were applied to the geometries which were attributed aline r elastic stress-strain relation.
The shape of the model was found to significantly affect the distributions of wall stress.Ex
vivo investigations have shown that under pulse pressure and at critical AAA diameters large
strains are observed before rupture [58, 131]. Since linearelastic models only account for small
strains it is clear that a large strain non-linear elastic model must be found. To achieve this,
tensile testing was performed on excised strips of AAA wall in order to find their constitutive
properties. Excising human AAA tissue has limitations as only the anterior section is generally
available in patients undergoing operations and mechanical properties may be compromised
when compared toin vivo tissue. Tensile tests conducted by Di Martino et al [33] indicate
AAA size may not be correlated with wall strength and that tissue which is thicker and more
compliant is weaker and so an alternative rupture risk indexto size alone is required accounting
for wall strength. The responses to tensile testing of tissue have been used to create constitutive
models of stress-strain behaviour. Holzapfel [60] provides a summary of many of the proposed
non-linear and constitutive models in healthy arteries, many of which were developed to ac-
count for compliance in AAA models. More recent investigations have addressed the complex
non-linear elastic properties of the AAA wall by proposing constitutive models based on the
strain energy density function. These models relate the strain energy density of the tissue to the
gradient of deformation to account for the rearrangement ofthe microstructure of the wall with
AAA development [130]. Models of wall compliance have been simulated using numerical
models with fixed pressure boundary conditions [40] to determine the stresses acting on the
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walls during the cardiac cycle. Fixed pressure boundary conditi s do not take into account the
spatial pressure variations caused by secondary flow features. As complex secondary flows are
common in AAAs, studies have combined compliant wall modelswith numerical models of
haemodynamics to observe fluid-structure interactions (FSI) in aneurysms. Li and Kleinstreuer
[88] developed FSI models of simplified asymmetric AAA geometries. FSI has been applied
to patient specific AAAs with physiological blood flows to gain a more complete picture of
haemodynamics and wall shear stresses in AAA. Scotti and Finol [148] found that maximum
wall stress varied by 3 to 25% between solid modelling alone and compliant wall FSI models.
FSI modelling has also been used to test the efficiency of stent grafts within AAA [87]. Nu-
merical indices of rupture risk tend to assume isotropic conditions throughout the AAA wall.
Raghavan [129] showed through tesile testing that wall thickness and tensile properties are
distributed heterogeneously throughout the AAA.
1.2.3 Summary
While wall stress studies have shown the potential to improve the current clinical protocol for
rupture risk by including tissue stress, strain and strength variables, current models assume
that AAA disease will affect all areas of the wall equally. Ina study by Vallabhaneni et al
[171] tensile testing was applied to sections of AAA and showed the inhomogeneous nature of
the mechanical properties of AAA disease both between patients and in individual aneurysms.
Such heterogeneity means that current rupture risk predictors based on mechanical wall prop-
erties will fail. It therefore the becomes necessary to observe the causes of wall breakdown to
try and predict the patterns in wall properties. Pathological approaches can be used to define
the root cause of AAA disease in terms of recruitment of inflammatory cells and the subsequent
activation of MMPs. The Vallabhaneni study has been the firstto test MMP levels alongside
tensile testing of AAAs. The study showed significant heterog neity in levels of MMP-2 and
MMP-9 in samples taken from AAA walls. While the study did notfind any significant correla-
tion between areas of high MMP activity and wall properties,the authors suggest that hotspots
of MMP hyperactivity could cause focal weakening of the wall, resulting in areas prone to
rupture risk.
A method of predicting where inflammation will occur would combine the two strategies of wall
stress and pathology. By predicting where hotspots of inflamm tion will occur and conversely
where inflammation is unlikely to occur, the distribution ofareas with severe wall degradation
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can be predicted and so add a level of spatial accuracy to the existing rupture risk prediction
models.
The literature presented so far has identified the need to model monocyte dynamics in flow.
This will provide further understanding of the likely sitesof deposition of monocytes which
may be used as a tool for future clinical studies to explore the relationship between monocyte
dynamics, inflammation measuredin vivo using imaging systems, and occurrence of rupture.
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to descriptions of the li erature relating to the methods
to be used in this thesis.
1.3 A Monocyte Deposition Model Approach
This study proposes a method of predicting areas of inflammation in AAA disease through the
tracking of monocyte deposition and observation of AAA haemodynamics. To achieve a model
of cell deposition, information is required on the geometryof the aneurysm, the haemodynam-
ics of blood in the aneurysm and the physical and biochemicalresponses of monocytes to the
aneurysm haemodynamics. The different techniques by whicht s information can be obtained
are discussed below.
1.3.1 Choice of Candidate Leukocyte Species
While other species of leukocytes are present in the AAA wall, this study is specifically con-
cerned with monocytes. When deciding a candidate white blood cell to model, two things
were taken into account; the quantity of literature describing the cells and their link to AAA
pathology and the relative concentrations of the cells in the the bloodstream. Having more infor-
mation on the effects of the cells allows more accurate modelling and more clinical relevance.
Choosing a species with lower concentrations will allow formore efficient modelling. The link
between monocyte derived macrophage infiltration and MMP expression and the subsequent
wall degredation has been studied [53] whereas the extent towhich T-cells affect AAA disease
has yet to be well described [44]. Neutrophils have been linked to MMP production in experi-
mental AAAs [38] despite this, they have not been used in thisinvestigation as current literature
suggests macrophages have more of an effect on wall degradation. The high concentration of
neutrophils in the blood stream compared to monocytes wouldprovide further challenges for
numerical modelling. Although only monocytes will be studie here, the techniques used can
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easily be applied to other leukocyte species in future works.
1.3.2 Geometry
While generic geometries can be created by hand using CAD software, patient-specific geome-
tries require input from scans by imaging modalities such asComputed Tomography Angiogra-
phy (CTA) or Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA). The vessel lumen is segmented from
each slice of the scan and compiled to form the three-dimensional geometry. During CTA a
bolus of contrast agent is perfused into the target artery duing scanning. The resulting high
contrast between blood and lumen in CTA scans increases the accuracy in defining the lumen
for segmentation. There are a variety of techniques for acquiring data through MRA. Contrast
enhanced MRA (CE-MRA), as with CTA, involves scanning whilea contrast agent is perfused
into the blood either as a first pass perfusion or a longer termblood-pool agent. Time of flight
MRA (TOF MRA) Provides high contrast images of areas of flowing blood. Areas of slower
flow, which occur in large arteries, may result in inferior image quality using this method.
1.3.3 Measuring Haemodynamics
1.3.3.1 In Vitro
The haemodynamics of flow in AAAs can be assessedin vitro using transparent models of
either generic aneurysm geometries or casts of patient aneurysms. Blood or, more usually,
blood mimicking fluid can be pumped through the model using physiologically realistic flow
magnitudes. Visualising and recording the resulting flow dynamics can be achieved through
a number of methods including most of those used forin vivo measurements though there are
a few methods solely used for measuring velocityin vitro. By injecting contrast agents such
as dye into the model [132] a qualitative observation of flow behaviour can be obtained. If
the flow is seeded with neutrally buoyant particles, laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) or parti-
cle image velocimetry (PIV) can be applied to obtain flow velocity information. LDA uses two
laser beams which are intersected, creating fringes of overlap running perpendicular to the flow.
When a particle passes through the beams all three components of velocity can be calculated
by recording the frequency of the reflected light signal given off by the particle while passing
through the fringe. PIV uses another laser technique to determin particle velocity. A sheet of
laser light is flashed twice in the direction of flow and the corresponding illumination of the
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seeded particles is recorded on camera. The images can be converted into vector plots by ob-
serving how far the particles move in the given time intervalbetween flashes. Particle tracking
velocimetry (PTV) uses similar principals to PIV and, usingoptical and ray-tracing techniques,
can track discrete particles throughout a flow. PTV has been us d previously [12] to validate
flow in a physiologically realistic model of an AAA in order tovalidate CFD simulations of
blood flow. In vitro methods allow a large amount of control over the experimental setup but
require simplified parabolic flow profiles at the inlet and thecr ation of patient specific casts is
not trivial.
1.3.3.2 Imaging
Imaging techniques using Doppler ultrasound, CT and MRI based methods can be used to
measure blood velocity. The velocity data obtained from Doppler ultrasound can be displayed
as either spectral Doppler, whereby the frequency spectrumis displayed in the y-axis with
time along the x-axis, or colour Doppler where the velocity magnitude and often direction is
superimposed on the ultrasound image. Doppler ultrasound has been used previously to study
the healthy aorta [176] though the technique is dependent onthe positioning of the transducer
and the movements of the operator. There are also difficulties in resolving low and retrograde
flows present in AAA [4] and so other methods are generally prefered for rigorous quantitative
analysis of blood flow velocity in the aorta.
Injecting a bolus of iodine-based CT contrast agent into a blood vessel allows the flow velocity
to be observed via CT angiography. Images of the vessel are record d at discrete time intervals
and the motion of the bolus analysed to determine flow velocity [24]. The injection of the bolus
and radiation dose associatied with CT angiography mean this technique is used less frequently
than non-invasive MRI techniques.
Tissue moving with uniform motion within a magnetic field gradient produces a change in the
MR signal phase which is proportional to the tissue velocity[124]. By finding the difference in
phase between scans taken at consecutive time intervals thex, y and z components of velocity
can be obtained. Since the velocity of blood is significantlyhigher than that of the surround-
ing tissue, phase contrast MRI (PC-MRI) becomes a non-invasive method of gauging blood
velocity. There are two methods by which PC MRI can be used to elucidate haemodynamics
in a vessel. The first is by obtaining three dimensions of blood velocity over a designated in-
let plane and extrapolating the flow dynamics using CFD. The second is to directly measure
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velocity throughout the vessel by obtaining all three direct ons of flow velocity over all three
coordinate axes at each timestep, known as 7D-MR velocimetry.
PC-MRI has been used extensively in image guided CFD modelling. It has been shown to
produce accurate results under uniform flow conditions [47], though can be distorted by various
artifacts in more complex flows [157]. This makes it a viable modality for providing inlet data in
large, straight vessels such as the aorta. Most studies which use PC-MRI data to derive velocity
inlet boundary conditions obtain transverse slices of flow in the through-plane direction (the
’head to foot’ component in the case of the aorta). CFD simulations of large arteries and AAA
generally interpolate the velocity data from the image to create Womersley inlet flow profiles
[74, 86, 163].
Determining magnitudes of WSS using PC-MRI data requires near wall data to be obtained
with a high degree of accuracy, which has proven to be problematic due to image resolution,
partial volume effects and velocity to noise ratio present in PC-MR data [51, 64, 124]. These
factors are especially apparent in smaller vessels and areas of low-velocity blood flow. It should
also be remembered that wall motion may add velocity artefacts to the velocity data in the
radial directions. Methods for allowing WSS to be obtained have been proposed by fitting the
PC-MRI data to a fifth order three dimensional polynomial [140] or, alternatively, elements
near the vessel lumen can be interpolated from surrounding pixels [20]. PC-MRI has been
used previously to observe flow velocities in healthy [122] and neurysmal [165] [46] aortas.
Despite current limitations in image resolution, attemptshave been made using PC-MRI to
discern WSS magnitudes in healthy aorta [165].
1.3.3.3 Numerical Modelling
Numerical methods of modelling blood flow have evolved to be more powerful and more effi-
cient as computing power has increased. Modelling softwareand techniques are versatile and
can be edited to account for biological and chemical factorsinfluencing flow in the vessel.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has the potential to be a useful clinical tool in observing
vascular flow and disease pathology. Advances in medical imaging allow the creation of more
accurate and detailed patient specific models of the vasculature [156] and for the capturing of
velocity profiles of blood flow within vessels. Combining this data with numerical methods
gives non-invasive and repeatable models of the vasculature.
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Numerical modelling of the vasculature can be achieved through three different scales of mod-
els namely 0-D, 1-D or 2 and 3-D models. The choice of model depends on the complexity
needed and parameters available. Lumped parameter, or 0-D models, consist of ordinary dif-
ferential equations pertaining to viscous resistance, vessel capacitance and fluid inertia. 0-D
models are generally used to describe the vascular system asa whole in a numerically efficient
way [149]. 1-D models solve the governing Navier-Stokes equations of flow for generic vessel
geometries. They are computationally cheap to run, but incorporate many assumptions of the
vessels being observed. While they are a good indicator of averaged flow values in healthy
vessels, they cannot accurately account for complex flow in the vessel as witnessed in AAA
disease [45].
2-D and 3-D models use numerical methods to solve the partialdifferential equations found
in the governing equations. The finite difference method (FDM) converts the continuum to
be solved into a structured grid of discrete points. Inlet and/or outlet boundary conditions
such as velocity or pressure magnitude are added to the modelan the governing equations
are solved over the grid via a choice of iterative processes.The finite element method (FEM)
uses similar principles to the FDM whereby the geometry of the vessel is split into discrete
points. FEM allows more flexibility in the formation of the grid, especially at boundaries and
in complex geometries. The finite volume method (FVM) divides the geometry into a mesh
of discrete volumes. The partial differential equations are solved across these volumes by
first converting them to surface integrals and then solving iteratively. Unlike FDM and FEM,
FVM does not require a structured grid and so complex geometries become easier to discretise,
making solutions for the equations flow more attainable. Because of the flexibility in mesh
generation afforded by the FVM it is used by most CFD softwarepackages and has been used
throughout this study. 0-D and 1-D models have been used as boundary conditions for input
into 2-D and 3-D models [45].
FEM models have been used previously to great affect in determining the haemodynamics and
wall properties of healthy arteries and aortic and cerebralaneurysms. Early models of large
arteries such as the carotid [77] and the healthy abdominal aorta [109] found a correlation
between areas prone to atherosclerosis and low and oscillating WSS. Numerical modelling has
since proven to be a useful tool in investigating areas of thevasculature prone to atherosclerosis
[14].
The first numerical models of AAA disease examined haemodynamics in generalised rigid
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walled models [9, 15] using 2-D axisymmetric models of simple bulge shapes with sizes sim-
ilar to AAAs to obtain velocity and WSS data under steady flow conditions. The simplified
geometries meant that flow characteristics could be validated gainst experimental setups with
matching geometries [4, 37]. These models were extended by appl ing pulsatile flow regimes
[41] and experimenting with more realistic, asymmetric geom tries [42] requiring a move to 3-
D modelling. As imaging technology and computational efficien y have progressed, the ability
to model patient-specific aneurysms has become available leading to two strategies of patient
specific aneurysm research. FEM solid modelling of stresses, strains and tissue compliance in
the aneurysm wall were simulated [130, 178] to identify areas of potential weakness and there-
fore rupture risk in the wall and the haemodynamics of flow inside the aneurysm were modelled
using CFD to identify the patterns in WSS and flow characteristics which affect aneurysmal dis-
ease through biomechanical processes.
1.3.4 Physical and biochemical responses of monocytes to aneurysm haemody-
namics
1.3.4.1 In vitro
Previous investigations have isolated monocytes and otherleukocytes forin vitro analysis of
their physical properties and the effects of shear stresseson their adhesion and transmigration.
By placing the cells in a flow chamber and subjecting them to flows f varying magnitudes, the
adhesive properties of cells under various shear stresses can be observed. Shear stress tests can
be performed with cells attached to medium and in the presencof an endothelial cell culture
[80, 81]. The data fromin vitro testing can be used to improve the accuracy of numerical
simulations.
1.3.4.2 Histology
Histological techniques have been used previously to visualise monocytes in atherosclerotic
plaque [91]. Bylock and Gerrity [17] isolated swine monocytes, labelled them with fluores-
cence and injected them back into the animal where histological analysis revealed an aggrega-
tion of monocytes in the intima of the plaque. Steinberg et al[155] conducted polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) analysis to determine rates of leukocyte recruitment in aortic atherosclerotic
plaques. While histology gives spacially detailed insights in o the recruitment of inflammatory
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cells, it is extremely invasive and only gives a snapshot of diseasein situ so is not suitable for
rupture risk prediction.
1.3.4.3 Imaging
Through the use of contrast agents, imaging techniques can be used to observe monocytes in
the thrombus and aortic wall. Recent experiments in echocardiography have studied the use
of lipid microbubbles as an ultrasound contrast agent [85].The microbubbles are targeted to
activated leukocytes and have been used to visualise inflammation in myocardial tissue. The
PET contrast agent18F-FDG is commonly used as an indirect marker of inflammation.When
superimposed onto CT scans the combined PET/CT image gives aisu lisation of the spatial
distribution and the magnitude of inflammation. PET/CT scanhave been used by Kotze et
al [75] to observe metabolic activity in AAAs. Alongside PET/CT imaging, the MRI contrast
agents superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) and ultrasmall-SPIO (USPIO) may be useful tools
in assessing the distribution of macrophage infiltration inAAA. SPIOs are nanoparticles which
cause MR signal dropout in tissue. They can be ingested by macrophages [134] and so areas of
high macrophage concentration can be identified by the loss of ignal in the MR image. They
have previously been used to quantify monocyte recruitmentin atherosclerotic lesions [91]
and feasibility studies have been conducted on murine AAA models [170] with encouraging
results for the future use of USPIOs in non-invasive quantification of inflammation in AAAs.
Recent advances in imaging techniques may provide a non-invasive method of observing the
recruitment of inflammatory cells in AAA. While such techniques would be extremely useful,
so far they can only ascertain areas of inflammation at a givent mepoint and do not have the
capacity required to assess the origin or evolution of inflammatory infiltrates in the wall. They
can also provide information on local haemodynamic conditions which are inextricably linked
with cell recruitment. Other potential downsides of imaging are the invasive aspect of injecting
contrast agents and the dose of radiation associated with CTand PET scanning.
1.3.4.4 Numerical modelling of species in blood
Once the underlying flow in a vessel has been modelled to a desire degree of accuracy, models
can be created which map the transport of blood borne species. Tracking species has a number
of clinical uses including simulating platelet activationa d deposition [9] which can be used
to predict thrombus formation, elucidating the distribution of LDL cholesterol [92], a target
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species in atherosclerotic disease, modelling oxygen distribution to predict areas of hypoxia
and the tracking of white blood cells to predict areas of inflammation which is the focus of this
study. Several methods exist for species modelling and the choice of method depends on the
size and concentration of the species and the size of the vessl in which it resides.
The efficiency of numerical modelling is affected by the number of mesh volumes in a model,
with a denser mesh resulting in increased processing time. Modelling small blood vessels gives
the opportunity to apply a much higher grid resolution than large arteries, allowing for detailed
modelling of particles within blood flow. This micro-scale modelling has been used with great
effect to simulate the complex binding process of leukocytes on endothelial cells [70, 118, 160].
An investigation by Migliorini et al [104] modelled leukocytes as single, solid particles with
a coupled receptor-ligand binding model which they extended to account for the hypothesised
effects of red blood cells on leukocyte-wall interactions.These studies assume the leukocyte
remains a solid sphere, which would be a reasonable assumption when in the bulk flow, but as
the cells make contact with the wall a change in their viscoelastic properties becomes apparent.
Other models divide the cells into smaller elements and model the leukocyte as a viscoelastic
drop which becomes deformed upon contact with the endothelium [70]. Micro-scale models
are an opportunity to assess individual cell behaviour witha high degree of accuracy, but the
computational power required to include these models in simulations with large concentrations
of particles in large arteries is currently too large to be feasible.
The transport of solutes and macromolecules with very low molecular weights such as oxygen,
carbon dioxide and LDL cholesterol can be modelled in large art ries by applying an equa-
tion of mass transport to the solved Navier-Stokes equations [133]. How mass transport is
modelled using this ’continuum’ approach is dependent on the values of three non-dimensional
parameters. Namely the Reynolds, Schmidt and Péclet numbers. The Reynolds number (Re)
describes the ratio of inertial to viscous force. The Schmidt number (Sc), which expresses the
ratio of momentum diffusivity to mass diffusivity, can be written: Sc = µ ρD whereD is the
mass diffusion coefficient. Multiplying these numbers together gives the Péclet number (Pe)
which relates the rate of advection to diffusion. Mass transport is modelled through the ad-
dition of an advection-diffusion equation which tends to break down when modelling solutes
with large Péclet numbers. Most of the species of interest have Péclet numbers in the region
of 105 to 108 [154] causing instabilities when standard numerical techniques are used. Despite
this, investigations have used stabilisation techniques and very fine near-wall meshes to elimi-
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nate numerical instability. These methods make modelling species in this way computationally
expensive but allows models of species transport in blood flow to be coupled with models of
transport through the vessel wall [3].
The high concentration of red blood cells in whole blood (around 45%) makes the modelling
of individual particles in large arteries difficult as described below. Recent investigations [65]
have attempted to bypass the need to model individual cells by treating the blood cells and
blood plasma as two distinct fluid phases within the same domain. While the solid properties of
the cells mean this will be unrealistic on a micro-scale, on amacroscopic scale the high density
of red blood cells may act more like a non-Newtonian fluid.
The modelling of larger particles can be achieved via discrete phase modelling (DPM) by seed-
ing the solved background flow and tracking the particle paths each time point. Previous par-
ticle tracking studies have seeded flow using either individual particles [16, 95] or as a ’packet’
of multiple particles contained within a single fluid volume[78] depending on the concentra-
tion of the particles in the blood. Since the background flow is modelled using fixed-grid Eu-
lerian methods and the particles or fluid volume motion is tracked with the flow, these tracking
methods are termed Eulerian-Lagrangian methods. The first ventures into Eulerian-Lagrangian
modelling in vessels concerned the simulation of platelet motion [9] with the aim of predicting
thrombus formation. Platelets were considered neutrally buoyant particles, seeded at a given
concentration into fluid volumes. These platelet models gave rise to the use of residence time
models in blood species tracking to give a statistical method of calculating particle-wall inter-
action negating the need for micro-scale analysis. Applying Eulerian-Lagrangian modelling to
single white or red blood cells proved to be non-trivial as, given the size and density of the cells,
it is not sufficient to assume they will follow the bulk fluid flow. Calculation of lift, drag and
near-wall viscous forces becomes necessary as well as factors such as cell shape and stability.
Numerical models have, however been formulated to account for these factors and have been
validated for single cells against the experimental findings of Karino and Goldsmith [66]. The
feasibility of modelling single particles using an Eulerian-Lagrangian method depends upon
the concentration of particles in the blood. Using this technique to model red blood cells is
currently unfeasible due to the high concentration of cells. The increasing number of particle
paths needing to be solved requires a two-way solution as thecells will interact with each other
and change the characteristics of the surrounding plasma phase. Leukocytes are found at much
lower concentrations allowing the assumption of one-way modelling as the cell phase is un-
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likely to affect the bulk flow and the tracking of physiologically realistic concentrations even
in large arteries. Modelling white blood cells in large arteries has been studied by Longest et al
[95] using a near wall residence time approach.
1.3.4.5 Residence Time Models
One of the challenges in modelling leukocytes in large arteries is accounting for the complex
near-wall behaviour within the mesh resolution and computation l limits available. Accounting
for these micro-scale effects on the macro-scale models hasbeen achieved through the use of
statistical particle residence time models. Volumetric resid nce time models used in platelet
modelling [78] use the integral of the time a particle spendsi a given mesh volume during its
time in the flow. The sum of this integral for all particles in the flow is normalised by dividing
by the concentration of platelets, element volume and a normalisation factor based on the ratio









whereVe is the volume of finite volume, C is the concentration of platelets,f is ratio of active
to innactive platelets andHei (t) is a function equal to 1 if plateletj is in volumee at timet and
0 if the platelet is not present.
Kunov et al use the photographic analogy of the exposure timeof platelets in each volume. A
similar technique has been used for leukocytes. Whereas foractivated platelets, the volumetric
residence time should theoretically correlate with the wall deposition rate, leukocyte adhesion
is a more complex process and so the model needs to be adapted to account for their deposi-
tion. Longest et al [95], formulated a near wall particle resid nce time model (NWPRT) which
accounts for the ratio of particle radius to distance from wall and the particle velocity within a














The average flow rate Q, the total number of cellsn0 and the near wall volumeVnw are used
to normalise the equation as a non-dimensional parameter.Vnw is calculated by multiplying
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the surface area by the fixed value chosen as edge of the near wall region. The ratio of cell
radius to the distance from the cell centre to the wall,ap/hp provides a statistical parameter
governing the likelihood of cell attachment when divided byparticle velocity magnitudevi.
Longest et al [95] apply a correction factors to the model wich is assigned a value depending
on the species of cell being tracked. For monocytes, the suggested value is = 1. The Longest
et al NWPRT model has been used to model monocytes in femoral byp ss anastomosis and an
idealised rabbit aorto-celiac junction [96]. A similar model has been used by Kim et al [72] to
simulate monocyte and platelet behaviour.
1.3.5 Summary
This study uses finite volume numerical models to determine the haemodynamics of AAAs and
the behaviour and deposition of monocytes within the flow. FEMs have been used previously
to great effect in modelling flow and tracking particles in a variety of vessels. FEM has an
advantage overin vitro methods in that it can be applied directly to patient specificmodels, it is
also minimally invasive when compared to histological techniques in which tissue samples are
required. Geometries can be built using CAD software for simple models but for patient specific
models imaging techniques are generally used. CT scans havebeen used in this study as they
provide a higher contrast between the blood and the lumen than av ilable MRI techniques. The
patient-specific inlet velocity boundary conditions are obtained via PC-MR, a robust technique
which has been used previously on large arteries [46, 98]. The use of contrast enhanced imaging
techniques to determine monocyte deposition has been neglect d in this study. As the focus
of this study is as much on the journey of the monocyte from theaorta to to wall and the
haemodynamic properties it encounters at its final destinatio within the wall, thein situ data
provided by MRI or PET/CT scanning are less useful. These imaging techniques could feasibly
be used in parallel with this study as a method of validating the numerical models. To apply
models of monocyte motion and deposition to the FEM model we must obtain the physical
properties of the cells and the effects of flow haemodynamicson the cells when they are in the
bulk blood flow and when attaching to the wall. These properties have been taken from the
literature, from studies using thein vitro techniques above. A NWPRT model is applied to the
FEM model to model particle deposition at the wall.
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1.4 Haemodynamics in Healthy and Diseased Aorta
Aortic haemodynamics differ between patients though the general characteristics of flow are
retained in healthy vessels. The onset of disease can cause flow dynamics to diverge from these
characteristics, introducing non-linear secondary flows.The deposition of monocytes in AAA
disease is dependent on the underlying haemodynamics of thevess l and so an understanding of
haemodynamics in both healthy and diseased aorta is required to describe observations of cell
behaviour. While, in this study, the abdominal aorta is modelle as a discrete entity from the rest
of the vasculature the characteristics of flow entering the model are important in dictating the
patterns of flow within the AAA. It is therefore important to understand the flow characteristics
not only within the AAA cavity, but throughout the aorta.
1.4.1 Haemodynamics of Healthy Aorta
As blood flows over the aortic arch, a high degree of secondaryflow effects are created. The
bulk flow exhibits a helical motion as it transcends the superior aorta [62]. These effects be-
come damped as the blood descends the aorta due to viscous effect and the compliance of the
vessel but are still present as far down as the renal arteries[48]. The degree of this secondary
flow reaching the abdominal aorta is uncertain, as discussedin Chapters 4 and 5. As the flow
passes the renal arteries,in vitro aortic models [109, 163] show that under resting conditions
the flow becomes more complex with two vortices forming during the deceleration phase of
systole on the anterior and posterior walls which then translate downstream. Despite the down-
stream motion of the bulk of the blood flow, a thin area of transie t retrograde flow was noted
on the posterior wall creating high residence times. Helical flow was observed in the iliac bi-
furcations during mid-systole with flow reversal occurringat the posterio-lateral regions of the
bifurcation during the backstroke of systole. Under exercise onditions much of the secondary
flow characteristics are absent and flow is generally laminarin nature [110] although the spiral
flow entering the bifurcation is still prevalent. Pederson et al [123] and Taylor et al [165] show
WSS is significantly lower in the infrarenal aorta than the downstream superceliac region with
oscillatory flow only occuring in the infrarenal aorta. A study detailing flow in the abdominal
aorta by Bonert et al [11] found vessel cross-sectional areand curvature to be influential in
the distribution of WSS magnitude. Intimal thickening was found to correlate with regions





1.4.2.1 Generic AAA Geometries
Vortex formation has been shown to be a defining feature in AAAhaemodynamics. An-
nular vortices are present in generalised AAA models subject to steady and turbulent flows
[9, 15, 42, 191]. In steady flow models a stationary vortex is formed, filling a larger volume of
the cavity as Reynolds numbers increase above 300 then shrink to a much thinner vortex close
to the wall around a Reynolds number of 3600 [9]. Low and negative WSS are found through-
out the cavity with a large spike of WSS occurring at the flow reattachment point downstream
of the vortex [4]. Under pulsatile flow conditions in the generalised AAA models an annular
vortex forms at the proximal end of the cavity during the backstroke of systole and translates
downstream. It then dissipates at the distal end of the cavity t he beginning of systole in the
next cycle [37, 42, 144, 191]. The motion of the vortices dictates the temporal WSS magnitudes.
As in the steady state models, WSS remains low compared to theinlet length throughout much
of the cavity with a spike in WSS occurring at the vortex reattachment point at the distal end
of the cavity. Maximum WSS occurs at the peak flow timepoint where the dissipating vortex is
forced down the distal neck of the AAA. While the flow was foundto be laminar for the major-
ity of the pulsatile cycle, turbulence has been shown to occur even in simple aneurysm models
during the deceleration phase of systole [191]. Salsac et al[144] investigated variation in WSS
patterns with aneurysm size, showing flow separation to be present in all of the bulge diameters
used (smallest bulge diameter to inlet diameter being D/d=1.3 and largest being D/d=2.4), the
mean WSS magnitude was found to decrease with AAA dilation ratio. While many of the gen-
eralised AAA simulations and experiments are axisymmetricin shape, Finol et al [42] observed
the effects of asymmetry on flow under pulsatile conditions.The general trends of vortex for-
mation and dissipation were preserved with asymmetry, thoug interestingly the peak WSS at
the distal end of the cavity was significantly higher in asymmetrical models when compared to
an axisymmetric model.
1.4.2.2 Patient Specific Geometries
Relatively few numerical haemodynamic studies have been carried out on rigid walled anatom-
ical AAA models, especially when compared to studies of intractranial aneurysms. When ex-
trapolating flow dynamics to patient specific geometries it must be remembered that AAAs
develop in a variety of shapes and sizes, with differing angles of inlet and outlet aorta. While
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analysis of flow in one patient may not hold for another, all AAAs share the same expanded
interior geometry and it is important to assess to what degree th flow dynamics observed in
generalised models are present in anatomical models. The study of a rigid-walled anatomical
model with a single pipe outlet is presented by Finol and Amon[42]. Flow separation was
shown to begin during the deceleration phase and vortex formation and translation is present
during late systole and diastole as in generic models. The nature of the vortex formation how-
ever is different from that observed in simplified models with the angle of the AAA sac inducing
the formation of a single, central vortex rather than torus shaped vortices. As geometric com-
plexity is increased, so too is complexity of WSS variation.Peak WSS was found to occur
in a localised area at the proximal neck of the model and was significantly higher than under
healthy aortic conditions. Low WSS was observed over the more r unded anterior wall with
oscillating WSS occurring at the posterior wall during latediastole. This model had straight
inlet and outlet tubes leading from the AAA sac and does not account for thrombus layers and
so may not be physiologically realistic. More realistic models were examined by Fraser [46] in
a study which confirmed that vortex shape depends upon aneurysm geometry. Toroidal vortices
formed in AAAs with large bulge to inlet ratios and were more cscent shaped with smaller
bulges. Helical flow in the AAA was present only in geometrieswhereby the inlet joined the sac
at an angle. These studies highlight the potentially significant differences in haemodynamics
occuring with differing geometry.
1.4.3 Effects of Turbulent Flow
Regions of disturbed flow in arteries are closely correlatedwith damage to the endothelial lin-
ing [31] and regions of arterial disease. Whether it is the perturbations in flow which cause the
initiation of disease or vice versa is yet to be fully understood, though it is generally agreed that
the presence of disturbed flow exacerbates disease formation. Non-linear near wall flows create
changes in local WSS gradients resulting in changes to biochemical signalling in endothelial
cells. Changes in endothelial cell signalling can result inthe production of the vasoconstrictors
such as NO and cellular realignment. In areas of oscillatingshear-stress endothelial cells have
been observed to align in a less uniform manner than in laminar flow [30], increasing the prob-
ability of mass transport between blood and wall through gaps between the cells. Turbulent
mixing of cells near the wall alters both cell residence times and cell mixing behaviour. Re-
circulation regions near the wall may promote cell adhesion[22] and increased mass transfer
to the wall. Turbulent shear stresses have been shown to induce high endothelial cell turnover
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compared to laminar shear stresses [31] and cause endothelial cel loss after prolonged expo-
sure to turbulent flows [191]. Microscale turbulent eddies are thought to be responsible for
both damaging red blood cells and activating platelets which may in turn lead to an increased
probability of thrombus formation in turbulent regions.
The formation of turbulent perturbations is due to vessel surface roughness, pre-existing up-
stream perturbations and the Reynolds number of the flow [120]. At low Reynolds numbers
the viscous properties of the fluid are dominant and so perturba ions cannot form, giving the
flow a smooth, laminar characteristic. At high Reynolds numbers, inertial forces dominate al-
lowing the formation of turbulent perturbations in the flow.Between these two extremes there
is a transitional phase in which the flow is not fully turbulent. In pipe flow this region is at
Reynolds numbers of around 2000 to 2300. In healthy arteries, blood flow is regulated to re-
duce perturbations and can generally be modelled as laminarfluid motion [120]. By expanding
or contracting vessels through the use of vasodilators and vsoconstrictors, low Reynolds num-
bers can be maintained in an artery. Disruption of signalling pathways, degradation of the ECM
and occlusion or deformation of the artery may cause the regulatory mechanisms fail leading
to a transition to turbulent flow.
Since AAA disease is characterised by an expansion in the vessel wall, the fluid dynamics will
be different from those observed in pipe flow and so the range of Reynolds numbers at which
transition to turbulence occurs may also differ and should not be assumed to be the same as
pipe flow.
Simplified models of AAA disease exhibit a transition to turblence during the deceleration
phase of the cardiac cycle [191]. Since turbulent flows affect WSS as well as endothelial and
blood-species behaviour it is important when modelling arterial blood flow and the motion of
white blood cells that turbulent effects should be adequately ccounted for.
1.4.4 Blood properties
Throughout this study, the density of blood is taken to be 1059 kg/m3 and the viscosity to be
3.5x10−3 kg/ms. Because of the large diameter of the abdominal aorta,blood is modelled as a
Newtonian fluid as described above.
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Property Modelling Values (Physiological Range)
Diameter 16µm (14-17µm) [29] )
Concentration (Adult) 3× 105/ml (0− 8× 105/ml)[29]
Density 1070 kg/m3 [152]
Volume Fraction 6.43× 10−2%
Table 1.1: Monocyte Properties
1.4.5 Monocyte Properties
The physical properties of monocytes used in this study havebeen taken from the literature and
are shown in table 1.1. Where a range of values exist, the median value has been taken. The
effects of WSS on monocyte binding are covered in greater detail in Chapter 4.
1.5 Proposed Solution
To create a model of monocyte deposition, finite volume CFD techniques will be used to simu-
late the flow of blood within AAAs. These models will be seededwith discrete virtual particles
with the physiological properties and concentration of monocytes. Modelling cells using a one-
way Lagrangian approach can be used to predict how the monocytes will be transported by the
blood flow. Monocyte deposition is a function of cell residenc time and the distance of the
cell from the wall as well as the haemodynamic and biochemical effects on the cell and the
wall. To account for the complex biochemical interactions of m nocytes at the vessel lumen,
cell residence time is calculated using a statistical approach via a NWPRT model. The NWPRT
model accounts for the time each monocyte spends in a given mesh volume in the near wall
region, the volume of the element and the distance of the particle from the wall to provide a
probability of firm cell adhesion.
1.5.1 Generic AAAs
In order to calibrate the CFD models, definitions of the AAA geometry and boundary condi-
tions are required. With any computational simulation it isnecessary to begin with simplified
models to prove that the initial concepts are sound and then add more complex traits to the
models. In this respect, the CFD models shall use generic, bulge shaped AAA geometries with
simple, fully-developed inlet velocity boundary conditions with magnitudes taken from patient
data used in previous studies [46]. Using simplified AAA geomtries allows the underlying
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haemodynamics to be validated against existing experimental models. By comparing simula-
tions of various AAA diameters the changes in haemodynamicsand monocyte residence time
can be observed as AAAs become more developed. The monocyte behaviour in generic AAAs
can also be compared with that in a straight control tube, simulating a healthy aorta.
1.5.2 Patient Specific AAA
The next step towards a clinically relevant model is to applyh siologically realistic geometries
and boundary conditions to the CFD model. CT scans provide a high contrast between blood
and the vessel lumen making them ideal candidates for segmentation and stitching together to
create patient specific geometries. PC-MRI can provide physiologically realistic inlet velocity
boundary conditions which can then be applied to the patientspecific geometry. PC-MRI can
also be used to validate the haemodynamics predicted by CFD models. Once validated patient-
specific models of AAA haemodynamics have been created, monocyte particles can then be
seeded, the NWPRT model applied and the end result of a patient-sp cific model of mono-
cyte deposition model achieved. Before the simulation of monocyte behaviour in AAA can be
achieved there are areas of modelling methodology absent from the literature which need to be
assessed in order to create physiologically realistic models. The first is how the transition to
turbulent flow present in AAAs is modellid and the second is what level of detail is required
when applying physiologically realistic boundary conditions.
1.5.3 Turbulence Modelling
1.5.3.1 Transition to turbulence in vascular disease
Reynolds numbers throughout the vasculature range from less than 10 in the microvasculature
to a maximum of around 4000 in the aorta during peak systole [76] which means it is unlikely
that blood flow would become fully turbulent during a normal human cardiac cycle for any
significant period of time. Instead the laminar flow partially breaks down into a state described
as a transition to turbulence [18]. Significantly for this study, transitional flows have been
observed in haemodynamic analysis ofin vitro AAA. Studies by Yip and Yu [191] observed
that while the flow remains laminar during the beginning of systole and the end of diastole,
perturbations become endemic during the back-stroke of systole and early diastole.
To preserve accuracy in the modelling of AAA haemodynamics amethod of effectively mod-
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elling the transition to turbulence is required. The need for m delling turbulent behaviour is
particularly necessary for the purposes of this study as theend goal of modelling monocyte
behaviour involves tracking individual particles throughnear-wall regions prone to turbulent
perturbations. Several methods of numerically modelling turbulent flow exist yet no previous
studies have been conducted to compare the extent of variability in haemodynamics and wall
shear stresses which arise through the use of these different methods. Chapter 3 compares the
effectiveness of a variety of turbulence models by comparing differences in haemodynamics
and WSS in generalised AAA geometries experiencing steady an pulsatile flows. Analysis of
the effects of turbulence models on flow can determine the most appropriate model to use when
simulating haemodynamics in AAA.
1.5.4 Boundary Conditions
Dynamics of the fluid within the geometry are determined by the inlet and/or outlet boundary
conditions applied to it. The accuracy of simulation therefo relies heavily on the informa-
tion carried in the boundary conditions which can be either velocity, pressure or mass flow
conditions. In simulations with compliant walls it is necessary to include pressure boundary
conditions as the pressure wave is the driving force behind wall motion. As this study uses
only rigid wall models, the inclusion of pressure boundary conditions is no longer necessary
and so velocity inlet conditions will be sufficient. Velocity data for blood flows can take the
form of in vivo measurements from techniques such as MRI, ultrasound, X-ray angiography.
In vitro data can be aquired by applying realistic flow to transparentcas s or models of ves-
sels and aquiring velocity data through techniques such as LDA PIV. If the inlet velocity data
has sufficient resolution to provide spatial differentiation of velocities over the inlet plane it
can be applied directly from measured velocity data. Velocity boundary conditions can use
one or three directions of flow, uni-directional velocity accounting for flow in the direction of
highest velocity magnitude and three directional flow accounting for additional radial veloc-
ity components. When limited or no velocity data is available, or if computational constraints
are required or allowed, it is common to assume that the flow isa fully developed at the inlet
and a time varying parabolic profile is attached [46]. More detail d methodology of boundary
condition formulation is found in Chapters 5 and 6.
The physical properties of whole blood can be taken from literature. The viscosity of blood de-
pends upon its percentage of red blood cells, or hermatocritwhich, while variable, is generally
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between 38% and 46%. In this study, a blood viscosity of3.5×10−3 has been used, derived by
Cox [27]. The decision to use either parabolic flow profiles, uni-directional measured flow or
tri-directional measured flow will effect the outcome of thenumerical simulation. These effects
have yet to be quantified for AAA models and Chapters 4 and 5 provide an investigation into
the most suitable boundary condition to use.
1.5.5 Effects of Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI)
Di Martino et al [35] began the first investigations into the interactions between fluid dynamics
and wall structure with the aim of creating a more accurate model f AAA rupture risk. Pre-
vious models had not accounted for complex flows when modelling wall stresses. The study
worked on the hypothesis that the haemodynamics would affect wall motion which would in
turn affect the haemodynamics. FSI models have subsequently been used to model simplified
AAAs with both axisymmetric and asymmetric geometries [88,148]. These studies show that
vortex formation is an integral part of AAA haemodynamics, but did not compare their results
with rigid wall models. As an aside, Kleinstreuer noted thatt e angle of entry of the neck into
the AAA cavity caused a significant difference in vortex struc ure. Experimental models of
simple, asymmetric AAAs were created by Deplano et al [32] with rigid and compliant walls.
Each model was tested using inlet waveforms analogous to resting and exercise conditions and
flow characteristics observed with PIV of seeded particles.They state a significant difference
between vortex behaviour in rigid and compliant walls, thought to be due to the energy stored in
the compliant wall during peak flow being released during thedeceleration phase which boosts
the formation and translation of vortices. While compliance has some effect on flow, the rigid
walled models used in the Deplano et al investigation show the vortex remaining at the proxi-
mal end of the aneurysm whereas previous investigations have shown translation of the vortex.
This suggests that the difference in flow dynamics due to compliance may not be as significant
as stated.
1.6 Thesis Outline
1.6.1 Aims and Objectives
The key aims of this study are, firstly, to develop the methodsof numerical modelling of AAA
haemodynamics through novel investigations of turbulencemodels and inlet velocity boundary
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condition methods. Secondly, to further the understandingof AAA disease by observing the
behaviour and adhesion probability of inflammatory cells inflow. It has been postulated that in-
flammation occurs in specific focal areas in the AAA wall causing hotspots of wall degradation
leading to a weakening of the wall. Previous studies have shown [34] that areas of decreased
tissue strength are prone to rupture. By identifying the areas of high inflammatory infiltrate
it is hoped that the numerical modelling protocol can provide the first steps towards a clinical
indicator of AAA wall weakness and thus improve rupture riskprediction.
1.6.2 Thesis Structure
• Before simulating haemodynamics and probability of cell adhesion in patient specific
AAA geometries, a protocol for simulation was established in simplified, axisymmetric
aneurysm geometries. Geometries were created with a range of bulge sizes in order to
observe the general trends in haemodynamics and monocyte adhesion in developing and
fully developed AAAs. An averaged patient pulsatile flow waveform was applied as the
inlet boundary condition for each geometry.
• The modelling procedure was calibrated through mesh and times ep refinement studies,
a cycle independence study and a comparison of first and second order solutions. A fine
near wall boundary layer of volumes was added to the models inorder to model WSS
and particle behaviour in the near wall region.
• Previous investigations have shown that blood flow in AAAs undergoes a transition to
turbulence during each pulsatile cycle [191]. Laminar flow modelling does not account
for the changes in haemodynamics caused by turbulence in a vessel and so a turbulence
model is required. The accuracy and efficiency of relevant turbulence models of varying
complexity were investigated by simulating haemodynamicsin an axisymmetric AAA
geometry. Haemodynamics and WSS were compared between simulations and com-
pared with previous experimental findings to assess which turbulence model is the most
appropriate.
• Once the axisymmetric models were calibrated and turbulence models investigated, the
probability of monocyte adhesion to the lumen was determined through the use of a near
wall particle residence time (NWPRT) model based on previous work by Longest et al
[95]. The NWPRT model was applied to monocyte particles seeded into the blood. A
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novel variable WSS limiting factor based onin vitro experimental adhesion properties
was created and applied to the NWPRT model. Residence times were compared with
trends in haemodynamics and WSS which was found to be an indicator of vortex be-
haviour.
• Simulations were then conducted in patient-specific geometries. Geometries were cre-
ated from segmented CT scans and inlet velocities provided by phase contrast-MR (PC-
MR) images. Inlet velocity boundary conditions can be applied using axial and radial
components of velocity, axial velocity alone or as fully developed flow profiles based on
the inlet centreline velocity. There is no previous literatu e detailing which method is
most appropriate for modelling AAAs and so an inlet boundarycondition investigation
was required. The investigation consisted of two sections;
i) Comparing differences in haemodynamics and shear stressp operties between simula-
tions.
ii) Validation of each boundary condition method through comparison of mid-cavity ve-
locities with PC-MR data.
• Finally, the NWPRT model used in axisymmetric AAA simulations was applied to the
patient-specific geometries seeded with monocyte particles to determine the probability
and distribution of monocyte adhesion. Residence times were compared with values
of WSS to determine whether patterns in monocyte adhesion prbability are related to




Creation and Calibration of Generic
AAA Simulations
2.1 Introduction
When creating numerical models of complex systems it is often advantageous to calibrate and
trial the numerical techniques in simplified scenarios. Simplifying geometries and solution
algorithms increases solution efficiency and therefore errors within the system can be quantified
and the most efficient solution strategy obtained. Once the methods of these simple scenarios
have been justified, further levels of complexity can be added. Before attempting simulations
in patient-specific geometries AAA haemodynamics are simulated in axisymmetric aneurysms
of varying cavity diameters, from a straight tube simulating the healthy aorta to a cavity size on
the scale of a fully developed AAA. Creating a range of AAA diameters provides an analysis
of haemodynamics throughout the development of AAA disease. At the inlet fully developed,
parabolic flow profiles are applied to mimic simple yet physically realistic flow conditions.
Previous investigations of axisymmetric AAA geometries byEgelhoff et al [37] and Salsac et
al [144] use maximum bulge diameters equating to aneurysms significantly smaller than the
critical 5.5 cm cut off point for surgical intervention. Thefocus of the Salsac et al investigation
is on elucidating WSS. The effects of WSS on ILT are not well understood when compared with
healthy endothelial cells and so models with a higher probability of an uninterrupted endothe-
lial layer were chosen. Salsac et al used less developed AAAsdue to their tendency to contain
minimal ILT. Similarly, the effects of ILT on the standard model of monocyte mechanotrans-
duction used in this study are uncertain and so this study hasa bias towards smaller aneurysm
diameters.
The parameters used to create simulations must be assessed to justify their physiological rel-
evance and calibrated to quantify the magnitude of error present. Despite the need for sim-
plification, the simulation must give a physiologically realistic output and so the dimensions
of the geometry and formation of the inlet boundary conditions must strike a balance between
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efficiency of simulation and relation toin vivo conditions. There is also a balance to be main-
tained between numerical accuracy and computational efficiency. While accurate solutions are
desired, it is also necessary to provide solutions within a manageable time scale and memory
usage, especially if these techniques are to be developed for clinical use. The density of the
grid used to solve the finite volume equations and the time step us d in pulsatile flow stud-
ies determine the precision and efficiency of simulation. A study by Roache [138] provides a
framework for quantifying errors in grid refinement and has been used in this study to inves-
tigate mesh and time step refinement. The solution method andv riables used must also be
described and justified.
Previous numerical and experimental investigations [15, 37, 144] have used simplified geome-
tries and boundary conditions to elucidate the generalisedhaemodynamics present in AAAs.
The haemodynamics simulated in this study are compared withthe results of previous studies
in Chapter 4 in order to validate the methods used.
The aim of this chapter is to optimise the mesh and timestep regimes and solver variables
used for simulation of AAA. Simplified AAA geometries of varying diameters are constructed
and meshed for exporting to CFD solving software. The equations of fluid dynamics to be
solved and methods of discretising and solving the equations are described below, as well as
justification for the solver variables and the haemodynamicproperties used.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Geometries
One of the aims of this study is to simulate monocyte recruitment in AAA disease. It is useful
to model changes in the patterns of recruitment throughout the progression of an aneurysm and
so to achieve this geometries of differing maximum cavity diameter were created.
All of the geometries in this study are modelled with rigid walls. An investigation by Fraser
[46] shows that using rigid walled models retains the characte istics of flow but leads to an
increase in peak WSS magnitudes when compared to various methods of fluid-structure inter-
action (FSI). The addition of FSI increases the processing time of simulation and adds an extra
unknown variable in the form of the elastic modulus of the wall. As AAAs progress, the wall
becomes stiffer [33] and so the haemodynamic differences between compliant and rigid walled
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aneurysms may become negligible in larger geometries when compared to the healthy aorta.
Because of this, many investigations of flow in simplified geom tries [37, 144] use rigid walled
geometries, the results of which can be used to validate thiss udy.
Bulge-shaped axi-symmetrical geometries of varying maximum diameter (D) were created in
Gambit v. 2.4.6 (Fluent Inc., Lebanon, New Hampshire, USA).The vessel inlet diameter (d)
was a physiologically realistic 1.9 cm [121]. The maximum bulge diameters ofD = 1.3d,
D = 1.5d, D = 1.8d andD = 2.1d used previously by Egelhoff et al [37] were chosen for
the model geometries and a straight vessel ofD = d to simulate a healthy aorta. The chosen
diameters correspond to varying fixed cavity volumes. IfD = 2.1d is 100% cavity volume,
D = 1.8d has 80%,D = 1.3d has 20% with D=d having 0% cavity volume. Using dimensions
of geometries corresponding to those used by Egelhoff et al allow for validaton by comparison.
The investigation of varying vessel diameters can be interpreted physiologically in two different
ways; firstly as a measure of AAA progression withD = 1.3d being early stage AAA and
D = 2.1d developed AAA. Alternatively, cavity size corresponds to the degree of thrombus,
whereD = 2.1d is analogous to a fully developed AAA containing no thrombus, in D = 1.8d,
20% of the cavity contains thrombus and so on untilD = d in which the entire cavity contains
thrombus. This second interpretation is relevant when considering the hypothesis that thrombus
formation compensates for the expansion of the cavity and isderived from a technique used by
Mower et al [115]. While most of the geometries used are analogous to developing AAAs, a
final geometry was created with a maximum diameter ofD = 2.9d to model a critical AAA
with no ILT for comparison. For detailed AAA dimensions see table 2.1.
Figure 2.1: AAA model dimensions
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Table 2.1: AAA model dimensions













as used previously by Bluestein et al [9]. To ensure flow is fully developed when entering the
AAA cavity, an inlet of length 3.7d was attached to the geometries and an outlet of length of
11d attached to prevent outlet flow conditions from interfering with flow in the cavity. The inlet
and outlet lengths used are suggested by Egelhoff et al [37].
2.2.2 Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions are required for the inlet, outlet and walls of each simulation. Each bound-
ary condition must be justified in terms of how it relates to physiological patient aneurysms.
Velocity is used as the inlet boundary condition. The simplified models used do not relate
to specificin vivo aneurysms and so inlet conditions must be prescribed. Flow is therefore
assumed to be fully developed when it enters the inlet. For the simplest cases of steady, laminar





whereQ is flow rate,∆P is difference in pressure,L is vessel length,µ is dynamic viscosity








as shown in figure 2.2 Poiseuille’s law holds in theory for simple, steady flows but fails when
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Figure 2.2: Poiseuille flow in a tube
accounting for the pulsatile nature of blood flow in large artries. Where steady flow regimes are
required for model calibration, parabolic inlet profiles are c eated with a user defined function
(UDF) and attached at the inlet. The profiles must satisfy Poiseuille flow and give an average
inlet flow velocity which satisfies the required Reynolds number. To overcome pulsatility of
flow, fully developed flow profiles are calculated which adhere to the Womersley number, a





Where T is the time taken to complete a cycle of pulsatile flow andν is kinematic viscosity.
Whenα is less than unity, flow tends towards Poiseuille flow whereasfor high α, of 10 or
higher, the velocity profile becomes flattened. The equationof motion of viscous fluids in an




By incorporating Bessel functions ofα, the velocity profile under Womersley flow conditions










whereJ0 is a zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind. An exampleof Womersley flow
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Figure 2.3: Womersley flow profiles
profiles obtained from centreline velocities is shown in figure 2.3.
Pulsatile flow inlet boundary conditions were taken from a patient averaged flow waveform
compiled by Fraser et al from a study of 20 AAA patient, shown in figure 2.4. The flow
waveform was created from aortic centreline velocities at 200 timesteps over a 0.9281 second
wave cycle obtained using Doppler ultrasound. To simulate fully developed pulsatile flow in
the AAA, the inlet centreline velocity was found at each timest p and used to create a set of
transient parabolas satisfying the Womersley parameter.
A no slip boundary condition was placed on the wall which requires the flow at the wall to be
stationary. Rigid walled models do not require specific pressure outlet conditions as the inlet
boundary conditions will create the pressure differentials required to drive the flow. The outlet
was prescribed as a simple outflow with no velocity or pressure conditions.
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Figure 2.4: Patient averaged flow waveform
2.2.3 Governing Equations
To determine the haemodynamics present in each of the AAA models, the equations of mass
and momentum conservation over all of the finite volumes are solved. Together these equations
constitute the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations for Newtonian fluids and are the fundamental
equations of fluid flow, giving a solution to the flow dynamics in the form of a velocity field.
Blood can be assumed to be an incompressible fluid and so the incompressible N-S equations
are expressed in the non-linear differential equations below.
Strictly the N-S equations refer only to the conservation ofm mentum but since these cannot
be solved for incompressible flows without the conservationof mass (continuity) equation, it is
generally included in any description of the N-S equation and can be described
∂ρ
∂t
+5 · (ρ~v) = 0 (2.7)
where~v is the velocity vector.
In incompressible flows,ρ is a constant and so this equation can be simplified to5 · (~v) = 0 .
Which means physically that the volume of interest is neither expanding nor contracting.
The conservation of momentum equations are derived from Newton’s second law and can be
written;
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+5 · (µ5 w) + SMz, (2.10)
whereu, v andw are thex,y andz components of velocity respectively,ρ is the fluid density,
p is the pressure andSM i are the source terms of other body forces such as gravity. To fully
understand the relevance of the N-S equations it is worth relating them back to Newton’s second







+ ~v · 5θ, (2.11)





ĵ for a 2 dimensional case.
When expanded, the substantive derivative splits the inertia into unsteady acceleration and con-
vective acceleration within a volume. The terms on the right-hand side are the sum of the forces
acting on the fluid within a volume. The middle term describesthe viscous stress in terms of
the diffusion of momentum. The remaining forces are the gradient of pressure and additional
body force, which is generally gravitational force.
2.2.4 Discretisation and Solution of the Navier-Stokes Equations
The N-S equations are solved using Fluent (Fluent Inc., Lebanon, New Hampshire, USA) soft-
ware which uses a control volume approach to achieve numerical solutions. The geometry is
first divided into a mesh of element volumes. Each element canbe further divided into element
faces, edges and nodes as described in figure 2.5. For each element in the grid, the integral of
the governing equations is found over its surface area. Written n volume and surface integral
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Figure 2.5: Components of the mesh elements







ρ~v · d ~A = 0 (2.12)







ρ~v~v · d ~A =
∮
pI · d ~A+
∮




where ~A is the surface area vector,V is the element volume andS~v = the source of~v per unit
volume.
These integrals are then converted into discrete equationsfor solving. Each equation is split
into spatial and temporal terms. The appropriate method of solution is chosen by weighing up
the memory and processing demands of the algorithm against the order of accuracy and the
magnitude of error.
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2.2.4.1 Temporal Discretisation
The temporal component of the governing equations can be discreti ed over a time step4t. The
change in a scalar quantity,∂θ, is approximated through the use of difference methods. The
simplest difference methods are the forward, backwards andce tral methods which store two
levels of information during each iteration. The backwardsdifference method is calculated by





4t = F (θ), (2.14)
whereθ is the scalar quantity,t+4t is the value at the current timestep andt is the value at the
previous time step. Forwards difference methods subtract the solution to the current step from
that of the next step and central difference methods use an averaged forward and backward
step method. Higher order accuracy can be obtained through the use of the Crank-Nicholson
method or implicit 3-level methods. The Crank-Nicholson method for solution is based on the
trapezoidal rule for integral approximation for transientterms and the central difference method
for spatial terms, creating an implicit method which still stores 2 levels of information but gives
second order temporal convergence. A 3 level method involving the present, and two previous




3θt+4t − 4θt + θt−4t
24 t = F (θ), (2.15)
wheret−4t is the value at the previous time step. This method is easy to implement but has
a larger truncation error than the Crank-Nicholson method and the extra level of information
increases memory usage. The version of Fluent solving software used in this study prevents the
trivial application of the Crank-Nicholson method.
2.2.4.2 Spatial Discretisation
The spatial components are converted into a sum of discrete equations for every face of an
element. For the continuity equation this can be written
Nfaces∑
f
ρf~vf · ~Af = 0 (2.16)
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and for conservation of momentum
Nfaces∑
f
ρf ~vf ~vf · ~Af =
Nfaces∑
f
pI · ~Af +
Nfaces∑
f
(µ · (5~v)n) · ~Af + S~vV, (2.17)
where ~vf is the velocity vector at facef and~Af is the surface area vector of facef . The scalar
values are stored at the centre of each element. For first order accuracy, the face value of a
variable can be assumed to be the value stored at the element centre. Fluent uses an upwind
scheme whereby the value at a given face of a finite volume is taken to be the value at the
centre of the volume immediately upstream. Computing face values at higher order accuracies
requires an algorithm which interpolates face values and gra ients by averaging the values of
the surrounding elements. The second-order upwind scheme used by Fluent to compute element
face values can be described for a scalar variableθ via
θf = θc +∇θc ·∆~s (2.18)
whereθc is the element centre value of the variable,∇θc is the gradient between the cell cen-
tre value and the value of the cell immediately upstream (hence ’upwind’ scheme) and∆~s
is the displacement vector giving the shortest distance between the upstream cell centre and
the element face. Fluent also offers a bounded central-differencing method of calculating
face values from averaged upstream and downstream cells. The bounding is required as the
central-differencing scheme alone can lead to unbounded solutions and artefacts. The central-
differencing scheme and is detailed in Chapter 3 since the choice of this algorithm is depen-
dent on how turbulence is modelled. For higher order solutions, the QUICK scheme offers a
method for findingθf through quadratic interpolation of upstream and downstream volumes.
The QUICK scheme is best suited to structured grids, though Fluent can apply it to unstruc-
tured grids also. Higher-order schemes are also available,but the improvements in accuracy
have been assumed to be outweighed by the increase in computational resources required and
have therefore been omitted from this study.
2.2.5 Solver Variables
A pressure based implicit solver scheme was used for modelling flow in generic AAAs. A node-
based gradient solving approach was implemented whereby thvariables stored at the element
centres are used to calculate values at the element nodes which are in turn used to solve the
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discrete N-S equations. A node-based approach adds extra calculations to the solution but the
higher number of data points theoretically leads to a more accur te solution.
2.2.5.1 Pressure-velocity coupling
Solving the discretised N-S equations in Fluent requires thcontinuity equation be used to
obtain values of pressure. Equation 2.7 shows that the continuity equation does not contain
an explicit pressure term and so to introduce pressure, a pressur -velocity coupling algorithm
must be used. These algorithms work via an iterative processwhereby for transient simulations;
the velocity and pressure at the proceeding timestep are estimated using the current values, the
momentum equations are solved to provide an intermediate velocity field, a pressure-correction
equation is applied and the corrected pressure is used to obtain a corrected velocity field which
satisfies the continuity equation. This process is repeateduntil the pressure correction is within
acceptable bounds before advancing to the next timestep.
In this study the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) pressure-
velocity coupling algorithm was used. The PISO (Pressure Implicit with Splitting Operators)
pressure-velocity coupling algorithm offers correctionsto the algorithm which are not built
into the standard SIMPLE model and which would normally makeit the candidate algorithm for
transient flow simulations. Due to the small timestep sizes us d in this study, it was decided that
the advantages in accuracy of the PISO algorithm would not beworth the excess computational
expense required for the extra calculations and so the SIMPLE algorithm was preferred.
2.2.5.2 Accuracy of Discretisation
The methods of discretisation must also be chosen. Whereverpossible, second order accuracy
was preferred in this respect. Second order discretisationmethods were chosen for modelling
the temporally dependant aspects of the N-S equations (see equation 2.15) and the pressure
discretisation. The approach to be used for the discretising of the momentum equation cannot
be decided until the turbulence model used is determined, which will be the focus of Chapter
3. For the purposes of calibration, a second-order discretiation approach is used here.
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2.2.6 Convergence Index
Reducing the density of a finite volume mesh will in turn increas the average element size.
Solving the equations of flow over a larger volume increases th relative error throughout the
simulation, especially in the presence of non-linear flows.Increasing mesh density requires an
increase in processing power and time taken to complete simulations. With current constraints
in computing power, a balance must be made between computational efficiency and the error
present in a simulation. It is therefore important to ascertain the level of error present in a given
grid density. When defining FVM techniques there are currently few gold standards in terms
of model calibration, however Roache et al [138] propose a system for assessing the relative
errors involved in refining variables. This technique is used h re to calibrate mesh refinement
in steady and pulsatile flows and time step size in transient flow.
A scalar variable is required as a cohort in which the magnitude of error is determined. Since
WSS plays an integral part in leukocyte adhesion and therefore an important variable in this
study it is used in refinement studies throughout this chapter. Three separate simulations are
required for each parameter under investigation, in which the parameter is increasingly refined.
Below, the techniques used by Roache [138] are applied to a grid refinement study. A coarse,
medium and fine grid are modelled and WSS recorded at discretepoints in each. The order of






/ ln (r) (2.19)
wheremn is the solution of a given variable on meshn andr is the refinement ratio. Ideally,
convergence of at least second order is preferred in this study. Estimations of error for each













rp − 1 (2.22)
WhereFs is a safety factor added to counter uncertainty in convergence. In this study a safety
factor ofFs = 1.25 is used [139]. The GCI provides an error band which can be usedto analyse
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confidence in simulation results and can be calculated post-simulation allowing a comparison
of GCI between investigations. The WSS obtained with an infinitely small mesh size can be
estimated via a Richardson extrapolation of the three mesh sizes defined by
m0 = m1 +
m1 −m2
rp − 1 . (2.23)
Defining an asymptotic range of convergence provides a quantitative value based on GCI from
which grid density can be judged to be sufficient for modelling. The asymptotic range of





When splitting the geometry into a mesh of finite volumes, thenumber of elements used must
strike a balance between the accuracy of simulation and the computational effort involved.
Using simple geometries permits the use of simplified meshing which in turn increases the
efficiency of computation. The smooth geometries allow larger mesh elements to be used more
effectively when compared with complex patient specific geom tries and provide a reduction
in skewed and irregular mesh elements. To resolve the numberof lements required for an
effective balance, a mesh independence study was performed.
2.2.7.1 Mesh Convergence Steady Flow
The grid convergence index method outlined in section 2.2.6was used to assess the relative
errors arising from the use of differing mesh densities. Thethr e mesh densities were created
by dividing the perimeters of the inlet and outlet faces into30, 60 and 120 mesh points. The use
of perimeter meshing to define the mesh refinement index has previously been used by Varghese
and Frankel [172]. Both faces were meshed using a paved quad scheme and the volume of the
geometry then meshed with hex elements based on the inlet andoutlet meshes. This created
volume meshes withn1 = 10540, n2 = 83820 andn3 = 731162 elements. Since WSS is a
sensitive variable which is integral to this study, the magnitude of WSS in steady flow at the
cavity centre-point was used as them value and recorded at the central point of the cavity in
theD = 2.1d andD = d models. The inlet flow was set to a Reynolds number of 900, a mid-
range value for aortic flow [9]. By comparing all 3 mesh densitie using the Roache refinement
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method, the WSS atm∞ can be obtained and the GCI for the fine grid determined.
2.2.7.2 Mesh Convergence Pulsatile Flow
To investigate grid convergence in pulsatile flow, the fullydeveloped Womersley inlet flow
profile boundary condition was applied to theD = 2.1d geometry discretised into the 3 mesh
densities used for analysing steady flow (n1, n2 andn3). A time step size of T/100 (4.281 ×
10−3 seconds) was used. To study grid density convergence on a diverse array of flow dynamics,
data was collected from time points corresponding to mid systole (t=16T/100) and the end of
diastole (t=T) at central and distal points on the wall (z=0 and 0.038m). All measurements were
taken on the third pulsatile cycle to allow for cycle independ ce to occur. Contours of velocity
were defined for the fine and coarse meshes at both time points tvi ually portray the effects
of grid refinement. WSS values form∞ were determined and the GCI for each of the fine grid
densities derived.
2.2.8 Transient Flow Calibrations
When simulating pulsatile flow, the solutions must be assessed to determine whether they are
independent of the size of the time step4t and that solutions are the same over consecutive
pulsatile cycles. If the time step is too large there is a riskthat subtleties in the flow dynamics
occurring between time steps will be discounted. If it is toosmall the computational effort
required becomes unfeasible.
Secondary flows, such as the vortices present in AAAs, often ov rlap between cycles which
prevents the dynamics of the flow from being discretely packaged into individual cycles. It
often takes a number of cycles before the flow becomes completely cycle independent and so
pulsatile flow simulations must be assessed to discover whencycle independence occurs.
2.2.8.1 Time Step Convergence
To assess time step independence, the convergence method was extended to use time step size
(4t) in place of grid density. ModelD = 2.1d was meshed with grid densityn3 and simulated
using4t values of T/50 (1.8562 × 10−2 seconds), T/100 (9.281 × 10−3 seconds) and T/200
(4.6405 × 10−3 seconds), giving a time step refinement ratio ofr = 2. Values of WSS were
used as the variable for comparison with data taken from points o the wall at the the cavity
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centre and at the distal end of the cavity with time points at the end of diastole (t=0) and mid
systole (t=16T/100) on the third pulsatile cycle. GCI was calcul ted using equations 2.21 and
2.22 and the asymptotic range of convergence was calculatedusing equation 2.24
2.2.8.2 Cycle Independence
Using AAA geometry,D = 2.1d with grid n3 and4t = T/200, longitudinal Z-directional
WSS profiles were obtained every tenth of a cycle over four pulsatile cycles. By comparing
profiles between cycles, cycle independence can be ascertained.
2.2.9 Unsteady Solver Order
Higher order solutions are generally assumed to increase simulation accuracy, especially in
complex flows, though this comes at the cost of the increased processing power required.
First and second order unsteady solvers were compared by observing longitudinal plots of z-
directional WSS magnitude at timepoints throughout the cardiac cycle and recording the time
taken to solve a pulsatile cycle. If the difference in WSS is sufficiently small and the saving in
simulation time sufficiently large, a first order solver willbe chosen above the current second
order solver.
2.2.10 Boundary layer
This study models the behaviour of individual cells in flow and so to acheive this flow must be
resolved on a scale of the same order of magnitude as the cells. Monocytes have an average
diameter of16µm, much smaller than the mesh elements described above (450-500 µm). To
mesh the whole geometry with a10µm grid would require large amounts of computational
effort. Such a mesh would be unnecessary as the difference ind nsities between monocytes
and whole blood (see Chapter 4) is such that for the bulk of theflow it is assumed that cell
motion will not deviate significantly from that of the underlying flow and so can be resolved at
the given mesh density. The focus of this study is simulatingthe adhesion of cells to the artery
wall and obtaining accurate values of WSS. At the near-wall region it becomes necessary to
model both flow and cell dynamics at a cell-diameter scale. A boundary layer of hex elements
was added to the mesh at the near-wall region. These elementsget progressively smaller nearer
to the wall. Details of the boundary layer are given in table 2.2.
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First layer height 30µm
Growth Factor 2
Number of Rows 4
Total Depth 450µm
Table 2.2: Boundary Layer Properties





















(a) Model D=d, p=4.317,GCI12 = 0.225%





















(b) Model D=2.1d, p=1.7567,GCI12 = 0.191%




Figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b) show that for the 120 point perimeter mesh, corresponding to a nor-
malised grid spacing of 1, GCI for both models is within the asymptotic range of convergence
(range of convergence is 0.996 forD = d, 0.967 forD = 2.1d). This implies that gridn3
(containing 731162 elements) is a sufficient density to effici ntly solve the steady flow to at
least a second order degree of accuracy.
2.3.1.2 Pulsatile Flow
The velocity contour plots in figure 2.7 show that refining thegrid changes vortex dynamics in
the aneurysm at the end of diastole. During the higher inlet flows of mid systole the differences
are less extreme though still noticeable, as described in figure 2.9. When defining the order of
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(a) Normalised Grid Density = 4 (b) Normalised Grid Density = 1
Figure 2.7: Contours of velocity magnitude (m/s) at timeT/t = 0
























(a) Distance from centre z = 0m (GCI12 = 34%)



























(b) Distance from centre z = 0.038m (GCI12 = 8.7%)
Figure 2.8: Pulsatile flow mesh convergence at timeT/t = 0
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(a) Normalised Grid Density = 4 (b) Normalised Grid Density = 1
Figure 2.9: Contours of velocity magnitude (m/s) at timeT/t = 0.08






















(a) Distance from centre z = 0m (GCI12 = 8.3%)
























(b) Distance from centre z = 0.038m (GCI12 = 4.2%)
Figure 2.10: Pulsatile flow mesh convergence at timeT/t = 0.08
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mesh convergence for pulsatile flow, the computedp values for points towards the distal end
of the cavity vary significantly from the ideal value of 2, possibly because the reattachment
point changes with grid refinement as observed in figure 2.9 and described below. Because
of this the convergence order used to extrapolate WSS on an infinitely small grid (m0) was
set to 2, a reasonable assumption [138] since the solver is set to cond order. By applying
a pre-defined value top, the value ofm3 is excluded from the calculation ofm0 and so grid
convergence cannot be ascertained in this instance. The original convergence indices withp
defined by the WSS values have been included in Appendix A for comparison. The shift in
vortex reattachment points during diastole caused by grid refinement creates the fluctuations
in WSS magnitude observed in figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b) which may lead to the significantly
large GCI of 34% observed at the cavity centre (figure 2.10). The systolic values (figure 2.10 )
show a more linear convergence, though the GCI magnitudes (8.3% and 4.2%) are still outside
of the asymptotic range of convergence. Large differences in error magnitude indicate that a
finer grid may be required. The computational power requiredto solve a grid with normalised
grid spacing of 0.5 (over 6 million elements) would not be feasible.
Refining the time step4t may reduce the magnitude of error. One solution is to apply adaptive
meshing whereby points of interest or areas which require higher degrees of accuracy in solving
are given a finer mesh density. Accuracy in obtaining WSS is necessary and so the near-wall
region is of significant interest. The addition of a boundaryl yer of fine elements near to the
wall should increase the solver accuracy in the near wall area. The inclusion of a near wall
boundary layer is also beneficial in turbulence modelling, investigated in Chapter 3, and in
accurately modelling particle behaviour near the wall.
2.3.2 Time Step Refinement
As in the diastolic pulsatile flow grid convergence, the WSS values for the timestep sizes used
do not appear to converge (figures 2.12 and 2.14). During diastolic flow this may be due to
changes in the flow reattachment regions between timestep siz s. It may also be that timestep
m3 is too long to provide reasonable simulation. The order of convergencep used to define
m0 has been fixed at 2, which excludesm3 from the calculation. To determine the extent of
timestep convergence, further trials are required using a normalised timestep of 0.5.
Figures 2.12(b) and 2.14(b) show the timestep convergence index values are low for values
at the distal end of the aneurysm (1.58% during mid systole, 1.025% at the end of diastole)
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(a) 4t = 1.8562 × 10−2 (b) 4t = 4.6405 × 10−3
Figure 2.11: Contours of velocity magnitude (m/s) at timeT/t = 0






















(a) Distance from centre z = 0m (GCI12 = 15.46%, Error
Convergence=0.713)






















(b) Distance from centre z = 0.038m (GCI12 = 1.58%, Er-
ror Convergence=1.5738)
Figure 2.12: Timestep convergence at timeT/t = 0
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(a) 4t = 1.8562 × 10−2 (b) 4t = 4.6405 × 10−3
Figure 2.13: Contours of velocity magnitude (m/s) at timeT/t = 0.08





















(a) Distance from centre z = 0m (GCI12 = 14.78%, Error
Convergence=0.55)



























(b) Distance from centre z = 0.038m (GCI12 = 1.025%,
Error Convergence=1.41)
Figure 2.14: Timestep convergence at timeT/t = 0.08
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(a) Cycle 1 (b) Cycle 2
(c) Cycle 3 (d) Cycle 4
Figure 2.15: z-WSS plots atT/t = 0.2 over 4 cardiac cycles
while figures 2.12(a) and 2.14(a) show higher values at the AAA cavity centre (both around
15%). This is similar to the findings of the pulsatile mesh convergence study and so higher
error values may be associated with changes in vortex reattachment points. The average of
the 4 error convergence rates (equation 2.24) is 1.0615 which is within the asymptotic rate of
convergence and so a time step of4t = T/200 using a grid of at least 731162 elements will be
sufficient for use in this study. The inclusion of a near-wallboundary layer will further decrease
the convergence index values.
2.3.3 Cycle Independence
With the exception of the first time point (T/10) all WSS profiles show cycle independence by
the second cycle. For that reason, only results for T/10 are shown in figure 2.15. While there
are minor differences in WSS between cycles 2 and 3 at the firsttime point, there are no such
differences between cycles 3 and 4 at the same time point and so the simulation can be said to
be entirely cycle independent by the third cycle.
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(a) timeT/t = 0.3



















(b) timeT/t = 0.4
Figure 2.16: Longitudinal Z-WSS plots using transient solvers with 1st and 2nd order accuracy
2.3.4 Unsteady Solver Order
The largest differences in WSS between orders were found at times eps T/t=40 and T/t =60,
corresponding to the deceleration phase (figures 2.16(a) and 2.16(b)). At these points, both
first and second orders follow the same trends in WSS but the first order model produces more
blunted peaks in WSS. Maximum and minimum WSS differ by around 0.1 Pa between orders
which is 6% of the total WSS range for the second order model atboth timesteps. Since there
is very little difference in patterns of WSS between the orders, these differences in maximum
and minimum WSS could be overlooked if there is a substantialsaving in processing time by
using a first order model. The difference in time taken to solve a full cardiac cycle was similar
for both the first and second order solvers and so the second order solver is used throughout
this study.
2.4 Discussion and Conclusions
Generic AAA models were created based on physiologically realistic dimensions. A range of
geometries were created from a straight tube modelling the healthy aorta to a fully developed
aneurysm, simulating various stages of aneurysm development. The geometries were meshed
in Gambit software using a structured quad mesh and exportedto Fluent for solving with an
implicit finite volume solver with second order temporal andmomentum solvers and SIMPLE
pressure-velocity coupling. A patient averaged flow wave form defined by Fraser [46] was
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converted to fully developed Womersley velocity profiles and attached as an inlet boundary
condition. Meshing and time step parameters were found which produce results independent
of grid size, time step and fully cycle dependent by the thirdcycle. The finest mesh density
feasible (731162 elements) was sufficiently accurate in steady flow conditions but outside of
the required convergence criteria in pulsatile flow. This wanot unexpected as previous studies
[86] have failed to reach a sufficient convergence for WSS using meshes far finer than would
be computationally feasible in this study. The convergenceerror was reduced by refining the
time step size and a convergence investigation using the finemesh model found that a4t of
T/200 (4.6405 × 10−3 seconds) reduced the magnitude of error to within the asymptotic range
of convergence, making it sufficient for the purposes of thisstudy. Further study is required
to examine the nature of grid and timestep convergence. A more rigorous grid and timestep
refinement study would use normalised spacing 0.5, or possibly even finer if the variables are
still not found to converge. In order to prepare the AAA models for turbulence and particle mo-
tion simulation, a fine near-wall boundary layer of elementsis necessary. Applying a boundary






AAAs experience a transition to turbulence during the deceleration phase of the cardiac cycle
[191]. Turbulent flows affect patterns in WSS as well as endothelial cell and leukocyte be-
haviour as discussed in Chapter 1. It is therefore importantwhen modelling arterial blood flow
and the motion of white blood cells that turbulent effects should be accounted for through the
use of a turbulence model. A wide range of numerical turbulence models exist however there
have as yet been no investigations into which models are appropriate for modelling turbulence
in AAA disease in terms of accuracy and computational efficien y. In this chapter velocity
and WSS magnitudes in AAAs with steady and pulsatile flow regimes are obtained to inves-
tigate the effectiveness of commonly used turbulence models. The aims of this chapter are
to compare each of the turbulent models with experimental results to validate their accuracy
and to observe the differences in haemodynamics arising from the use of different methods of
modelling turbulence.
3.2 Turbulence models
Due to the importance of obtaining accuracy in turbulence modelling and the variety of flow
regimes which encounter turbulence, there are a variety of turbulence models available. Some
of the models most appropriate for modelling blood flow in a large artery are reviewed below.
These models can be broken down into direct simulation, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) models and large eddy simulation (LES) models.
3.2.1 Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)
Turbulent perturbations can be solved directly via the Navier-Stokes equations, negating the
need for a specific turbulence model. To achieve the requiredaccuracy, turbulent eddies must
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be solved down to the smallest microscale. Using FVM would requir the size of all volumes




. This method of direct numerical simulation (DNS) requiresthe least modelling
assumptions and so should provide a high degree of accuracy but the fine meshes required
are generally not computationally viable with the efficiency and computing power of current
technology. A review by Moin and Mahesh [106] suggests that for moderate Reynolds number
flows in transition to turbulence, DNS modelling is achievable for macroscopic measurements.
Recent studies using spectral element methods have modelled flow in an idealised stenosis
with maximum Reynolds numbers of around 1000 [173, 174]. Thehigher Reynolds numbers
encountered in the aorta make DNS prohibitively computation lly demanding for this study.
3.2.2 Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) Models
Difficulties presented by turbulence modelling arise when the length of turbulent eddies are
smaller in scale than the elements used to model the flow. RANSmethods offer a way of
bypassing the need to directly solve small-scale turbulentp rturbations by adding averaged flow
transport equations to the Navier-Stokes equations. The components of velocity and pressure
are split into an ensemble-averaged or time-averaged component and a fluctuating component.
For velocity this can be written
ui = ūi + u
′
i, (3.1)
whereūi is the mean andu′i the fluctuating velocity component.
If the flow is statistically steady,̄u is found by taking a time-average of the equations of motion.
It can also be averaged over a specific point in space if the mean flow in that region does not
vary with time. The unsteady cardiac cycles used in this study are not statistically steady and
mean flow varies on a timescale below that of the cardiac cycle. ū and p̄ are calculated via
ensemble averaging. The ensemble average is found by takingthe mean of an ensemble of all






whereN is the number of members of the ensemble. The number of different states used must
be large enough to eliminate the effect of turbulent perturbations.
Substituting these equations back into the original Navier-Stokes equations for incompress-
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(ρūi) = 0, (3.3)






















where−u′iu′j are the Reynolds Stresses, which relate to the time averagedte of turbulent mo-
mentum transfer and are solved via the turbulence modellingmethods below. Using averaged
variables reduces the computational effort needed to solvethe quations.
3.2.3 One and Two Equations models
The most computationally efficient turbulence modelling methods are one and two equation
models. A Reynolds-Averaged Boussinesq approach is used which assumes that the mean
velocity gradients which form the Reynolds stress tensor are proportional to the mean strain












which can be further simplified to




whereµt is the turbulent viscosity which must be solved,τij is the Reynolds strain tensor and
Sij the strain rate tensor. Equation 3.5 also introducesκ the turbulent kinetic energy defined
asκ = u′iu
′
j/2. One and two equation models apply extra transport equations solve the
transport of turbulent energy. While turbulence models have evolved rapidly over the past few
years leading to the production of complex mathematical models, the basic transport equations




























3.2.3.1 The Spalart-Allmaras Model
The Spalart-Allmaras model is a simple, single equation model which solves a transport equa-
tion for kinematic eddy viscosity (µt/ρ). The Spalart-Allmaras model requires little computa-
tional effort as it adds only one additional equation but is generally applied to coarse meshes to
gain a rough measure of turbulence [153].
3.2.3.2 κ− ε Models
κ − ε models require the solution of only two extra equations making them relatively compu-
tationally efficient and more robust than single equation modelling. By solving the transport of
turbulent kinetic energy (κ) and turbulent dissipation (ε), the velocity and length scale of turbu-
lence can be obtained. As in the Spalart-Allmaras model, a Boussinesq approach is employed
usingκ andε to determine turbulent viscosity. The equation for transport of turbulent kinetic


















































κ − ε models have evolved to produce more accurate forms including the RNGκ − ε model
[190] which applies an approach termed ’renormalisation group theory’ to the standard model
which enhances its accuracy for modelling swirling flows. For the RNGκ− ε the coefficientR
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2SijSji, ν0 = 4.38 andβ = 0.012. At low Reynolds numbers the RNG








ν̂3 − 1 + Cν
dν̂, (3.12)
whereν̂ = µeff/µ andCν ≈ 100. At high Reynolds numbers this gives equation 3.10.
3.2.3.3 κ− ω models
κ−ω models are similar toκ− ε models in that they require the solution of two extra transport
equations. The kinematic turbulent viscosity (µt ρ) is assumed to be a function of turbulent
kinetic energy and specific dissipation rate (ω), solutions to which are found using derivations
of the Boussinesq approach.
The equation for kinetic energy transport used by the standard κ − ω model is similar to that
used in theκ − ε model with theε term replaced by a function combining turbulent kinetic
energy with the specific dissipation rateω = ε/κ. The model used by Fluent is based on the









































whereσκ andσω are the turbulent Prandtl numbers which give the ratio of viscou diffusion
rate to thermal diffusion rate. Modelling the dissipation of κ andω and the production ofω is















































































The values of further constants are given in table 3.3.1.
3.2.3.4 Limitations
The Boussinesq assumption linking Reynolds stress and meanstr i rate greatly simplifies
the solutions of turbulent flow. It is, however, only valid incertain simple flow regimes and
therefore cannot be relied upon to give accurate solutions in complex flows where rotation and
curvature effects are present. The complex secondary flows cau ed by vortex formation and
dissipation in AAA disease may render the Boussinesq assumption invalid.
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3.2.4 Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
LES models assume that while large turbulent eddies will be affected by the geometry and sur-
rounding flow features, the smaller eddies are isotropic in nature as implied by Kolmogorov.
Large eddies are solved numerically and smaller eddies are filtered out and modelled through
the use of a sub-gridscale model. Filtering of sub-gridscale turbulence can be achieved implic-
itly by using the scale of the grid itself or explicitly dependi g on the sub-gridscale model used.
Fluent filters turbulent eddies implicitly as a function of grid element volume.
Once filtered, the variables relating to the resolvable large eddies and fluctuating small eddies
can be described in a similar notation to that used in the RANSmethod
θi = θ̄i + θ
′
i, (3.24)
whereθ̄i is the resolvable scale andθ′i the subgrid-scale.
Substituting the resolvable components of these variablesinto the incompressible Navier-Stokes






















whereτij is the sub gridscale stress tensor defined by
τij ≡ ρuiuj − ρuiuj. (3.26)
The above equations are analogous to the RANS equation 3.4. As with the RANS equations,
the Boussinesq hypothesis can be applied and the sub-gridscale velocity substituted into the
filtered Navier-Stokes equation This creates a single equation for which turbulent viscosity must
be obtained via a sub-gridscale turbulence model. The Boussinesq hypothesis is theoretically
more accurate in this instance as the assumption that turbulent viscosity is isotropic is more
realistic at sub-gridscale magnitudes. Fluent offers a range of models for solving sub-gridscale
turbulent viscosity (µt). For this investigation the Smagorinsky-Lilly model [147] is used which
















whereVe is element volume,yw is distance to the wall andCs andK are constants. LES
models are more computationally expensive than RANS models, especially at near-wall areas
where a fine boundary layer is required, but can theoretically provide true flow characteristics
as opposed to the averaged solutions found through RANS methods.
3.2.5 Reynolds Stress Model
Another method for solving the Reynolds stress tensor is to use the Reynolds stress model
(RSM) which solves the transport equations for each of the terms in the stress tensor, resulting
in seven additional equations to be solved for a three dimensional geometry. Applying the RSM
removes the need to apply the Boussinesq assumption as used in the RANS models which can
potentially make turbulence modelling more realistic. Dueto the need to solve the extra equa-
tions, the RANS model is computationally more demanding than t e RANS models. Because
of this extra computational expense, the RSM has not been implemented in this study.
3.3 Turbulence Investigation
The effectiveness of a variety of turbulence models in predicting flow dynamics in AAA disease
were investigated. The 2-equation RNGκ− ε andκ− ω models [162] and the more powerful
LES model are relevant to the simulation of blood flow in largearteries and have been used
in previous studies [105] and so were chosen for comparison in this investigation. The aim
of this investigation is firstly to validate each of the turbulence models by comparison with
experimental data and secondly to assess differences in haemodynamics between each model
and in comparison with laminar modelling. The most effective model in terms of accuracy
and efficiency of simulation can then be ascertained. Simulations using each of the turbulence
models were compared with the steady flow experiments by Asbury et al [4]. The effects of the
turbulence models on pulsatile AAA flow dynamics were then investigated by applying each
model to the fully developed AAA model described in Chapter 2. A comparison of LES models
featuring different methods of generating inlet turbulentperturbations was studied as part of this




















Table 3.1: Turbulence model coefficients
and haemodynamics.
3.3.1 Methods
The coefficients of the RNGκ − ε, κ − ω and LES models used throughout this investigation
are given in table 3.3.1.
Mesh density and boundary conditions, unless explicitly stated, were taken as those defined
in Chapter 2. Before turbulent models can be applied to numerical simulations the near wall
conditions and turbulent boundary conditions must first be defined.
3.3.1.1 Near wall turbulence modelling
Near wall effects are of particular importance when modelling turbulence. Close to a boundary,
turbulent flows diverge into three distinct flow regimes. A viscous sublayer of laminar flow is
formed immediately adjacent to the wall as velocity fluctuations in the tangential and normal
direction are damped [145]. Outside of this laminar layer thre is a layer of higher intensity
turbulence (figure 3.1). A large velocity gradient in the near w ll region caused by the zero
velocity no-slip wall boundary condition produces high levels of turbulent kinetic energy. Be-
tween the laminar and turbulent regimes there is a buffer layer in which flow is in transition
to turbulence [145]. These effects can be accounted for via the inclusion of either a near wall
function or enhanced wall treatment approach. Wall functios do not seek to resolve the flow in
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Figure 3.1: Turbulent boundary layers
the near wall region directly, but instead apply functions which account for the behaviour of the
viscous and buffer layers through a series of assumptions. Thi allows for a less refined grid to
be used in the near wall area, thus promoting computational efficiency. Fluent offers the choice
of a standard wall function based on work by Launder and Spalding [79] and a non-equilibrium
function proposed by Kim and Choudrey [73] which incorporates pressure gradient effects.
Wall functions have been shown to be effective for high Reynolds number flows but less ef-
fective at low Reynolds numbers and regions of flow separation [183] as the basic assumptions
become less valid.
Enhanced wall treatment uses a two-layer model which solvesthe laminar and turbulent regions
independently with a ’blending’ region in the middle to create complete model of all three
layers. In order to accurately model the laminar sublayer, afine layer of elements adjacent to
the wall on the same scale as the sublayer are necessary. The choic of wall treatment depends
on the size of this near wall layer and the accuracy of the turbulence model used.
When solving near wall turbulence, the scale of each of the three layers and the scale of the grid
required for solving must be determined. As the scaling willvary among different turbulent






whereuτ is frictional velocity andyw is the distance to the wall. The laminar sublayer resides in
the region0 < y+ < 5. For accuracy in solving the enhanced wall treatment, the first grid point
from the wall must be in the regiony+ < 1. The value ofy+ given by the refined boundary
layer in this study is 0.095 for Re=500 and 0.305 for Re=2600.The boundary between laminar
and turbulent flow regimes at the wall is defined by the near wall Reynolds numberRey =
(ρu+y+)/µ with turbulent , whereu+ = u/uτ with flow beginning aboveRey=200. Since the
near wall boundary layer of elements is sufficiently small, enhanced wall treatment are used
with the RNGκ − ε andκ − ω models. The near wall boundary layer has a sufficiently fine
layer of elements to allow the LES model to obtain WSS values using the laminar stress-strain
relationshipu+ = y+.
3.3.1.2 Turbulent boundary conditions
With the introduction of turbulence models we must also introduce turbulent inlet boundary
conditions. Turbulence intensity (TI) and hydraulic diameter were used as boundary conditions














where the hydraulic diameter for a cylinder is given as the inl t diameterd.
Defining turbulent fluctuations at the inlet may be vital in describing turbulent conditions
throughout the AAA flow. While the two-equation models require only TI and hydraulic diam-
eter, FLUENT provides algorithms for defining inlet velocity fluctuations for the LES model.
The simplest method is to assume there are no perturbations at the inlet and any turbulence is
created within the AAA geometry itself. Turbulent fluctuations can be added to the inlet by
seeding the inlet plane randomly with ’vortex points’ whichgenerate 2D vortices normal to the
streamwise direction of flow. The vorticity generated at each vortex point is a function of the
turbulent kinetic energy (κ), the area of the inlet plane (A) and the number of points (N )
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Γv(x, y) = 4
√
πAk(x, y)
3N [2 ln(3) − 3 ln(2)] . (3.32)
The degree to which inlet turbulent perturbations affect the overall haemodynamics and accu-
racy of AAA modelling remains unknown. As part of this investigation, LES models were
studied with different methods of inlet perturbation boundary conditions in order to test the
accuracy of each method and assess the extent to which applying inlet perturbations affects
haemodynamics throughout the AAA simulation. The perturbation methods applied to the LES
models are described in sections 3.3.1.3 and 3.3.1.4 for steady and pulsatile flows.
The accuracy of the LES model can be improved through the use of a central-differencing
discretisation scheme in solving the momentum equations [107]. Central-differencing schemes
differ from the schemes described in section 2.2.4. They usethe average values of scalars stored





(θc0 + θc1) +
1
2
(∇θrec,c0 · ~r0 +∇θrec,c1 · ~r1) (3.33)
whereθc0 andθc1 are the elements adjacent to facef , ∇θrec,c0 and∇θrec,c1 are the recon-
structed gradients in these elements and~r is the directional vector between the element centre
and facef . Solutions using central-differencing schemes can be unstable and so Fluent used a
Bounded Central-Difference (BCD) scheme to reduce these instabilities.
3.3.1.3 Steady Flow
To compare the accuracy of the turbulence models in predicting AAA flow dynamics, the study
of steady flow experiments in axisymmetric AAA models by Asbury et al [4] were simulated
using each of the turbulence models and a laminar flow solver.
Taking the axisymmetric geometry of maximum bulge diameterD=1.88d as described in Chap-
ter 2 and scaling it by 0.637 provides a geometry of similar dimensions to that used by Asbury et
al. In scaling down the AAA size it was necessary to rescale the physical properties of the blood
mimicking fluid used in the experimental model. The fluid properties used were dynamically
scaled from those of blood used previously in this investigation. The variablesρ = 1170kg/m3
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andµ = 0.00141kg m−1 s−1 were used to match the rescaled blood mimicking fluid used in
the Asbury study. Steady flow Reynolds numbers of 500 and 2600were applied to the model,
Re = 500 representing laminar flow conditions andRe = 2600 representing a transition to tur-
bulence. Fully developed parabolic flow profiles were adjusted to the relevant Reynolds number
and added to the inlet. TI inlet boundary conditions for the Re=500 and Re=2600 models were
calculated using equation 3.30 to be 0.074 and 0.06 respectively with a hydraulic diameter of
1.266cm. LES models with a ’no inlet perturbations’ algorithm and a ’vortex perturbation at
inlet’ algorithm were compared to assess the accuracy of adding turbulent perturbations at the
inlet. For the two-equation and laminar models, simulations were run with a steady flow solver
until the residuals of velocity and turbulence were less than 1x10−6. Since the LES model
involves the solution of transient eddies, a second order unsteady solver was applied with a
timestep of4t = T/200 (4.6405 × 10−3 seconds) and run for 200 timesteps or until the
solution was timestep independent.
3.3.1.4 Pulsatile Flow Models
Pulsatile flow simulations were conducted in the model D=2.1d, analagous to a developed
AAA, using a patient averaged pulsatile inlet waveform as decribed in Chapter 2 and sim-
ulations were run until the flow became cycle independent.
Unlike steady flow conditions, the TI at the inlet changes with t me under a pulsatile flow
regime. An average TI of 0.08 based on the mean flow wave velocity was used for theκ− ε and
κ−ω models with a fixed hydraulic diameter of 1.9cm. While the steady flow simulations recre-
ated experimental conditions in which it can be assumed thatturbulent perturbations at the inlet
are limited, the pulsatile flow simulations recreate flow conditions present in a physiological
AAA and consequently less is known about inlet turbulent conditions. This becomes important
when we consider which inlet LES algorithm to apply. It may bethat turbulent fluctuations
at the inlet are present in sufficient number and intensity toaffect flow dynamics downstream.
For this reason the LES was run with a ’no inlet perturbations’ algorithm and with a ’vortex
perturbation at inlet’ algorithm, with TI set to the mean value 0f 0.08, to compare the impact of
different turbulent perturbation methods on flow. The models described thus far use averaged
inlet TI. To investigate the effectiveness of fixed inlet TI afurther LES model was included
featuring a time-varying inlet TI. Time varying inlet TI wasdetermined by applying a no inlet
perturbation LES model to the d/D=1 straight tube model described in Chapter 2. The patient
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Figure 3.2: Protocol for creation of LES time varying inlet turbulence model
averaged inlet flow waveform was applied as described above and on the third cycle measure-
ments of turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate were recorded at the outlet at
every time step. By applying a ’no inlet perturbation’ condition at the inlet, any turbulence in
the system will be generated inside the vessel. The outletκ andε values were used to calculate
TI which was fed back into the d/D=2.1 turbulence model as a LES boundary condition (figure
3.2). Since the degree of TI at each time point will have been generated in a model simulating
a healthy section of aorta it will theoretically have a more realistic value than simply applying
a mean value throughout the cardiac cycle.
3.3.2 Data Analysis
WSS profiles from AAA simulations using laminar, RNGκ − ε, κ − ω and LES models with
and without inlet perturbations were compared together andwith the results of experiments
by Asbury et al with steady Reynolds numbers of 500 and 2600. Flow at a Reynolds number
of 500 should remain laminar and so the laminar model should adequately account for pat-
terns in WSS and a suitable turbulence model will give similar results as the laminar model.
Conversely, Reynolds numbers of 2600 should exhibit a transitio to turbulent flow [120] and
therefore produce a deviation between laminar and turbulent models. Longitudinal profiles of
axial WSS were obtained for each simulation and used as the variable of comparison through-
out the investigation. WSS was chosen as it has been shown to become disturbed in turbulent
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flows. The study by Asbury et al includes WSS data normalised by scaling the experimental
data by the corresponding values of Poiseuille flow in a straight tube. Simulated WSS results
for steady flow simulations were normalised using the experim ntal inlet WSS and simulated
inlet WSS
WSSnorm = WSSsim,z (WSSexp,in/WSSlam,in) , (3.34)
whereWSSsim,z is simulated WSS at distance from centre z,WSSlam,in is simulated laminar
inlet WSS andWSSexp,in is experimental inlet WSS. Normalising WSS values allows a di-
rect comparison with the experimental data. The experimental data provides an opportunity for
validating CFD simulations though it should be noted that only eight data points are provided
throughout the model which is not enough to describe fine patterns in WSS profiles. While
the dimensions of the experimental and simulated models areimilar, there will be subtle dif-
ferences in the curvature of the bulge which may result in differences in flow dynamics. For
Reynolds numbers of both 500 and 2600 simulations, all LES models were deemed to be time
step independent at2004 t where4t = 4.6405 × 10−3 seconds. At earlier timesteps vortex
formation was observed at progressively upstream points.
For pulsatile flows, transition to turbulence has been shownt be confined to the deceleration
phase of the cardiac cycle [191] and so results were recordedat points corresponding to the
beginning, middle and end of the deceleration phase. Contours f velocity magnitude were
obtained at each time point for each turbulence model simulation to show a visual comparison
of differences in haemodynamics between models. Axial WSS against distance from cavity
centre was also plotted for each model at each time point.
3.3.3 Processing Time
In order to assess the efficiency of a particular turbulence model the accuracy of the simulation
must be weighed up against the solution time. Each of the pulsatile flow turbulence model
simulation and the laminar flow simulation were run for 2 cycles to provide cycle independence
after which the time taken to solve a further 10 timesteps wasrecorded. A timestep of4t =
T/200 (4.6405 × 10−3 seconds) was used and the solution at each timestep considered solved
after all residuals were below1x10−6 or if this limit is not reached then a maximum of 60






Laminar andκ−ω models follow the trends of the normalised Asbury data at Reynolds numbers
of 500 and 2600 (figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b)) with WSS dipping toaround 0 throughout the cavity
then rising up to the peak WSS at the distal end. The most distal experimental data point appears
to be an excellent fit with theκ−ω data, however due to sparse experimental data the exact point
of maximum WSS cannot be determined from the Asbury et al dataand so an exact match in
values at this point may not indicate perfect validation. AtReynolds number 2600, the laminar
model under-predicts experimental maximum WSS by around 15% while maximum WSS in
theκ − ω model is similar to the experimental maximum. Slight deviations between laminar
andκ − ω models are observed towards the proximal end of the cavity atReynolds number
2600 though experimental data is too sparse to determine which model is more accurate. The
RNGκ − ε model produces the worst fit with the experimental data. While WSS magnitudes
at the proximal end of the aneurysm are similar, maximum WSS is significantly higher than all
simulated and experimental data. Vortex formation is situated further upstream than in all other
models and so produces significantly different patterns in axial WSS.
At Reynolds numbers of 500 and 2600, WSS profiles for both LES models were similar to the
general trends of the experimental data (figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b)), with the exception of the
point of high magnitude retrograde WSS at the distal end of the cavity, which is significantly
higher in the LES models. Since the experimental results arelimited in terms of data points
the actual magnitude of retrograde flow created before the flow reattachment point cannot be
validated. WSS profiles in theRe = 2600 model show that the LES model with no inlet per-
turbations predicts similar WSS profiles to the laminar model with the exception of points at
the inlet and at the point of peak WSS. At these points there isa d fference of around 0.15 Pas-
cals between WSS magnitudes. The inlet perturbation vortexm thod LES model differs from
the no inlet perturbation model with lower WSS magnitudes atthe inlet and outlet, higher and
more variable peak WSS and evidence of vortex formation slightly proximal to that in the other
models. The higher peak WSS present in both LES models is in line w th the maximum exper-
imental WSS. Both LES models also contain higher variability around the AAA circumference
than the laminar and 2 equation models.
In steady flows the laminar model fits the trends in experimental data but under predicts maxi-
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(a) Re = 500
























(b) Re = 2600
Figure 3.3: Normalised axial WSS profiles for two-equation and laminar models

























(a) Re = 500
























(b) Re = 2600
Figure 3.4: Normalised axial WSS profiles for LES and laminar models
mum WSS at a Reynolds number of 2600 while theκ−ω model was more accurate in predicting
WSS values than the RNGκ− ε model. Theκ− ω appears to give a better prediction of peak
WSS in transitional flow than laminar modelling alone thoughlaminar models may be more
accurate at lower WSS magnitudes.
3.4.2 Time Varying Turbulence Intensity LES Model
Applying the no inlet perturbation algorithm LES model to the straight tubeD = d for a full
cardiac cycle produced peak outlet values ofκ (figure 3.5(a)) andε (figure 3.5(b)) during mid
systole and a smaller peak in both values during the beginning of diastole. These values were
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Figure 3.5: Profiles of turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate throughout cardiac cycle






















Figure 3.6: Profile of turbulence intensity throughout cardiac cycle
used to calculate the magnitude of TI shown in figure 3.6 through t the cardiac cycle. Of
interest in this investigation is the peak in TI during the thacceleration phase (t/T = 0.2 to 0.4)
in which transition to turbulence has been observed in previous nvestigations. Time varying TI
was used as a boundary condition in the time varying inlet vortex perturbation LES model.
3.4.3 Pulsatile Flow
Contours of velocity magnitude at mid systolic and decelerating flow time points t/T = 0.2 and
0.3 (figures 3.7 and 3.8) show that theκ − ω model exhibits similar haemodynamics to the
laminar solution though the velocity profiles are more blunted. Velocity magnitudes in the no
inlet perturbation LES model are closer to the laminar soluti n han both 2-equation models,
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though still slightly blunted, while the fixed and variable TI vortex perturbation LES models
show perturbations are present throughout the cavity, especially in the variable TI model. While
these perturbations are noticeable, especially towards the distal end, the general characteristics
of flow observed in the no perturbation model are preserved. The RNGκ − ε model shows a
change from blunted velocity profiles similar to theκ−ω model at t/T = 0.2 to internal velocity
dynamics which are significantly more simplified than all other models at t/T=0.3. At the end of
the deceleration phase (figure 3.9), the RNGκ− ε model retains the simplified haemodynamics
and does not exhibit the central core of higher velocity flow apparent in the rest of the models.
The laminar,κ−ω and no perturbation LES models share similar haemodynamic trends though
theκ−ω model produces more blunted velocity profiles than the LES model which are in turn
more blunted than the laminar model. The fixed and variable inlet perturbation LES models,
while retaining the central slug of velocity present in other models, are dominated by large
amounts of perturbations throughout the cavity which change the overall haemodynamics.
Both of the LES method models with vortices applied at the inlt cause a breakdown in the
symmetry of flow. Symmetry is preserved in all other turbulent model methods including the
no inlet perturbation LES model.
The trends in velocity contours are reflected in the WSS plotsfor each turbulence model (figures
3.10 and 3.11). Theκ − ω and no perturbation LES model simulations have similar WSS
profiles to the laminar model, though theκ − ω model has a lower peak in minimum WSS
during mid deceleration and vortex detachment and reattachment points are located further
upstream at t/T=0.4. The simplified haemodynamics of the RNGκ − ε model translate into
the under prediction of peak WSS during mid deceleration when compared to other models,
and a comparative lack of complexity in the WSS profile observed at t/T = 0.4. The fixed
and time varying TI inlet vortex perturbation LES models, while exhibiting a higher degree of
WSS variation than other models, show similar trends in WSS profiles to the laminar and no
perturbation models during t/T = 0.2 to 0.3 though a significant departure is observed at the end
of the deceleration phase. At t/T = 0.4, WSS values at the proximal and distal ends of the cavity
are significantly less negative in the inlet perturbation LES models than the no perturbation and
laminar models.
This sudden and significant shift in WSS magnitudes is analysed in more detail in the WSS
plots in figure 3.12 which shows the difference in WSS values bcoming greater in all areas































































(f) LES with vortex method and time varying inlet turbu-
lence intensity from pipe flow































































(f) LES with vortex method and time varying inlet turbu-
lence intensity from pipe flow































































(f) LES with vortex method and time varying inlet turbu-
lence intensity from pipe flow
Figure 3.9: Contours of velocity magnitude (m/s) at t/T = 0.4
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Figure 3.10: Longitudinal profiles of Z-WSS for two-equation turbulencemodels
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Figure 3.11: Longitudinal profiles of Z-WSS for LES turbulence models
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Model Solution Time for 10 Timesteps
Laminar 2h 18 mins
RNGκ− ε 2h 10 mins
κ− ω 2h 8 mins
LES, no perturbations 2h 15 mins
LES inlet vortex method 2h 18 mins
Table 3.2: Processing time
The RNGκ − ε turbulence model oversimplifies haemodynamics when compared to other
models leading to a lack of complexity in WSS profiles and significant underestimation of peak
WSS. Theκ − ω and no inlet perturbation LES model follow the haemodynamictrends of
the laminar simulation through the deceleration phase, however both produce more blunted
velocity profiles. WSS trends follow laminar trends for bothmodels though the haemodynamic
differences present in theκ − ω model lead to minor differences in WSS profiles during the
deceleration phase. Perturbations applied to the LES modelat the inlet pervade throughout the
cavity. WSS profiles remain unchanged until the latter half of the deceleration phase at which
point perturbations significantly change the haemodynamics and WSS profiles, especially away
from the cavity centre. There is no significant difference inWSS between time varying and
fixed perturbation boundary conditions in LES models.
3.5 Processing Time
The processing times for each model are given in table 3.5.
While effort was taken to eliminate background computational processes while the simulations
were running, there may be slight differences in CPU uses between simulations and as such the
solutions times should be used as a general guide to computational effort.
3.6 Discussion
Pulsatile flow in AAAs involves a burst of higher Reynolds number flow during systole while
the bulk of the cycle remains at a lower Reynolds number. Whenc oosing a turbulence model
it is therefore important to ensure that it remains accurateover the entire range of Reynolds
numbers and that it will account for the formation and dissipation of vortices which are a key
feature of AAA haemodynamics. Due to the reduction in modelling assumptions, LES models
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Figure 3.12: Longitudinal profiles of Z-WSS for LES turbulence models
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would be expected to provide more accurate turbulence modelling than 2-equation models but
consume more processing time.
The results show that the RNGκ−ε model produces inaccuracies in vortex modelling in steady
flow and over simplifies vortex behaviour in pulsatile flow resulting in a loss of complexity and
significant damping of peak WSS. Since vortex behaviour is integral to AAA haemodynamics,
the results of this study suggest that the RNGκ − ε model should be avoided for AAA mod-
elling. This finding corroborates results of an investigation by Varghese and Frankel [172] of
physiological flow in stenosed arteries which found the RNGκ − ε model to be less accurate
than theκ − ω model. The RNGκ − ε model also faired the worst in terms of solution time
which is surprising given the simple nature of the model whencompared with LES.
Theκ − ω and LES model simulations are consistent with the experimental data and produce
maximum WSS values closer to the experimental values than laminar simulation in steady,
transitional flow. The limited data points provided by the exp rimental results and possible
differences in curvature between simulated and experimental AAA models places limitations on
the ability for detailed quantitative analysis. In pulsatile flow, the LES model with no turbulent
perturbations at the inlet produced haemodynamics similarto laminar simulation while the
κ − ω model produced noticeably blunted velocity profiles but retained the haemodynamic
trends of the laminar and no inlet perturbation LES model. The κ − ω model exhibited the
shortest solution time making it the most computationally effici nt model. The no perturbation
LES model took 5.47% longer to solve which would still make thLES model viable if it
is deemed to add further accuracy to the simulation. The results how that theκ − ω and no
perturbation LES models produce simulations with similar haemodynamic trends, making them
both candidates for simulating general AAA haemodynamics.When higher levels of accuracy
are required, such as when modelling near wall cell interactions, the differences in velocity
profiles and WSS magnitude may become more important. Both models have a similar level of
accuracy in steady flow, but this investigation does not showwhich of these 2 models is more
accurate in pulsatile flow. Further investigation is therefo required to compare both models
with experimental data.
Since there are no extra viscous terms added, the laminar model was expected to have the fastest
solution time. In practice it took the same length of processing time as the vortex method LES
model which is longer than the time taken using theκ−ω model. This finding is important since
turbulence models may be neglected when modelling due to theextra processing time added.
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While this may still be true in simple models, these results suggest that there is no significant
additional processing time incurred through the use of theκ− ω or LES models.
The lack of significant differences in processing time betwen laminar,κ− ω and LES models
may be due to the increase in processing created by the inclusion of the fine boundary layer
and the use of second order accuracy. These may dilute the differences in processing time
created by the inclusion of more complex turbulence models.While the LES models require
the fine boundary layer of elements used in this investigation, heκ − ω model is designed to
be applicable to coarser meshes as well and so efficiency could be increased if the near wall
boundary layer is removed.
The similarities in processing time indicate that the extracomputational effort required to apply
the RSM turbulence model may not significantly effect the overall processing time. The RSM
does not require the application of the Boussinesq approximation and so may provide more
accurate turbulent modelling. This study can be extended toinclude the RSM as a viable
turbulence model in AAA simulation.
Under pulsatile flow conditions the influence of inlet boundary conditions becomes more ap-
parent. Applying zero perturbations at the inlet produces amodel with similar flow dynamics
and WSS profiles to the laminar model whereas the addition of vortex perturbations at the inlet
creates noticeable instabilities in the flow throughout thean urysm. These instabilities are re-
flected in the lowering of WSS profiles towards the end of the deceleration phase. This would
suggest that when numerically modelling AAAs the turbulentperturbations entering the flow
at the inlet have a much greater effect on flow dynamics and WSSthan perturbations created
within the model. If this is the case, it is necessary to quantify the intensity of perturbations
at the inlet. It should be noted that any divergence between LES models was shown to occur
around the middle of the deceleration phase. At other time points measured, all models show
similar trends in WSS distribution.
The comparison of LES models with time varying and fixed turbulence intensity inlet pertur-
bation boundary conditions reveals that both models have similar trends in WSS towards the
end of the deceleration phase. Specifying the intensity of inlet perturbations changes the WSS
profiles relatively little when compared to zero inlet-perturbation models, this suggests that it
is the spatial distribution of turbulence which is critical. In this investigation a fixed number
of perturbations were seeded at the inlet and so a study varying the number of inlet vortices
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would clarify the effects of spatial distribution. The turblence intensity boundary conditions
derived from the straight tube model are limited as a result of the lack of spatial distribution of
turbulence. A further investigation in which the vorticityand radial velocity vectors are mea-
sured at the outlet of the tube at each timestep and then fed back into the dilated AAA model
would provide temporally and spatially varying turbulenceinlet boundary conditions. Com-
paring the results of the investigation with results using aspectral synthesiser turbulent inlet
boundary condition method, which generates perturbationshrough summation of inlet Fourier
harmonics, may also be useful.
Applying perturbations at the inlet of the LES models produced a breakdown in flow symme-
try. Simple AAA models are often assumed to be axi-symmetric. This study shows that the
assumption of axi-symmetry may be inappropriate when turbulent perturbations are applied at
the inlet and suggests that the local dynamics of flow in an AAAmay be dictated by upstream
turbulent perturbations even in symmetrical vessels.
The effect of turbulent perturbations at the inlet on flow dynamics and WSS profiles observed
in this study has implications in modelling AAAs using both generalised and patient specific
models. Currently, CFD models of AAA tend to assume laminar ilet boundary conditions [37,
86, 144]. There is no input of radial velocity components andso inlet turbulence information is
lost. Given the high degree of secondary flow features present in the blood as it passes the aortic
arch [92], it is likely that these features will continue to be present when the flow reaches the
abdominal aorta and so cause deviations from laminar flow andpossibly an increased likelihood
of turbulent perturbations. As the distribution of these perturbations has been shown to have a
significant effect on flow dynamics and WSS, the inclusion of spatial velocity data normal to
the z-directional flow may be necessary when modelling AAA disease. The inclusion of radial
velocity information in patient specific AAA is the subject of Chapters 5 and 6.
3.7 Conclusions
During steady flow regimes, theκ−ω and LES models predicted peak WSS with more accuracy
than the laminar model alone whereas the RNGκ−ε model failed to accurately simulate vortex
behaviour.
Applying a LES model with no inlet perturbations and aκ − ω model to AAAs with pulsatile
flow regimes lead to similar trends in haemodynamics to the lamin r model, with differences
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occurring in WSS profiles towards the end of the decelerationphase. While applying theκ −
ω and no inlet perturbation LES models did not significantly alter the flow haemodynamics
for much of the cardiac cycle, the use of turbulence models throughout the whole cycle is
justified since adding turbulence models did not significantly affect the solving time of the
models investigated. Theκ−ω model was the most computationally efficient model, producing
the fastest solution while retaining the characteristics of the flow.
Applying turbulent perturbations at the AAA inlet had a significant effect on velocity and WSS
profiles during the deceleration phase. The difference betwe n fixed and time varying perturba-
tion intensity was less significant. The effects of secondary flow and perturbations at the inlet
are therefore an important factor to consider when analysing turbulent flow in AAAs and an
assumption of linear flow at the inlet may lead to errors in a numerical solution.
The LES turbulence model with no inlet perturbations has been us d throughout the rest of this
study. This chapter reveals that either the LES or theκ−ω model would be sufficient for deter-
mining AAA haemodynamics. The LES model was chosen as the modelling of particle motion
in flow requires the highest precision of modelling feasible. The differences in haemodynamics
between each model are not significant and only occur during the end of systole but may have
a greater effect on particle motion in flow. LES models are formulated to provide greater accu-
rate than two equation models at the cost of larger processing times and since the difference in
processing time between the two models has not been shown to be significant in this study, the
LES model was used. The quantity and distribution of inlet turbulence is not known for generic
AAA models and so the no perturbation methodology is appliedin Chapter 4. In Chapters 5 to
7 inlet velocity is quantified spatially over the inlet planei most cases, negating the need for
inlet turbulence assumptions and so the no perturbation methodology is also applied here.
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Monocyte Tracking in Generic AAAs
4.1 Introduction
In order to elucidate the behaviour of inflammatory cells within AAA disease and the haemo-
dynamics which drive this behaviour, blood flow and its effect on monocytes is simulated in
generalised, axi-symmetric AAA geometries with physiologically realistic dimensions. The
distribution of monocyte adhesion is clinically relevant as areas of concentrated monocyte ad-
hesion may be associated with higher levels of inflammatory wall degradation when compared
to areas exposed to little or no adhesion [53]. By modelling various sizes of AAA, as described
in Chapter 2, patterns in haemodynamics and cell depositionwith AAA progression can be
observed.
Haemodynamics and WSS in simplified AAA geometries similar to those used in this study
have been investigated previously. Studies of experimental AAAs under physiological pulsatile
flow by Egelhoff et al [37] and Salsac et al [144] focus on AAAs with diameters up to the criti-
cal 5.5 cm surgical intervention point while a numerical study by Fraser [46] models aneurysms
with diameters of 4 to 7 cm. All studies show vortex formations present in even the small-
est diameter aneurysms. As aneurysm diameter increases, the cale of the vortices and their
effects on haemodynamics increases. Previous studies use differ nt inlet waveforms but the
general trends in haemodynamics and WSS can be used as a qualit tive comparison with those
simulated in this study.
While this study is the first to numerically model monocyte behaviour in AAAs, numerical
modelling of blood cells, including monocytes, has been achieved previously. Longest et al
[95] and Buchanan et al [14] modelled monocytes as discrete particles interacting with the
background blood flow. Longest et al confirmed the validity oftheir model against the Karino
and Goldsmith [66] experimental investigation of red bloodcell motion in flow through an
annular expansion. Cell adhesion to the lumen was quantifiedby Buchanan et al using a prob-
abilistic method based on local cell residence times. This wa extended by Longest et al [95]
to incorporate the distance of the cell from the wall and a critical value of WSS over which no
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adhesion could occur. The Longest et al near wall particle residence time (NWPRT) approach
is used in this study as it has been used previously to simulate the probability of monocyte
adhesion in large arteries.
WSS has been shown to affect the adhesion of cells to the lumen[80, 189]. Previous stud-
ies [96] have built a WSS limiting factor into the cell residenc time models which provide a
critical WSS value over which cell adhesion does not occur. The effects of WSS on inflamma-
tory adhesion have been shown by experimental studies to vary depending on the strength of
WSS. At high WSS, no adhesion is possible [80, 189] and as WSS decreases the probability of
adhesion increases gradually. Despite evidence for a gradual change in adhesion probability,
previous models have used a fixed critical WSS value based on the magnitude of inlet flow. In
this study, a more physiologically accurate variable WSS limiter is created based oni vitro
experimental data and attached to the NWPRT model. This novel WSS limiter will account
for the effects of variable WSS on the probability of cell adhesion in the AAA. By comparing
NWPRT data from models with and without the WSS limiter, the eff cts of WSS on monocyte
adhesion can be observed.
4.2 Discrete Phase Modelling (DPM) Theory
Using DPM allows the motion of individual particles to be modelled within the flow field. Solv-
ing the trajectories of each particle at every timestep can become computationally demanding
therefore, depending on the processing power available, there is currently an upper limit on
the number of cells which can be simulated at any one time. When particles are sufficiently
sparse within a flow, their motion can be simulated using one-way modelling whereby particle
motion is assumed to have a negligible effect on the bulk continuum flow field. When particles
are present in a large concentration, such as red blood cells, a two-way coupled model must be
incorporated in which particle motion changes the dynamicsof the background flow, requiring
the solution of an extra level of particle-flow equations. Monocytes are present in the blood
in sufficiently low concentrations (3 × 10−5/ml) to be within the bounds of DPM and have
previously been modelled using one-way DPM [95, 96].
To model particle trajectories using DPM, the Navier-Stokes equations of the background flow
must first be solved to obtain the momentum and direction of the flow field which is in turn used
to calculate particle motion. The effects of the flow field on particle trajectories are a function
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of the lift and drag forces peculiar to a given particle as well as certain body force terms which
may be included, depending on the attributes of the particleand the flow system it resides in.
Following Newton’s second law of motion, the acceleration of a particle in the x,y and z planes
at each timestep of the simulation must equal the forces acting on it per unit particle mass. In




= FD + FL + FP + Fτ + FNW (4.1)
whereup is the x-directional velocity of the particle,FD is drag force,FL is lift force, FP is
pressure gradient force,Fτ is shear stress force andFNW is a general term for specific lift and
drag terms which come into effect in the near wall region.
The specific force equations and coefficients required to simulate monocyte motion must be de-
termined for cells within the bulk flow and at the near wall regions where many of the standard
equations of particle motion break down. Each of the relevant forces are described in more
detail below.
4.2.1 Drag coefficient
Figure 4.1: Drag force
Drag force (figure 4.1) acting on a particle in a steady-statesystem is a function of the dif-
ference in velocities between the particle and the fluid medium, the density of the surrounding
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where A is the cross sectional area (πd2p/4 in the case of a sphere),ρf is the fluid density,
upf is the velocity difference between particlep and the surrounding fluid andCd is the drag






It is useful when understanding the drag coefficient used to observe the relationship between








A number of methods for formulating the drag coefficient in different flow regimes exist but
since blood cells operate atRer << 1 the Stokes drag force is the most appropriate. Stokes
drag force, derived from the Navier-Stokes equations, defines the drag coefficient as
FD = 3πµpdpupf (4.5)





This can be used to calculate the time taken by a particle to respond to a change in the velocity







Since monocytes are relatively spherical in shape with a rigid shell when in flow, they fit well
with the assumptions of small, rigid, spherical particles used in defining drag forces and require
no caveats to account for irregular shape or morphing of particles. The structure of leukocytes
becomes more fluid upon contact with the endothelium, but while in vascular flow the structural
rigidity of monocytes preserves the shape of the cell and prevents disintegration or erosion.
Morsi and Alexander [112] calculated and tested experimentally a more generalised version of
Cd in the form of the second order polynomial
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wherea1, a2 anda3 are constants which vary with the range ofRer from << 1 to 5x104 . At
Rr < 0.1, a1 = a3 = 0 anda2 = 24, thus reducing the drag coefficient to the Stokes drag
term.
4.2.2 Basset-Boussinesq-Oseen Equation
The motion of a small, rigid sphere in three-dimensional non-uniform Stokes flow was studied
by Maxey and Riley [102] who identified further forces created either by the particle or the
surrounding fluid. The pressure gradient (figure 4.2) and shear stress forces can be written
FP = (−5 ·p)Vp , Fτ = (5 · τ)Vp, (4.9)
whereVp is the volume of the particle. The ’virtual mass’ force, created by the acceleration
Figure 4.2: Pressure gradient force












Where D/dt is the substantive derivative as described in equation 2.11. The delay between
relative velocity change and the viscous effects on the particle means that the initial particle and
fluid velocities affect the force balance on the particle furthe along its trajectory as described
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where the term in parenthesis accounts for the effects of theinitial velocity.
By including the non-uniform flow corrections to each of the above forces derived by Faxen
[39] and the gravitational body forcemg, the Basset-Boussinesq-Oseen (BBO) equation of




= FD + FP + Fτ + Fvm + FBasset +mg. (4.12)
For the simulation of blood cells in a large artery this equation can be simplified. Numerical
analysis by Jung et al [65] found the virtual mass to be relatively small when compared to the
drag force and was assumed to be negligible in large artery simulation. Longest [94] states that
since the particle response time,τp of cells in blood is small (on the order of10−6 seconds)
when compared to the overall pulse period (usually around 1 second), the effects of including
the Basset history term will be negligible and so is not included in this study. The equation of




= FD + FP + Fτ . (4.13)
It should be noted that the BBO equation does not account for the effects of particle rotation on
relative particle motion.
4.2.3 Lift Force
The rotation of spherical particles in flow can create a lift force acting on the particle (figure
4.3. Particle rotation can be caused either by velocity gradients in the fluid or due to contact
with a boundary such as the lumen in arteries. The Saffman lift force [142] for smallRer
is a function of particle size, fluid viscosity, relative velocity and the square root of the shear
Reynolds number
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Figure 4.3: Lift force








The Saffman lift force, as well as more recent derivations such as those by Wang and Squires
[181], assume that the particle Reynolds number is small compared to the shear gradient
Reynolds number which is in turn much smaller than unity soRer << Reg << 1. Mclaughlin
[103] expanded the Saffman lift force to account for larger Rynolds numbers.
The Saffman force assumes that particle rotation is solely attributed to fluid gradient effects.
Any deviation in rotation caused by external forces, such asparticle-boundary collisions is
therefore not accounted for by the Saffman lift force. The change in lift force created by the
difference in rotation is described by the Magnus force which for low Reynolds number flows




d3pρf (upf × ωpf) , (4.16)
whereωpf is the difference between fluid and particle spin velocity. To calculate Magnus lift
force, the particle rotation rate must be known at all times.In the vasculature this becomes
difficult due to collisions between cells within the flow and the various binding behaviours
of leukocytes when contact is made with the lumen. For these rasons, the Magnus force is
generally neglected when modelling blood flow.
For small, spherical particles such as leukocytes, neitherof the above lift forces have a sig-
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nificant effect on the drag forces affecting the particle [28]. Because of the negligible effects
of lift forces on particles in flow away from a boundary,FL from equation 4.1 can be set to
zero throughout the bulk of the model. Lift force becomes more significant when a particle
approaches a wall at which point it must be accounted for witha near wall lift force term as
described below.
4.2.4 Near Wall lift and drag forces
Stokes drag term is sufficient when modelling blood-cell sized particles in unbounded flows
though the term breaks down when the particles approach a boundary with a no-slip condi-
tion. In order to observe the probability of particle-wall adhesion, accurately simulating the
behaviour of the particle in the near-wall region becomes important and the need for accuracy
of lift and drag forces is non-trivial. A particle is in the near wall region when the distance from
the centre of the particle to the wall is on the same order of magnitude as the particle diameter.
Upon entering the near wall region, the modified shear gradient created by the presence of a
boundary causes the Stokes drag term to fail and generates anincrease in particle rotation which
in turn creates an increase in lift force magnitude.





wherefnorm is a coefficient dependent on both particle radius and the distance of the particle
from the wall.






where the coefficientftang is a function of angular velocity, shear rate and the ratio ofparticle-
wall distance to particle diameter.
Young and Hanratty [192] proposed analytical solutions to the near wall drag forces and found
them to be consistent with experimental results. Loth [97] provides simple approximations of
the Young and Hanratty drag coefficients which are stated to be within 2% accuracy of the
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originals and can be expressed with reference to equations 4.17 and 4.18 as
ftang = 1 + 0.7(dp/hp) , fnorm = 1 + 1.1(hp/dp − 1)−1. (4.19)
The Saffman lift force also fails in the near-wall region. Since its initial conception, the lift force
has evolved from the original model proposed by Saffman intoa model which encompasses a
wider range of flow regimes, including conditions in the near-w ll region.
Vasseur and Cox [175] modelled particle forces between parallel walls and defined a lift force
due to the presence of a boundary which holds even at distances outside of the near wall region
and Cox and Hsu [26] derived an analytical solution for inertial migration velocity of a small
sphere in a vertical linear shear flow.
While these models were shown to be in good agreement with experimental data, they still did
not account for the lift and drag forces on particles in the critical near-wall region wherein the
distance between the particle and the wall is the same order of magnitude as the particle radius.
Cherukat and McLaughlin [21] modified the existing lift force models to create a new model
which was shown to agree with experimental observations of particles in the near-wall region.
As with the near-wall drag forces, the lift force proposed byCherukat and McLaughlin is based















whereγ̇ is shear rate andus is the wall-tangent particle slip velocityus = (upt − uft)
By integrating their experimentally-validated model, Cherukat and McLaughlin showed that
the functionI can be approximated by
I =
[









1.8081 + 0.8796λ − 1.9009λ2 + 0.98149λ3
]
Γ2, (4.21)
whereλ = hp/dp andΓ = γ̇ap/us This approximation was found to result in a force much
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smaller than that predicted by Saffman.
4.2.5 Cell Dispersion
In this study, monocytes are modelled as sparsely concentrat d discrete particles moving within
a fluid phase. Whole blood is, however, composed of a high concentration of red blood cells
and so, as the blood moves through the vessel, monocytes willcollide with red blood cells and
other leukocytes, potentially displacing them in a way which cannot be accounted for by fluid
mechanics alone. Longest et al [95] added a dispersion function to their model of cell motion
to account for red blood cell collisions. The function assumes that collision intensity fits a
Gaussian distribution and the resulting displacements aregen rated via a Monte Carlo statistical
approach controlled by a dispersion coefficient. Leaving out a dispersion factor reduces some
of the random mixing present in blood flow, but the model used by Longest et al contains a
number of assumptions about cell behaviour with no physiolog cal data to back them up. Their
study reveals a relatively small (less than 5%) difference between residence time results with
and without a dispersion function. For these reasons a dispersion factor was not included in this
study.
4.2.6 Near Wall Particle Residence Time Model Theory
As discussed in Chapter 1, the process of leukocyte adhesionand transmigration is complex,
involving cells rolling on the endothelium as weak selectinbonds are formed and broken then
finally adhering to integrins before entering the wall. To model these biochemical interactions
for the concentration of monocytes found in the aorta on a macroscopic scale would be hugely
computationally demanding. Previous studies have used probablistic methods to determine cell
adhesion and to circumvent the need for nanoscale simulation. L ngest et al. [95] propose
a non-dimensional Near Wall Particle Residence Time Model (NWPRT) parameter based on
particle-wall distance and particle velocity magnitude.
Longest et al validated their NWPRT parameter through simulations which achieved significant
positive correlation within vitro cell deposition studies of both monocytes (Hinds et al [59])
and platelets (Affeld et al [2]) in axisymmetric geometries. Significant correlation was found
to occur only when the NWPRT was used in tandem with the near-wall lift and drag terms.
Kim et al [72] propose an extension to the Longest NWPRT modelaccounting for particle
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trajectory and inward normal flow velocity to create a more flexibl model, accounting for
particle rolling, to use for a variety of cell species. The model was applied to monocytes and
platelets in a stenotic tube geometry. Since the variables in the Kim et al model tend towards
the same values as the Longest model when observing monocytebehaviour it seems efficient to
use the simpler, validated Longest et al NWPRT parameter.
4.2.7 WSS Limiter
Experimental investigations [80, 189] have shown that highWSS retards leukocyte adhesion.
The NWPRT model is limited by the cell-wall distance and resid nce time of cells in each
volume (thus is also limited by cell velocity) but is not limited by WSS. To create a more
physiologically accurate model, the addition of a WSS-limiter to the NWPRT model is required
whereby the original NWPRT model is multiplied by a scaling factor depending on leukocyte
adhesion efficiency at a given WSS. This weakness has previously been noted by Longest et
al in the implementation of their NWPRT parameter. Their soluti n was to incorporate an
absolute-value WSS limiter whereby no cells adhere above a given WSS value. In the absence
of physiological adherence data, this cut-off point was chosen arbitrarily to be one half of the
time averaged WSS of the vessel observed.
In vitro studies by by Worthen et al. [189], Lawrence et al. [80, 81] show that the adhesion
probability of free flowing leukocytes to a surface decreases as WSS increases. The evidence
for probability of adhesion decreasing as a function of WSS means that the fixed critical WSS
value used by Longest et al is physiologically unrealistic.A more realistic WSS limiter is
defined below using data from thein vitro studies to create a function of adhesion probability
based on WSS magnitude.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Numerical modelling of flow
The axisymmetric geometries with maximum bulge diameters of D = d, D = 1.3d, D = 1.5d,
D = 1.8d andD = 2.1d where inlet diameterd = 1.9cm, as described in Chapter 2, have
been used throughout this chapter. The techniques for meshing t e geometries and near-wall
boundary layer as well as details of the patient averaged flowwaveform attached at the inlet are
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also described in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 shows that blood flow in both simple and patient-specific AAA models feature vor-
tex formation and flow in transition to turbulence, particularly during the deceleration phase of
systole. A LES turbulence model was applied to the numericalsolver to provide accurate mod-
elling of viscous mixing on the scale required. The model wasincluded with no perturbations
set at the inlet, and so turbulent eddies are created by flow downstream of the inlet. As the LES
turbulence model is incorporated, the pressure coupling used is the Bounded Central Difference
(BCD) method, otherwise all solver variables are as described n Chapter 2.
4.3.2 Particle Modelling
4.3.2.1 Monocyte Variables
The diameter, density and average concentration in whole blod of monocytes were taken as
averaged values from literature. These variables are shownin table 1.1 Particles were injected
at evenly spaced intervals on a cross-sectional plane at each timestep. The inlet velocity wave
used features a period of backwards flow during late systole and so the injection plane was
situated 1.5 cm downstream from the inlet to limit the numberof particles escaping through
the inlet. As the average flow velocity over one wave cycle is 3.44 cm/s, an injection of 12700
monocytes at each timestep will yield an average of3× 10−5 monocytes/ml of blood after one
cycle, in agreement with the average physiological concentration.
4.3.2.2 Forces Acting on Particles
Particles were modelled using a one-way Lagrangian method.Particle trajectories were mod-
elled as functions of Stokes drag force, pressure gradient and near-wall lift and drag forces. The




= FD + FP + FNWlift + FNWdrag (4.22)
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4.3.2.3 Near-Wall Lift and Drag Forces
The standard particle lift and drag force models which hold throughout the fluid continuum
break down when a particle enters a near-wall region where thparticle-wall distance is on the
same order of magnitude as the particle radius. The near-wall lift nd drag forces proposed by
Cherukat and McLaughlin [21] and previously used to model monocyte and platelet dynamics
by Longest et al [95] were used.
Near wall drag force, can be expressed as a combination of equations 4.17 and 4.18 with added




[sgnn|upfn|fnorm + sgnt|upftftang] (4.23)
whereupft andupfn are the differences in velocity between the particle and thesurrounding
fluid in the tangential and normal directions respectively andftang andfnorm are the analytical
solutions in the tangential and normal directions as described n equation 4.19. For the normal





+1 if uf < 0,
−1 if uf > 0
(4.24)





+1 if ut < 0,
−1 if ut > 0
(4.25)
Near wall lift force is given in equation 4.20 in whichI is taken to be the numerical approxi-
mation given in equation 4.21
User defined functions accounting for near-wall forces werewritten in C code and compiled in
Fluent.
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4.3.3 Near Wall Particle Residence Time Model
The NWPRT model described by Longest et al [95] was used in this investigation. The structure















The average flow rate Q, the total number of cellsn0 and the near wall volumeVnw are used to
normalise the equation as a non-dimensional parameter.Vnw is calculated by multiplying the
surface area by the height of the near wall region. The ratio of cell radius to the distance from
the cell centre to the wall,ap/hp, provides a statistical parameter governing the likelihood f
cell attachment when divided by particle velocity magnitudevi. Longest et al apply a correction
factors to the model which is assigned a value depending on the species of cell being tracked.
The height of the active near-wall region must be on the same scal as the particle observed. In
this study the height was taken to be50µm, to scale with the monocyte diameter of16µm and
the first near-wall volume height of30µm.
The NWPRT model was coded in C and attached to Fluent as a user define function.
4.3.4 Creation of a WSS Limiting Factor
To create a physiologically realistic WSS-limiting factor, data from previousin vitro leukocyte
adhesion studies was analysed. When choosing studies for analysis, the methodology is im-
portant. Studies in which leukocytes are initially attached to the wall before exposure to shear
stresses show that they stay bound even at fairly high WSS of around 3.6 Pa [82], possibly due
to strong integrin bonding. Since in this study the monocytes are not pre-fixed, experiments
using free-flowing leukocytes were analysed. Results from studies by Worthen et al. [189] and
Lawrence et al. [80, 81] were used. The three studies share a simil r methodology whereby
leukocytes were placed in suspension by an active surface and exposed to varying amounts
of WSS. Lawrence and Springer used neutrophils on an artificial bilayer containing selectins.
Worthen used neutrophils on a layer of cultured endotheliumand Eskin used Polymorphonu-
clear Leukocytes (PMNL) on Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs). It should
be noted that while these studies use neutrophils, it is assumed that monocytes will behave in a
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similar manner as the mechanisms for adhesion are similar.
Each study shows the number of leukocytes adhering to the surface at varying WSS magnitudes.
To convert the occurance of adhesion into adhesion efficiency, the data was normalised by
dividing the number of attached cells by the total number of cells released in the near surface
region giving a factor of adhesion efficiency between 0 and 1.At efficiency of 1, all cells will
attach, at efficiency 0, no cells attach.
All studies show no adhesion occurs above a WSS of 0.36 Pa. TheLawrence and Springer and
Eskin et al studies show adhesion efficiency decreases linearly between WSS of 0.075 and 0.36
Pa. Out of the studies analysed, only Worthen et al provided data below a WSS of 0.075 Pa. As
the WSS tends to zero, the adhesion efficiency increases expon ntially.
The variable WSS limiting value was created by fitting a curveto the combined adhesion effi-
ciency against WSS magnitude data of all threein vitro studies. The equation of this curve was
then applied to the NWPRT model so thatNWPRTshearlimited = NWPRT × ShearLimit





was shown to fit the experimental data well. Figures 4.4(a), 4.4(b) and 4.4(c) show the WSS-
limiting curve plotted against normalised results of the Eskin, Lawrence and Springer and
Worthen data respectively.
4.3.5 Monocyte Modelling Protocol
Monocytes were released from the beginning of the third pulsatile cycle to ensure cycle inde-
pendence in the background flow. Cells were injected at each t=T/200 (4.6406× 10−3 second)
time step over one full wave cycle. The user defined function for NWPRT was attached at the
start of the fourth cycle so the cells injected on the previous cycle will already be dispersed
throughout the geometry. Cells were then tracked and NWPRT obtained for a further 6 cycles.
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(a) Lawrence et al, ’87
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(c) Worthen et al
Figure 4.4: WSS limiting function plotted against normalised leukocyte adhesion efficiency
from in vitro experimental data;(a)Lawrence et al, ’87 (b)Lawrence et al ’95 trials
on a membrane containing the selectin CD62 and ICAM-1 in the densities shown
(sites perµm2) (c) Worthen et al trials using high and low viscosity fluid and
different blood plasma types. BZAP = bovine zymosan-activated plasma, PPP =
platelet poor plasma
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Fluid Properties Particle Properties Transient Properties
Viscosity (µf ) Density (ρf ) Radius Density (ρp) Remean α
0.001 Pa 1000 kg/m3 3.75µm 1130 kg/m3 23.2 0.23
Table 4.1: Properties used in Karino and Goldsmith’s model of cell motion in an annular ex-
pansion [66]
4.3.6 Motion of a Red Blood Cell in an Annular Expansion
To validate the choice of lift and drag forces acting on the simulated particles, the experimental
investigation tracking the motion of a hardened red blood cell in water through an annular
expansion subject to pulsatile flow conducted by Karino and Goldsmith [66] was reproduced.
The Karino and Goldsmith experiment has previously been used a validation for numerical
models by Longest et al [95]. The expansion geometry used wasa straight tube of diameter
1.51 × 10−4m flowing into a larger tube of diameter5.04 × 10−4m. In order to calibrate the
numerical flow dynamics with those in the experimental investigation a steady flow simulation
was replicated with an inlet Reynolds number of 37.8 using a solution of water mixed with
aqueousCd(NO3)2. The attachment point found in the numerical model after 2500 iterations
was found to be7×10−4m compared to7.15×10−4m in the experimental model. The physical
properties of the cells and fluid used in the pulsatile flow experiment are given in table 4.3.6.
A sinusoidal inlet flow waveform was applied at the inlet withan average Reynolds number of
23.2 conforming to the Womersley parameterα = 0.23
For numerical modelling, the annular expansion was simplified to a two-dimensional axisym-
metric backwards facing step meshed with 50212 square grid elements. For the purposes of
numerical modelling, the red blood cells have been assumed as spherical despite their physio-
logical biconcave nature. This assumption has been used previously by Longest et al [95] and
others [72] to validate numerical models against the Karinoa d Goldsmith experiment.
It should be noted that for the annular expansion experiment, the cell does not reach a point
sufficiently near the wall to encounter the near wall lift anddrag forces and so they are not
specifically validated via this experiment. The near-wall forces used have been previously
validated by Cherukat and McLaughlin [21].
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Figure 4.5: Regions of high and low WSS magnitude around dissipating vortex
4.3.7 Analysis of Haemodynamic and NWPRT Data
Cross sectional contour plots of velocity magnitude overlaid with vectors of axial velocity were
used to show overall haemodynamics including areas of secondary flow and regions of vortex
formation. Contours of WSS magnitude allow the distribution f WSS intensity to be ob-
served throughout a full cardiac cycle. The cumulative NWPRT over 5 cycles is displayed
as histograms of NWPRT against distance from the centre of the cavity to show the spatial
distribution of monocyte adhesion probability.
Previous investigations have shown AAAs to be dominated by vortex formation [4, 15, 37] and
dissipation. Vortex behaviour is therefore likely to contrl he motion of monocytes transported
in the flow. To investigate any correlation between monocyteadhesion probability and vortex
behaviour, a variable is required which shows the relative position of vortices throughout the
cardiac cycle. This can then be compared with the spatial aggregation of NWPRT. The region
of the wall proximal to the centre of the vortex will experienc high velocity reverse flow in
the near wall region. This will create a region of high magnitude negative WSS surrounded by
regions of low to zero WSS at the points of flow detachment and attachment (figure 4.5).
Discrete regions of high magnitude negative WSS in longitudinal axial WSS profiles indicate
the presence of a vortex proximal to the wall as seen in the steady flow WSS plots in Chapter
2. Time averaged axial WSS values can be used as a proxy variable to indicate the regions in
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(a) T/t=0 - T/t=0.5



























(b) T/t=0.5 - T/t=1
Figure 4.6: Path of hardened red blood cell in an annular expansion during o e pulsatile cycle
the AAA in which vortices reside and the relative intensity of a vortex.







The vortex behaviour defined by WSS plots were compared with regions of peak NWPRT.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Motion of a Red Blood Cell in an Annular Expansion
The particle enters the region of recirculating fluid in the expansion, travels 10 circuits and
then exits the region in a path parallel to the wall (Figure 4.6) all in less than one pulsatile
cycle (T = −π/3 − 3π/2). This result fits with the experimental observations of Karino and
Goldsmith [66]. The time of injection in the simulated modelwastinj = 1.05 seconds.
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Figure 4.7: Contours and vectors of velocity magnitude (m/s) and (Right) contours of WSS (Pa)
for D = d
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4.4.2 Haemodynamics and NWPRT
Contours and vectors of velocity magnitude show that the presence of an aneurysm cavity
causes vortex formation and dissipation. Velocity profilesin the straight tube (Figure 4.7), anal-
ogous to a healthy aorta, show no presence of vortex formation. The profiles remain parabolic,
in keeping with the theory of flow in a straight tube which leads to generally homogeneous
WSS distribution at each time point.
In modelD = 1.3d a small, annular vortex forms and dissipates at the proximalend of the
cavity (figure 4.8) with peak WSS aligned with the centre of the dissipating vortex. A second,
longer and thinner, vortex is also formed briefly along the cavity centre during diastole but does
not attach to the wall.
As AAA diameter increases fromD = 1.3d to D = 1.8d, the intensity of the vortex produced
also increases and the vortex translates further downstream b fore dissipating (figures 4.8, 4.9
and 4.10). AtD = 1.8d the vortex dissipates at the distal end of the cavity. The band of high
WSS follows the path of the vortex with peak WSS during vortexformation at the proximal
end of the cavity and a lower, but significantly above averageband around the point of vortex
dissipation. In all AAA models, regions of high WSS form discrete bands, generally related
to vortex behaviour. Outside of these bands WSS and near wallvelocity is much lower, with
regions of stagnation forming at the cavity centres. AtD = 1.8d, the force of the dissipating
vortex creates a smaller, secondary vortex proximal to the original, producing a smaller band
of WSS around 0.5 Pa.
The region of vortex dissipation remains at the distal end ofthe cavity in theD = 2.1d model
(figure 4.11). The dissipating vortex is more intense than intheD = 1.8d model and so the
secondary, proximal vortex becomes larger. WSS distribution is similar to that observed in
D = 1.8d, but higher in magnitude (maximum WSS is 2.77 Pa inD = 1.8d and 3.02 Pa in
D = 2.1d ). In the largest AAA,D = 2.9d, a third vortex is present towards the proximal end
of the cavity during diastole (figure 4.12).
NWPRT is concentrated at the inlet of geometryD = d (figure 4.13(a). The significant peak in
inlet residence time may be an artefact caused by cells injected into the near wall region which
migrate prematurely towards the wall and skew the residencetimes. The high NWPRT in this
region of a straight tube with laminar flow suggests that similar patterns occurring in the AAA
models may also be physiologically unrealistic.
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Figure 4.8: Contours and vectors of velocity magnitude (m/s) and (Right) contours of WSS (Pa)
for D = 1.3d
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Figure 4.9: Contours and vectors of velocity magnitude (m/s) and (Right) contours of WSS (Pa)
for D = 1.5d
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Figure 4.10: Contours and vectors of velocity magnitude (m/s) and (Right) contours of WSS
(Pa) forD = 1.8d
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Figure 4.11: Contours and vectors of velocity magnitude (m/s) and (Right) contours of WSS
(Pa) forD = 2.1
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Figure 4.12: (Left) Contours and vectors of velocity magnitude (m/s) and(Right) contours of
WSS (Pa) forD = 2.9
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Figure 4.13: (a) Histogram of WSS-limited NWPRT against distance from cavity centre and
(b) time averaged axial WSS against distance from cavity centre for D = d.












































Figure 4.14: (a) Histogram of WSS-limited NWPRT against distance from cavity centre and
(b) time averaged axial WSS against distance from cavity centre for D = 1.3d.
Dashed lines align with regions of peak NWPRT.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Histogram of WSS-limited NWPRT against distance from cavity centre and
(b) time averaged axial WSS against distance from cavity centre for D = 1.5d.
Dashed lines align with regions of peak NWPRT.













































Figure 4.16: (a) Histogram of WSS-limited NWPRT against distance from cavity centre and
(b) time averaged axial WSS against distance from cavity centre for D = 1.8d.
Dashed lines align with regions of peak NWPRT.
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Figure 4.17: (a) Histogram of WSS-limited NWPRT against distance from cavity centre and
(b) time averaged axial WSS against distance from cavity centre for D = 2.1d.
Dashed lines align with regions of peak NWPRT.











































Figure 4.18: (a) Histogram of WSS-limited NWPRT against distance from cavity centre and
(b) time averaged axial WSS against distance from cavity centre for D = 2.9d.
Dashed lines align with regions of peak NWPRT.
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In D = 1.3D, two peaks of NWPRT are produced in the proximal half of the cavity, reducing
to zero at the distal end (figure 4.14(a)). Peak NWPRT then moves distally with increasing
AAA diameter. AtD = 1.5d, figure 4.15(a) shows that maximum peak NWPRT is situated
around the centre of the cavity, with a smaller peak 2.5 cm upstream. Unlike previous models
there is very little residence time on the proximal side of theD = 1.8d cavity (figure 4.16(a)).
Two peaks of NWPRT occur towards the distal end, a thin peak ofhigh magnitude NWPRT at
a distance of 2.5 cm downstream of the centre and a second, wider but lower magnitude peak
at the outlet. ModelD = 2.1 departs from the previous trend of NWPRT distributions moving
distally with increasing AAA diameter (figure 4.17(a)). Peaks in NWPRT are observed centred
approximately 2 and 3 cm downstream of the cavity centre. A gradual decrease in residence
time is seen downstream of the distal peak.D = 2.1d also deviates from the trend of maximum
NWPRT magnitudes which decrease in size betweenD = 1.3d andD = 1.8d and increases by
a factor of 100 betweenD = 1.8d andD = 2.1d. NWPRT inD = 2.9d produces a distribution
with 3 peaks and a higher magnitude than theD = 2.1d model (figure 4.18(a)).
In modelsD = 1.8d toD = 2.9d, mean WSS plots (figures 4.16(b), 4.17(b) and 4.18(b)) show
spikes of high negative WSS at the proximal and distal ends ofthe aneurysm cavity, caused by
the formation and dissipation of vortices as observed in figures 4.10 and 4.11. As the cavity
becomes larger, the proximal spike diminishes in size whilet e distal spike increases. The
increase in the distal spike is due to the dissipating vortexresiding longer and releasing more
energy at the distal wall, as seen in figures 4.8 to 4.12. In each of these three larger geometries,
the upstream peak in NWPRT is aligned with the base of the distal WSS spike, the point at
which flow detaches from the dissipating vortex. The downstream peak in NWPRT is aligned
at a point distal to the spike of positive WSS, which is the region downstream of the flow
reattachment point where flow from the dissipating vortex isforced towards the wall.
In the two smaller AAA geometries, mean WSS plots (figures 4.14(b) and 4.15(b)) show that
the regions of vortex creation and dissipation are not discrete as the vortex does not travel into
the distal half of the cavity before dissipating. NWPRT still follows the trends of the larger
aneurysms with peak NWPRT distributed on either side of the point of vortex dissipation.
Histograms of NWPRT for simulations without the inclusion of the WSS limiter are found in
Appendix B. Applying the variable WSS limiter to the NWPRT model reduces the relative
magnitude of the proximal residence time peak in all models,sometimes significantly, and
divides theD = 2.1d result from one elongated peak into 2 peaks.
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Figure 4.19: Mean NWPRT per millimeter for all AAA model sizes
As AAA diameter increases, the region of vortex dissipationprogresses distally betweenD =
1.3d and D=1.8d, at which point the primary vortex dissipates at the distal end while a sec-
ondary vortex is formed immediately upstream. Further increases in diameter retain these gen-
eral characteristics of haemodynamics though the intensity of he vortex increases. Bands of
maximum WSS magnitude appear to co-locate with vortex regions and regions outside of these
bands generally have significantly lower WSS and near wall velocities. NWPRT in all AAA
geometries have two or three peaks in NWPRT, depending on theumber of vortices present,
these move distally betweenD = 1.3d andD = 1.8d then move proximally in larger ge-
ometries. The magnitude of peak NWPRT decreases betweenD = 1.3d andD = 1.8d then
increases significantly in aneurysms larger thanD = 1.8d.
Figure 4.4.2 shows that the average NWPRT per millimeter remains similar betweenD = 1.3d
andD = 1.8d then rises rapidly as as the aneurysm increases in size.
4.5 Discussion
Haemodynamics within the simplified AAA geometries were very much driven by the for-
mation and dissipation of annular vortices within the cavities. The formation, translation and
dissipation of vortices seen in the simulations have been observed in previous simulations such
as those by Finol and Amon [41]. Finol and Amon noted that multiple, counter-rotating vortices
occur in the cavity of larger AAAs at high Reynolds numbers, aimilar effect to the vortices
found in the two largest models investigated here. Ehelhoff[37] investigated flow dynamics
in AAA models with a range of bulge sizes and found that the flowregimes found could be
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divided into three groups; small AAAs with low Reynolds numbers in which flow stays at-
tached throughout the pulsatile cycle, medium AAAs in whichvortex formation and translation
begins even at lower Reynolds numbers and large AAAs which contain fully formed vortices
and a transition to turbulence. These regimes fit well with the haemodynamics described in the
AAAs investigated in this study.
WSS magnitude and direction is controlled by the dynamics and intensity of vortices within the
AAA. In smaller aneurysms the region of high magnitude negative WSS associated with vortex
dissipation moves downstream as the aneurysm increases in size. This trend is seen in the
experimental investigation of small aneurysms by Salsac etl. In larger aneurysms, the region
of vortex dissipation remains static and attached to the distal wall, while the time averaged peak
negative WSS increases in magnitude indicating higher vortex intensity. Time averaged WSS
plots of larger AAAs in the investigation by Fraser [46] are similar to those in this study and
show the spatial trends continuing for AAAs of greater than 5.5 cm diameter, while the peak
negative WSS magnitude stops increasing at a diameter of 5cm.
Longest et al included a fixed critical WSS limit, assumed to be half of the time averaged WSS
for the artery investigated, above which NWPRT is no longer reco ded. This assumption was
arbitrary, and so a more physiologically realistic WSS-limiter was created for this study based
on a meta-analysis ofin vitro investigations of leukocytes rolling on endothelial cellsunder
various shear stresses. The WSS-limited NWPRT model produced significant differences in
residence times around the proximal peak in NWPRT, reducingits magnitude relative to the
distal peak. This indicates that the proximal peak is formedin a region exposed to higher WSS.
The differences observed suggest that a WSS limiter is necessary to produce accurate results
when modelling the probability of monocyte adhesion in AAAs.
As each vortex dissipates, the monocytes which were initially pulled into the rotating flow are
released against the lumen where they can become trapped in low ve ocity near wall flows in-
creasing the NWPRT and the probability of cell attachment. Ismaller AAAs, the magnitude
of points of peak NWPRT decreases and moves distally as the maximum bulge diameter in-
creases. This study shows that at a critical AAA diameter theprimary vortex creates smaller
vortices upstream and peak NWPRT increases in magnitude whil the distribution moves back
upstream. In physiological terms, this means that as the AAAis initiated and begins to grow,
there is a higher probability that monocytes will infiltrateth proximal end of the aneurysm and
as the AAA grows the area most likely to be infiltrated by monocytes moves downstream until
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the AAA. Once the aneurysm has developed is reaches the critical diameter above which the
regions of high probablity of inflamation move upstream. Conversely, an increase in ILT may
keep the cavity below the critical diameter and lead to monocyte infiltration moving upstream.
The results suggest that when the aneurysm cavity exceeds thcri ical diameter the probabil-
ity of monocyte adhesion increases exponentially. Physiolog cally this would create a positive
feedback effect resulting in further expansion of the aneurysm. Formation of thrombus in the
cavity may prevent the aneurysm from reaching this criticalst ge, and so play a protective role
in AAA pathology. This study shows the critical AAA size at whic haemodynamics change
to be aroundD = 1.8d, giving a maximum diameter of 3.42 cm with the dimensions used here
which is well below the 5.5 cm AAA size at which surgery is considered.
The simulations show that, in simple geometries at least, monocyte adhesion is likely to occur in
distinct areas, or hotspots, within the AAA cavity. The largest of these hotspots are aligned with
regions of vortex dissipation. Outside of these areas, the probability of adhesion is generally
much lower or negligible. If these hotspots of monocyte adhesion correlate with regions of
wall which are high in macrophage content then it can be assumed that higher levels of wall
degradation occur in these areas due to the degredation of the ECM via macrophage-linked
substrates. Conversely, the areas with limited or no monocyte activity would be expected to
contain less intra-wall macrophages and so receive limiteddegradation. If, however, imaging
or histology of the wall were to show no correlation between areas of peak monocyte residence
time and macrophage accumulation then this study suggests that monocytes enter the wall, or
are transported through the wall via a radically different method than the standard model of
transmigration.
By applying the techniques used in this chapter to patient specific AAA geometries and per-
forming validation studies to ensure a correlation betweenhigh monocyte NWPRT and cell
infiltration, this technique could be used to identify hotspt of monocyte infiltration and thus
structural dynamics in patients. Further clarification of the role of monocyte adhesion in inflam-
mation and subsequent aneurysm rupture would require clinica studies, possibly involving the
use of PET-FDG imaging to assess infmallation, and longitudinal studies to follow patients to
rupture.
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4.6 Conclusions
By studying haemodynamics in simplified AAA geometries witha variety of physiologically
realistic diameters it is clear that the formation and dissipation of vortices are the defining
characteristics of flow in AAA. It is this vortex behaviour whic appears to control the motion
and residence times of monocytes seeded into the flow. Cells ar pulled into the vortex as it
grows and then released towards the wall at the point of flow detachment and reattachment.
In accordance with vortex progression, peak monocyte residence times are located towards the
proximal end of the AAA cavity in smaller aneurysms, moving downstream as the aneurysm
gets progressively larger until a critical AAA size. Above this size, the peak particle residence
times increases significantly and become concentrated further upstream as the AAA enlarges.
Since only the lumen is observed in this study, the results could also describe monocyte patterns
in monocyte adhesion as thrombus builds up inside the cavityof a larger AAA. In each model
the probability of monocyte adhesion calculated through NWPRT was distributed in hotspots
of high adhesion probability with large areas of little or nocell residence time where adhesion
is unlikely. Having elucidated the discrete regions of highand low monocyte residence time
within the cavities of simple aneurysms, the techniques cannow be applied to patient specific





So far flow has been simulated in models of generalised AAA geometries using an averaged
patient flow wave form. In this chapter, these models are extended to patient-specific geometries
and the effects of applying inlet boundary conditions of increasing complexity are investigated.
As computational processing power has increased and imaging techniques have improved in
resolution and efficiency, the CFD modelling of haemodynamics in patient specific geometries
with physiological inlet flow conditions has become possible. Patient-specific CFD simulations
have the potential to be an invaluable clinical tool in assesing haemodynamics and stresses in
large arteries [61, 156, 166]. In order to reach the stage of clinical usage the relative haemody-
namic errors which arise through the use of different inlet boundary condition methods must be
quantified in order to build an effective protocol for futuremodelling. Inlet boundary condition
methods vary in complexity and, in theory, the more information hat is required to create the
boundary condition, the more similar it will be toin vivo conditions. When defining bound-
ary conditions, aquiring the velocity information requires ffort in terms of aquisition time and
computational effort and so an investigation of boundary conditions must weigh up the relative
errors involved against the efficiency of modelling.
Inlet boundary conditions of varying complexity are used inCFD simulations depending on
the flow information available and the accuracy required. Pressure waveforms [180] or 1 di-
mensional circulation models [19] are generally required when wall motion is observed though
on their own they include non of the spatial dynamics of the flow required for solving the 3
dimensional N-S equations of flow.
In rigid walled models, velocity inlet boundary conditionsare generally used. If the spatial
variation of inlet velocity is not available, the inlet velocity can be modelled either by a plug
flow where a single velocity is applied over the entire inlet plane or by assuming flow is fully
developed and converting the velocities to a series of profiles which agree with the Womer-
sley number. Marzo et al [101] investigated the use of plug and Womersley flow profiles in
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intracranial aneurysms and found that there is little difference in aneurysm cavity dynamics
when applying either boundary condition though Womesley inlet flow is still commonly used
for modelling patient specific aneurysms [46, 86].
While providing a theoretical solution for fully developedaxial flow, Womersley flow profiles
do not account for the spatial heterogeneity of axial flow andl ck radial velocity information
and so can only simulate bulk-flow dynamics and not secondaryflow at the inlet.
As blood flows over the aortic arch secondary, helical, flows are formed [62]. While these
helical flows are damped as blood travels down the relativelystraight descending aorta, some of
this secondary flow is still present below the renal arteriesat the inlet of AAAs [48]. Limiting
the velocity information used to create the inlet boundary conditions may remove some, or
all, of the complexity of the upstream flow which may affect the accuracy of the downstream
simulation. This effect has already been observed in Chapter 3 in which the application of
turbulent perturbations at the inlet when using the LES model produces significantly different
WSS profiles during late systole than when turbulence forms in the AAA geometry alone.
PC-MRI data can be used to obtain spatial velocty variability. This can be the velocity com-
ponent in the direction of highest velocity magnitude, the ’ad to foot’ component in the case
of the aorta, or the x, y and z components of flow velocity giving fully three dimensional inlet
velocities. Of all the inlet boundary condition methods it is only tri-directional velocity which
accounts for the complex secondary flows at the inlet and the angle of the aorta at the AAA
neck however obtaining 3 directions of velocity requires increased imaging and computational
effort. Despite this, there have been relatively few studies which utilise the spatial distribution
of PC-MRI data. Long et al [93] compared simulations of flow using through-plane PC-MRI
velocities at the inlet in the healthy aorta while Kose et al [74] and Fraser [46] did similar in
AAA. Kose et al found 2D PC-MRI data to be significantly more accurate than plug-flow alone.
The studies mentioned above apply only axial velocities andthere have been no previous studies
to determine whether a lack of spatially varying or radial velocity data at the AAA inlet will
affect the dynamics of flow and WSS inside the aneurysm cavity. A comparison of boundary
condition types within vivo flow data is required to assess the validity of previous published
simulations and to identify the amount of detail required when selecting boundary conditions.
In this study, PC-MRI was used to obtain patient specific blood fl w velocities in the axial and
radial directions and create velocity inlet boundary conditions of axial velocity, axial and radial
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velocity and fully developed Womersley flow profiles.
Fluid dynamics and WSS are simulated in three patient specific AAA geometries segmented
from CT scans. Using PC-MRI velocity data, three different types of velocity inlet boundary
conditions are compared; three-components of velocity, one-component of velocity (head to
foot) and parabolic velocity profiles based on centreline velocity at each timestep.
5.2 Method
The inlet boundary condition investigation used patient specific geometries and physiological
flow waveforms created taken from 3 patients. Ethics permission was obtained and informed
consent given by each patient. Geometry data was obtained from CT imaging, and inlet velocity
data was obtained using PC-MRI.
To reduce error in simulations it is crucial to accurately determine the outline of the vessel lu-
men in each slice and to obtain a sufficient number of slices tonsure that interpolation between
slices is kept to a minimum. The accuracy in ascertaining thelumen depends very much on the
resolution of the scan and the contrast in image intensity between blood and lumen. Since the
vessel wall is in motion throughout the cardiac cycle, defining the position of the lumen be-
comes a temporal as well as a spatial problem. Previous experi nc in acquiring geometry data
using 1.5T MRI has met with problems of movement artefact obscuring the lumen walls, and
preventing accurate segmented AAA geometry being obtained. Our experience with CT data
[46] is that the AAA datasets are of low noise free from artefact and with good contrast between
lumen and thrombus/wall, from which high quality segmentedg ometries can be obtained. As
the geometry is acquired from CT and the inlet velocity from PC-MR it is important that the
time taken between scans is minimal. The AAA is constantly evolving and so if too long a
duration is left between scans the geometry may have changedwhich may in turn affect the
velocity and haemodynamics of the AAA. For each patient the 2s ts of scans were conducted
within a week of each other.
5.2.1 Phase-Contrast MRI
For all patients, gated PC-MRI measurements were taken at a cross-section immediately below




Repetition time 5.215 × 10−2seconds
Echo time 2.41 × 10−3seconds
Flip angle 30◦
Acquisition matrix 192x132
Pixel bandwidth 555 kHz
Velocity encoding 1.5m/s
Table 5.1: PC-MR imaging parameters
section, phase data and image intensity data was collected in through-plane, right to left and
anterior to posterior directions at 20 equally spaced time points throughout the cardiac cycle
using a 1.5 Tesla scanner. Blood velocity was obtained from the phase data and intensity images
are used to define the lumen boundary at the inlet. The cardiaccycle duration was different for
each patient and so the spacing of time points was also different. For patient 1 data was taken
at 5.75 × 10−3 second intervals, for patient 2 data was taken at3.36 × 10−3 second intervals
and for patient 3 data was taken at5.67× 10−3 second intervals. The imaging parameters used
to acquire PC-MR data are shown in table 5.1.
5.2.2 Generating Velocity Boundary Conditions
Due to lack of contrast between the blood and the wall in the phase data images, PC-MR
intensity data was used to define the boundary of the lumen on the i let plane. The flow intensity
images during systolic flow have the largest contrast between th blood and lumen and so
provide more accuracy when applying contours than during diastolic flow (figure 5.1(a)). For
each direction of velocity in each patient, three intensityimages at systolic time points were
chosen to segment the inlet. 12 points at which the intensitydrops (signalling the edge of
the lumen) were marked manually on each image using Matlab (The MathWorks Inc.,Natick,
Massachusetts). Using a pixel-intensity based interpolation method these 12 points were joined
to form a contour of the vessel lumen. As this is essentially amanual method, there are slight
variations in the contour shape for each image so the contours we e split into 20 equally spaced
points and the locations of each point were averaged over allof the contours to create a new,
averaged, contour (figure 5.1(b))
Once the perimeter of the lumen was defined, a mask was createdfrom the averaged contour
and applied to each of the phase contrast data sets at every time point (figure 5.1(c)). All
pixels lying outside of the contour were given zero velocitymagnitude. MRI signal phase is
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(a) Inlet flow intensity (b) Inlet flow intensity with contour











(d) Axial inlet velocity (m/s)
Figure 5.1: Generation of inlet velocity
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measured as an angle between−π andπ. To convert the phase angle to velocity information a
velocity encoding protocol is used. Pixel intensity lying within the lumen contour was rescaled
by multiplying it by a rescale slope and adding a rescale intercept. For all patients the rescale
slope was 2 and the rescale intercept -4096. The PC-MRI data used was velocity encoded with
a sensitivity of 1.5 m/s equating to a pixel value of 4096 and so each pixel must be rescaled.
The conversion of raw data to scaled velocity data can be describ d
v =
(2M − 4096) 1.5
4096
, (5.1)
whereM is the unscaled PC-MR data.
As an averaged contour was used, the mask does not filter out all are s of the vessel lumen,
leading to a scattering of significantly higher magnitude ofvelocities at the near-wall areas.
A filter was applied to remove these artefacts by zeroing any velocities above 2.5 standard
deviations from the mean velocity magnitude. As previous publications have noted [64] the
PC-MRI data appears to have a high level of noise throughout,becoming more prominent in
regions of low velocity (figure 6.7). For patients 1 and 3 all PC-MRI planes were aligned in
the same plane for right to left, anterior to posterior and through-plane flow data sets. Patient 2
exhibited slight movement of position between the through-plane and the 2 radial velocity scans
at the inlet. By comparing the maximum kidney widths for the MR images with CT slices there
was found to be a 17 to 19 degree difference between the two slices. The left to right inlet data
was adjusted accordingly to account for this difference.
Velocity data was obtained at 20 equally spaced time points.The timestep size convergence
study on a simplified geometry conducted in Chapter 2 suggests simulations require a timestep
size of T/200 seconds. It is therefore necessary to interpolate inlet velocities between the 20
data time points to create a smooth transition. For each inlet ve ocity data set a spline was used
to interpolate velocities for each pixel over all timestepsand create a set of 200 interpolated
velocity slices.
User defined functions were required to convert the velocitydata into inlet boundary profiles
for input into Fluent. Boundary condition methods used were;
i) All axial and radial (head to foot, anterior to posterior and left to right) components of velocity
applied at each node on the inlet plane,
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(a) Mean Inlet Velocity

















Figure 5.2: Patient 1
ii) The axial (head to foot only) velocity applied at each node on the inlet plane,
iii) Womersley flow inlet velocity profiles based on the inletcentreline velocity applied over
the inlet plane.
Centreline velocity refers to the velocity at the point of maximum systolic flow. For each
patient, the PC-MRI data describing the time point with the highest average velocity magnitude
was taken to be the point of maximum systole. At maximum systole the pixel on the inlet plane
with maximum velocity magnitude was nominated as the centreli e value. The velocity at the
point of centreline value was acquired at each timestep. Thecentreline velocity was converted
into a two dimensional velocity profile satisfying the Womersl y parameter as in Chapter 2. A
user defined function was needed to convert the 2-D profile into a 3-D Womersley profile inlet
boundary condition to be used in Fluent.
The axial and radial inlet velocity profiles, as well as the inlet velocity magnitude and the
centreline velocities used to create the Womersley inlet flow b undary conditions are shown in
figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.
5.2.3 Patient AAA Surface Imaging
CT slices were obtained at 1mm intervals between the renal arteries and the femoral artery
bifurcations for all three patients. The slices were segmenting using a Matlab based semi-
automated threshold method. A rectangle was marked inside the lumen of the vessel (or vessels
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(a) Mean Inlet Velocity





















Figure 5.3: Patient 2






















(a) Mean Inlet Velocity



















Figure 5.4: Patient 3
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(a) Lumen marker on CT data (b) Thresholding of CT data
(c) Applying median filtered contour (d) Applying mean filtered contour
Figure 5.5: Segmentation of lumen surface from CT slice
in the case of slices distal to the bifurcation point) of eachslice (figure 5.5(a)). An automated
process of image thresholding and contouring was then impleented on each slice. Threshold-
ing was based on the pixel intensity values within each rectangle. To obtain lumen contours,
lines radiating from the central point of each rectangle were applied at each slice. The point
along each line at which the pixel intensity dropped was usedto mark the lumen (figure 5.5(b)).
Sixty of these lines were applied to each rectangle, and all points interpolated to form a contour.
In order to remove outliers and smooth the contour, a median filter (figure 5.5(c)), then a mean
filter (figure 5.5(d)) were applied to all x, y coordinates on aslice.
5.2.4 Geometry Reconstruction
The lumen contours were exported to Rhinoceros v 3.0 (RobertMcNeel and Associates, Seattle,
USA) for stitching. The contours of the AAA and each of the iliac arteries were individually
lofted to create three discrete surfaces. Joining these surfaces at the bifurcation point however
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is a non-trivial task. Despite the high resolution of z-directional CT slices, the exact shape
of the bifurcation point must be interpolated from the shapeof the contours at the base of the
AAA and the start of the iliac arteries. Direct interpolation may yield a very defined, sharp
bifurcation point which is rarely seeni vivo and so the join must be smoothed. It is important
to strive for physiological accuracy when modelling the bifurcation point as high WSS may be
located at or slightly downstream of it [93] and so small errors in bifurcation reconstruction
may produce amplified errors in WSS observations. The iliac arteries were joined to the base
of the AAA in Rhinoceros using interpolated curves. These curves were then converted to
surfaces creating the defined bifurcation point. The bifurcation was then smoothed and the
shape compared visually with sagittal CT slices to assess whether the amount of smoothing is
sufficient. In order to prevent outlet flow conditions from affecting the haemodynamics of the
AAA sac, outlet lengths were added. To ensure a smooth transiio of flow the direction of the
outlet lengths were aligned with the end of the iliac arteries by extrapolating the line between
the centre points of the last 2 contours to a length11d, whered is the average diameter of
the final iliac contour, as defined for simple AAA geometries in Chapter 2. This final contour
was copied to the endpoint of the extrapolated line and lofted to the iliac artery. The AAA
inlet and iliac outlets were capped with a surface to create as lf-contained shell. All surfaces
were converted to meshes in Rhino and exported as an STL file. Magics (Materialise, Leuven,
Belgium) software was used to fix any holes and overlapping orhighly skewed triangles in the
surface mesh, ’cut’ the ends of the outlet to provide a flush outlet plane and if necessary re-mesh
the geometry with a finer mesh to provide a suitable medium forfinite volume meshing.
Patient geometries are shown in figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8.
5.2.5 CT-MR Registration
All PC-MR and MR inlet slices were obtained between the base of the renal arteries and the
neck of the AAA while CT scans began above the renal artery andco tinued until the femoral
artery. The two different modalities were registered together o ensure that the inlet plane was
correctly aligned. The averaged MRI lumen contour for each patient was transposed against
each of the CT slices in the renal-AAA neck region to ascertain the best match and thus register
the two images.
Mid-plane PC-MRI validation slices were registered by comparing the position information























Figure 5.8: Patient 3 Geometry
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First layer height 30µm
Growth Factor 2
Number of Rows 8
Total Depth 765µm
Table 5.2: Boundary Layer Properties
Patient Volumes Faces Nodes
1 1901961 4210929 578082
2 2158488 4999407 803533
3 757945 1735179 267370
Table 5.3: Mesh sizes
aligned the mid-plane slices could then be registered against the CT contours.
5.2.6 Volume Meshing
Surface meshes were exported to Gambit (Fluent Inc., Lebanon, New Hampshire, USA) to add
volume meshes. The protocol for volume meshing the generic models used in Chapter 2 was
used to mesh the patient specific models where feasible. Any hard surfaces and small faces
were collapsed using the clean-up module in Gambit to leave asmooth surface mesh. The edge
of the inlet plane was meshed with 100 points and the left and right outlet planes with 50 points
each. Since the patient-specific models will be used to observe WSS and track near-wall cell
behaviour, a finely meshed boundary layer is required. The boundary layer used was similar to
that of the generic model with a slightly larger scaling due to the radius of the inlet (see table
5.2.6) The inlet and outlet faces were meshed using a paved quad-element scheme.
The AAA volumes were meshed using a tetrahedral scheme. Details of mesh size for each of
the 3 patients are given in table 5.2.6.
Examples of the volume meshing regime and boundary volume layer re shown in figure 5.9.
With the inlet and outlet boundaries set, the patient-specific meshes were exported to Fluent for
solving.
5.2.7 Solver Variables
All patient specific models and boundary condition simulations were solved with the same vari-










(b) Close-up of boundary layer
Z
Y X
(c) Mesh through neck of AAA, patient 2
Figure 5.9: Examples of finite volume mesh
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Patient Timestep Size Cycle Length
1 5.755 × 10−3 seconds 1.151 seconds
2 3.355 × 10−3 seconds 0.671 seconds
3 5.67 × 10−3 seconds 1.134 seconds
Table 5.4: Temporal variables
the material properties of blood were taken to be; viscosity= 0.0035 kg/ms and density = 1056
kg/m3 A LES viscosity model was applied (see Chapter 3) with no inlet perturbations and SIM-
PLE pressure-velocity coupling. The convergence criteriawere set to; continuity= 1 × 10−3
and x, y and z-velocity= 1 × 10−5. The x and y velocities are relatively small and so a low
convergence criteria is required. Due to the complexity of the secondary flow the solution rarely
completely converged, though the residuals of velocity andcontinuity were shown to plateaux
at the orders of magnitude used here.
5.2.8 Boundary Conditions
Three simulations were required in each of the three patientmodels to compare the three dif-
ferent inlet boundary condition types. The three directional velocity (3DV) boundary condition
required user defined functions of x, y and z-components of inlet velocity at each timestep. For
the axial-velocity only (1DV) simulations, the x and y components of inlet velocity were set to
zero and only the z-component user defined function was used.The Womersley inlet flow wave
was attached via a user defined function to the AAA geometriesw th extended inlet lengths.
5.2.9 Timestep size and cycle independence
The wavelength of the cardiac cycle and the size of the timesteps were determined from the
PC-MRI Dicom file information. Table 5.2.9 shows the cycle lengths and timestep sizes for
each of the three patients.
A limit of 70 iterations per timestep was shown to be sufficient as residuals were shown to reach




Each simulation was run for 3 cardiac cycles. Throughout thethird cycle measurements of
WSS, selected lines of fluid tangent to the instantaneous velocity vector, velocity magnitude,
vorticity and x, y and z components of velocity over the mid-plane were taken every tenth of a
cycle.
5.2.11 Image and Statistical Analysis
Qualitative trends and differences in haemodynamics and WSS in the different boundary con-
dition simulations were assessed by visual comparison of the data. To objectively compare the
differences in haemodynamics between different inlet boundary condition methods, quantita-
tive measures of haemodynamics and WSS variables were used.
5.2.11.1 Flow Structure and Haemodynamics
Plots of fluid flow lines tangent to the instantaneous velocity vector during systole and dias-
tole coloured by velocity magnitude show the evolution of general haemodynamics during the
cardiac cycle. Contours of velocity magnitude were obtained on a cross-sectional plane at the
cavity mid-point of all 3 geometries during mid systole and mid diastole. Vectors of radial
velocity were superimposed onto these contour plots to givea qualitative description of the
magnitude and complexity of flow throughout the cardiac cycle.
The properties of secondary flow within the bulk of the vesselblood flow can be quantified by
measuring the value of helicity. The helicity of a flow field isthe extent to which a fluid flow
describes a spiral helical flow through time. Spiral flow is thought to induce more stable flow,
reducing turbulence and potentially preserving endothelial function [159]. Helicity of a fluid is
a relation between the velocity and vorticity of flow and kinet c helicity density per unit volume
Hk can be defined as [111]
Hk = V · (∇× V ) (5.2)
where(∇× V ) is vorticity.





|V ||∇ × V | , −1 ≤ Ψ ≤ 1 (5.3)
which gives the local values of the cosine of the angle between v locity and vorticity vectors. A
value ofΨ = 0 occurs in steady, Poiseuille flow in which the vectors of velocity and vorticity
are orthogonal, whereas values of|Ψ| = 1 occur when flow is purely helical. The sign ofΨ
indicates whether the overall direction of helicity is clockwise or counterclockwise.
To obtain a representative sample of helicity throughout a cardiac cycle in AAAs, a helical flow
index (HFI) along fluid pathline trajectories was used basedon indices created by Grigioni et
al [56] and Morbiducci et al [111]. 80 fluid pathlines were defin d at each T/10 time point,
originating from a point 0.5 cm downstream of the inlet. For each pathline, the mean helical







whereNj is the number of 1 cm steps,i = 1, ..., Nj , along the trajectory of fluid particle







whereNp is the number of pathlinesj = 1, ..., Np, at each time point. For simulations with
Womersley inlet flow, particle pathline trajectories were truncated if the pathline entered the
inlet length.HFIt gives an analysis of the directional helicity at each timepoint. A value of















Contours of time averaged WSS values indicate regions of disturbed flow and endothelial dys-






In pulsatile flows, the effect of oscillating shear stressesthroughout the cardiac cycle have
been shown to affect the behaviour of endothelial cells and vessel wall thickness [11, 123, 165].
Oscillatory flow has been shown to up-regulate adhesion molecules which may aid monocyte
binding to the endothelium [63]. The temporal variation in WSS direction can be expressed in














An OSI value of zero indicates that flow is uni-directional atthat location throughout the pul-
satile cycle whereas a value of 0.5 indicates that the sum of the axial WSS is zero and therefore
flow oscillates forward and backwards for the same periods oftime during the cardiac cycle.
Quantitative comparisons of near wall parameters in AAA geom tries were enabled through
the use of the ’patching’ method proposed by Thomas et al [167]. Each geometry is split into
discrete but contiguous sections and the average values of the required parameter for all nodes
within a given patch is calculated. This method allows the comparison of identical patches on
simulations with differing inlet boundary conditions. Allpatches were 3mm in length in the
axial direction, beginning 1 cm downstream from the inlet and e ding 2 cm downstream of the
iliac bifurcation. Above the bifurcation point, the centrepoint of each 3mm segment was found
and divided again at90◦ intervals to create 4 patches termed left-anterior (L-A), left-posterior
(L-P), right-anterior (R-A) and right-anterior (R-A). Below the bifurcation point, the iliac artery
segments were divided into anterior (left/right iliac A) and posterior (left/right iliac P) patches.
Mean values of time averaged WSS and OSI were calculated overeach patch for comparison






























(g) 3DV (h) 1DV (i) Womersley Inlet Flow
Figure 5.10: Lines of flow tangent to the instantaneous velocity vector coloured by velocity






Axial Womersley Axial Womersley
Inlet Velocity Inlet Flow Inlet Velocity Inlet Flow
1 0.051 (8.5%) 0.232 (38.7%) 0.039 (4%) 0.462 (4.7%)
2 0.064 (39.9%) 0.157 (98.6%) 0.211 (28.1%) 0.3118 (41.5%)
3 0.094 (24.6%) 3.499 (76.8%) 0.247 (37%) 0.537 (80.4%)
Table 5.5: RMS shear stress results
Patient
HFImag
(Percentage difference from axial and radial inlet velocity)
Axial and Radial Axial Womersley
Inlet Velocity Inlet Velocity Inlet Flow
1 0.391 0.409 (4.4%) 0.301 (23.1%)
2 0.283 0.326 (15.2%) 0.191 (32.7%)
3 0.286 0.306 (7.2%) 0.203 (28.9%)
Table 5.6: Helicity results
5.3 Results
Lines of flow tangent to the instantaneous velocity vector shw that during systole (figure 5.10)
regions of secondary flow form, generally around the neck or pr ximal end of the AAA cav-
ity, in the 3DV and 1DV inlet boundary condition models. Secondary flow appears to form
axially orientated vortices in the 3DV inlet models and radial, helical vortices in the 1DV in-
let simulations. By diastole (figure 5.11), disturbed flow pervades the entire cavity. In patient
2, the directionality of vortices observed in systole is retained while patients 1 and 3 show
more random variations in perturbation alignment during diastole. Much less disturbed flow
is found in the Womersley inlet flow simulations with much of the flow apparently laminar in
nature throughout the cardiac cycle in patients 2 and 3. Flowvelocity is generally highest at
the neck and iliac bifurcation points of the aneurysm where the vessel diameter is smallest.
With the exception of the low velocities in the patient 3 Womersl y inlet flow model (figure
5.10(i)), all inlet boundary condition methods show similar trends in velocity magnitude during
systole. During diastole, the Womersley inlet flow simulations give generally higher velocity
magnitudes in all 3 patients.
During systolic flow, patients 1 and 3 show similar trends in axial velocities and radial velocity
vectors over cross sections of the AAA mid-point (figure 5.12) for all inlet boundary condition






























(g) 3DV (h) 1DV (i) Womersley Inlet Flow
Figure 5.11: Lines of flow tangent to the instantaneous velocity vector coloured by velocity


































(g) Patient 3, 3DV (h) Patient 3, 1DV (i) Patient 3, Womersley Inlet
Flow




half the magnitude of the 3DV and 1DV simulations and its radial velocity vectors show less
disturbed flow. Patient 2 shows more noticeable differencesin axial velocity contours between
boundary condition methods though it should be noted that the magnitude of velocity is signif-
icantly lower than in the other patients and therefore differences may not be as significant. In
patient 2, radial velocity vectors of the 1DV model (figure 5.12(e)) show a strong spiral flow
dominating. This is still present, but not as defined in the 3DV model and not present at all in
the Womersley inlet flow simulation.
In diastolic flow (figure 5.13), all axial flow distributions are different between each boundary
condition method, with the exception of the 3DV (figure 5.13(a)) and 1DV (figure 5.13(a)) inlet
boundary conditions in patient 1 which are relatively similar. Velocity magnitudes are generally
much lower here than during mid systolic flow and so the physiolog cal effects of these differ-
ences may also be lower. Differences in radial velocity vectors become more apparent during
diastole. 1DV inlet boundary condition simulations show well d fined secondary flow, either in
a unidirectional spiral (figure 5.13(e)) or counter rotating spirals (figures 5.13(e) and 5.13(h))
while 3DV boundary conditions have more complex radial flow,and so show less well defined
spiral flow. Womersley inlet flow simulations tend to reduce th complexity and magnitude of
radial secondary flow, although patient 1 still retains simpl fied counter rotating spirals.
Secondary flow at the iliac bifurcation is generally preserved between boundary condition meth-
ods (results not shown).
The large differences in diastolic axial flow velocities betw en Womersley inlet flow and spatial
inlet velocity simulations observed in patients 2 and 3 are du to the fluctuations in inlet ve-
locity which arise due to flaws in the assumptions used when crating Womersley flow profiles
from centreline velocity. Centreline velocity is based on alimited sample of velocity data over
the inlet plane. It assumes that the centreline will be the region of highest velocity magnitude
throughout the cycle (it is known to be the highest during peak systole) and that it is a primary,
central peak at each timestep. If the centreline falls on an isolated region of high or low ve-
locity flow then the Womersley flow profile at that timestep mayresult in a mean inlet velocity
significantly higher, or lower, than the actual mean. The high velocity flows experienced during
mid-systole make it less likely that this type of spatial heterogeneity will exist and inlet velocity
plots show flow tends towards the simple parabolic profiles prdicted by Womersley flow. Later
in the cycle, secondary flow characteristics become more prevalent and inlet velocity profiles


































(g) Patient 3, 3DV (h) Patient 3, 1DV (i) Patient 3, Womersley Inlet
Flow
Figure 5.13: Contours of axial velocity (m/s) featuring scaled vectors of radial velocity at mid-
section of patient 1 at T/t=0.8
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velocities during diastole in the Womersley inlet flow modelwhich are not present in other
models that take into account spatial velocity variability.
In general, the mean directional value of helicity appears clo er to zero for the 3DV than the
1DV inlet boundary condition method (figures 5.14) throughout the cardiac cycle, especially
in patients 1 and 3. The root mean squared (RMS) values of helicity magnitude (table 5.3)
show that the differences in helical magnitude are indeed lower in the 3DV model (an average
difference of 8.9% lower), but not as significantly different as would be predicted from the
results of figure 5.14. This could be due to the increased complexity of the 3DV method creating
a greater diversity of clockwise and anti-clockwise helicity as seen in the vector plots of figures
5.12 and 5.13 which bring the sum of directional helicity closer to zero. Womersley inlet flow
gives more diverse values of mean directional helicity throughout the cardiac cycle though it is
generally between the magnitudes given by 3DV and 1 DV simulations. Table 5.3 shows that
the RMS of time averaged helicity magnitude for Womersley inlet flow is significantly less than
those of the other inlet boundary condition methods in all three patients (the average difference
between 3DV and Womersley inlet profile helicity is 28.2%). The low helicity magnitude and
higher values of directional helicity in the Womersley inlet flow simulations indicate that the
simplified secondary flow tends to be unidirectional.
The regions of highest time averaged WSS occur at the iliac bifurcation point and, for patients
2 and 3, near the inlet and neck of the aneurysm (figure 5.15). There is little difference in the
distribution of WSS between the 3DV and 1DV inlet boundary condition methods though table
5.3 shows that differences in the RMS WSS magnitude are significa t (an average difference
of 24.3%). Womersley inlet flow simulations have generally higher WSS magnitudes and, in
patients 2 and 3, there are shifts in the regions of high WSS. The RMS WSS magnitudes show
significant differences between WSS in the Womersley flow model when compared to the 3DV





















































































Figure 5.14: Plots of mean directional helicity
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(a) Patient 1, 3DV (b) Patient 1, 1DV (c) Patient 1, Womersley Inlet Flow
(d) Patient 2, 3DV (e) Patient 2, 1DV (f) Patient 2, Womersley Inlet Flow
(g) Patient 3, 3DV (h) Patient 3, 1DV (i) Patient 3, Womersley Inlet Flow
Figure 5.15: Contours of time averaged WSS magnitude (Pa)
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There is no significant difference in the distribution (figures 5.16(a) 5.16(b) and 5.16(c)) and
RMS magnitude (table 5.3) of OSI for all inlet boundary condition methods in patient 1. Pa-
tients 2 and 3 however show significant differences in RMS magnitude and distribution of OSI
between 3DV and 1DV methods and an even greater difference when compared to Womersley
inlet flow simulations which result in generally more unidirectional shear stress (figures 5.16(d)
to 5.16(i)).
Applying 3DV and 1DV inlet boundary condition methods creates regions of secondary flow
within patient specific AAA models. 3DV inlet flow appears to create axially orientated pertur-
bations while 1DV inlet flow creates more radial, spirallingflow. 3DV secondary flow is also
more complex than in 1DV inlet simulations and, while there is an 8.9% increase in the mag-
nitude of helicity in 1DV models, the complexity of the 3DV secondary flow creates counter
rotating regions which reduce the directional helicity. These differences in secondary flow are
most prevalent during diastolic flow and do not have a significant effect on WSS distribution
but create a 24.3% differences in the WSS magnitude and a difference in distribution and mag-
nitude of OSI, especially in patients 2 and 3. Applying the Womersley inlet flow boundary
condition significantly reduces secondary flow which leads to less helical flow. The remaining
secondary flow is unidirectional in nature. The Womersley inlet flow method also significantly
increases WSS magnitude and can affect WSS distribution. OSI shows that Womersley inlet
flow gives more unidirectional and simplified shear stresses.
5.3.1 Discussion
Inlet boundary conditions with 3 components of velocity, 1 component of velocity and parabolic
Womersley velocity profiles based on patient PC-MR velocitydata were applied to patient
specific AAA geometries and compared to assess the differencs i flow dynamics and near
wall shear stress variables.
The method of using centreline velocities to define Womersley flow profiles at each timestep
includes assumptions about the maximum flow velocity which can lead to significant errors
in inlet velocity magnitudes. These errors are most likely to occur during diastole when flow
velocity is lower and more disturbed. The centreline velocity approach has been used previously
by Fraser [46]. This study shows that a change in methodologyis required to increase accuracy
when using Womersley flow profiles. An alternative approach is to estimate the maximum
velocity as a function based on the mean, or integrated, inlet velocity at a given timestep.
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(a) Patient 1, 3DV (b) Patient 1, 1DV (c) Patient 1, Womersley Inlet Flow
(d) Patient 2, 3DV (e) Patient 2, 1DV (f) Patient 2, Womersley Inlet Flow
(g) Patient 3, 3DV (h) Patient 3, 1DV (i) Patient 3, Womersley Inlet Flow
Figure 5.16: Contours of OSI
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Examples of studies which use this method are suggested in a review by Steinman et al [156].
This method is not ideal as it involves further assumptions of the maximum velocity which may
be too conservative. A trade off between the two methods can be sought by sampling a larger
area around the chosen centreline to reduce the sampling error.
Recent investigations rely on Womersley flow when modellingCFD in AAAs [86]. This study
shows that using parabolic inlet flow profiles provides the general trends in axial velocity and
WSS magnitude but there is a significant loss of secondary flowand a simplification of oscil-
latory flow when compared to inlet profiles featuring spatialvelocity information. It may be
that a CFD simulation is required to assess areas of maximum WSS and velocity, in which case
the use of Womersley profiles may suffice. Creating Womersleyprofiles requires the least ve-
locity information of all the methods investigated in this study and so time and effort in terms
of computational processing and scanning time can be saved if the required information can
be simulated using these simplified boundary conditions. However, any study which requires
an understanding of secondary flow, including the modellingof the behaviour of transported
species should avoid the over-simplified flow structures created through the use of Womersley
inlet flow boundary conditions.
Differences in haemodynamics between using 1 and 3 components of inlet velocity are more
subtle. In terms of general flow dynamics, trends in both axial velocity and distribution of
WSS are similar throughout. WSS is a sensitive variable and there are significant differences
in the magnitude of WSS and OSI between 1DV and 3DV methods. The significance of these
differences depends on the patient AAA geometry, but the average differences in WSS and OSI
magnitudes of 24.3% and 23% respectively are sufficiently large to conclude that the choice of
inlet boundary condition method is an important factor wheninvestigating WSS in AAAs using
numerical simulation. While both boundary condition methods exhibit spiral flow, they differ,
sometimes significantly, in the structure of secondary flow.Differences in secondary flow will
have a limited effect on the regions of maximum velocity and WSS but may be critical in
particle transfer and adhesion, especially in regions nearthe wall. To assess which model is
the most adequate for modelling particle behaviour we must deduce which boundary condition
method provides the most physiologically accurate simulation. The inclusion of radial inlet
velocity vectors should provide more realistic secondary flow features though this relies on
limiting the errors involved in obtaining and implementingthe low magnitude radial velocities.
In Chapter 6, the simulated velocities are compared with patient PC-MRI data.
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Despite differences in secondary flow throughout the cavity, both 3DV and 1DV models give
similar flow dynamics as the blood enters the iliac arteries.This may mean that differences in
haemodynamics created in or upstream of the aneurysm cavitydo not progress further down-
stream.
Both 3DV and 1DV boundary condition methods show evidence ofhelical flow within the AAA
cavity, especially during diastolic flow. Helical flow is significantly reduced in the Womersley
inlet flow simulations. The presence of spiral flow is thoughtto be an important factor in
vascular mechanics, especially in diseased vessels. Anin vitro study by Stonebridge et al [158]
showed that, while spiral flow makes little difference in a helthy vessel, in stenosed vessels it
stabalises flow and significantly reduces near wall turbulence as well as lowering forces acting
on the vessel wall. The stabilising effects of spiral flow andthe associated stablising of WSS
are likely to have an effect on endothelial cell behaviour and disease progression, Houston et
al [62] found that carotid atheromatous disease was associated with a lack of spiral flow in the
aortic arch.
In this study, radial flow was found to be more complex in the 3DV models, with perturbations
reducing its helical nature. As elements of helical flow are present using both 1DV and 3DV
methods it seems likely from the results of this study that spiral flow is present, at least to some
degree, in AAAsin vivo. The results of models with both inlet boundary conditions must be
validated to determine which is the most physiologically likely scenario. If the 3DV model
is found to provide the more physiologically realistic method it may be that applying radial
velocities to CFD models inhibits the helical nature of flow.Obtaining 3 components of velocity
using PC-MR scanning involves conducting 3 times as many velocity scans as unidirectional
velocity data. Longer scanning times, as well as the extra bre th holds required when scanning
the abdominal region mean that any loss of accuracy incurredby using only the axial component
of flow must be weighed up against the effort required to gain the extra radial velocity vectors.
5.3.2 Conclusions
Womersley inlet flow profiles contain the least velocity information and produced simulations
with more linear and generally lower axial velocity flows than simulations which used spa-
tial velocity information. Information on the spiral nature of flow is also lost. At some time
points in the cardiac cycle, assumptions in centreline inlet velocity led to significant under or
over compensation of inlet velocity when creating Womersley flow profiles. Because of the
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associated simplification of haemodynamics, the use of Womersley inlet flow boundary con-
ditions is not advised for analysis of flow characteristics.If used to obtain more general flow
dynamics care must be taken to ensure velocities are not skewed by spatially heterogeneous
inlet velocities.
Simulations in which 1 and 3 components of spatially varyinginlet velocity boundary condi-
tions were applied produced similar axial velocities and WSS distributions though differ in the
structure of secondary flow, especially during the latter stages of the cardiac cycle. Differences
in flow dynamics between methods cause differences in WSS andOSI magnitude. These dif-
ferences may be significant depending on the patient geometry. The 3DV models contained
more complex radial velocity and a higher degree of axial recirculation than the 1DV models.
This additional complexity reduces the defined helical flow throughout the cavity observed in
the 1DV model. Despite the differences in secondary flow, flowdynamics in the iliac vessels
are generally similar between the 3DV and 1DV models. Both methods would be sufficient to
model general flow dynamics though for more detailed simulations, such as particle modelling
which involve accurate simulation of secondary flow and WSS,it may be necessary to choose
the more physiologically accurate model. In order to assesswhich model is closer toin vivo




Comparison of CFD and PC-MRI
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter the effects of varying inlet boundary conditions on the haemodynamics
and WSS of patient specific AAA were compared. An important, ad often overlooked, stage
in medical CFD is validation of flow by comparison within vivo measurements and so this
chapter compares simulated AAA haemodynamics for the three-dir ctional, one-directional
and parabolic inlet velocity boundary conditions described in Chapter 5 againstin vivo mea-
surements obtained using PC-MR imaging.
Previous investigations have used a variety of techniques to provide boundary conditions for
patient-specific AAA CFD simulations. Often the results of these simulations are not validated
againstin vivo data. Kose et al [74] and Long et al [93] found general agreement b tween
simulated and PC-MRI data though there were areas of quantitative disagreement, especially in
regions of low velocity and complex flow. Fraser found less correlation citing image artifacts
and lack of radial inlet flow data as reasons.
These studies used only the head to foot component of velocity and there exists no compre-
hensive comparison of the magnitude of errors resulting from the use of different boundary
conditions in AAAs which includes radial velocities. The type and quality of boundary con-
ditions often depend upon the precision ofin vivo acquisition techniques and so authors are
often forced to compromise on spatial and temporal accuracyin simulations. A comparison of
simulated AAA haemodynamics within vivomeasurements will assess the extent to which sim-
ulated blood flow deviates from physiological behaviour when using different methods of inlet
velocity boundary conditions. A significant difference betw en in vivo data and simulations
when using simplified inlet velocity boundary conditions will mean more complex conditions
are necessary for future investigations. Conversely, if each boundary condition type results in
similar magnitudes of error then the use of simplified boundary conditions can be justified sav-
ing both imaging and computational effort. In the Chapter 7,patient-specific AAA blood flow
is seeded with monocyte particles and so validation of patient specific haemodynamics provides
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Table 6.1: Distance of mid-plane from inlet
a means of quantifying errors in the underlying flow which contr ls particle motion, allowing
a greater degree of confidence in the results of simulations of monocyte behaviour.
Patient-specific AAA simulations with varying levels of velocity boundary condition complex-
ity are validated against three-component PC-MRI velocitydata at a transverse cross-section
around the midpoint of the AAA cavity. Flow dynamics betweenboundary condition methods
are compared to assess whether the differences between methods are significant.
6.2 Method
Velocity encoded PC-MR images were obtained over a transverse c oss-section around the
centre of the AAA cavity for each of the three patient specificmodels described in Chapter 5.
The z-coordinates of these planes in relation to the inlet are given in table 6.1
Mid-aneurysm PC-MR scans were taken in the same scanning session as the inlet scans using
an identical protocol, as described in Chapter 5. Velocity data was obtained from the PC-MRI
scans in the head to foot, left to right and anterior to posterior directions at 20 equally spaced
timepoints throughout a cardiac cycle. Velocity encoded PC-MRI data was segmented using
the corresponding intensity images and converted into velocity data as described in Chapter
5. By including mid-section transverse slices in the CFD simulations of each of the three pa-
tient specific geometries, the simulated mid-section velocities can be directly compared with
the PC-MRI data. A qualitative comparison of velocity vectors can be observed by applying a
colour map to velocity magnitudes throughout the plane. Theaim of this chapter is to assess
which boundary condition method is more accurate by quantifyi g the difference between sim-
ulations and imaging data and so a more rigorous statisticalanalysis is required. When seeking
to validate simulated data it is important to remember that tere is an intrinsic error in PC-
MRI measurements caused by limitations in resolution, noise present in the image and other
artefacts and so there will be intrinsic differences between PC-MRI velocities and the actual
velocities encounteredin vivo. Analysis of data should therefore be conducted as a comparison
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of methods and not a comparison with physiological flow.
6.2.1 Image and Statistical Analysis
(a) Sample grid (b) Mid-plane velocity data (c) Selected data points
Figure 6.1: Example of grid-based pixel selection
All CFD mid-plane velocity data was averaged to create a gridwith the same resolution as
the PC-MRI data, allowing a direct comparison. Data points for analysis on each plane were
selected using Matlab to overlay a grid of equally-spaced pixels on all data sets at each time
point and selecting the pixels which fell within the lumen boundary (see figure 6.1). Pixels from
systolic and diastolic flow timesteps were grouped seperately to compare possible differences
in accuracy between each flow regime. In order to observe the corr lation between simulated
and MRI derived velocities, linear regression analysis wasapplied to scatter plots of each inlet
velocity boundary condition method against PC-MRI data forall three directions of velocity.
Spearman’s Rank correlation coefficients were then obtained for each. Regression analysis and
correlation coefficients are a useful method of determininga correlation, or lack of, between
data sets though apparent strong correlations may be misleading when comparing CFD with
imaging methods since we can assume that a significant relation between the CFD and PC-MRI
data sets is likely. Bland and Altman [7] review the limitations of using correlation coefficients
alone when comparing methods and suggest the use of Bland-Altman plots to offer a more
meaningful comparison. For each data point in a Bland-Altman plot, the average of the CFD
and MR velocities is plotted against the velocity differenc(MRI-CFD). It is assumed that
neither the CFD nor the MRI data provides the exact velocity and so the average of the 2 serves
as an estimate of the physiological value. The Bland-Altmanplot can then be used to observe
variance in the difference between methods over a range of flow velocities. Lines of mean
difference and mean difference± 2 standard deviations were also plotted from which we can
work out the standard error in difference between velocities d rived through CFD and MRI
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for each of the CFD boundary condition methods. The mid-section velocities of simulations
with three-directional, one-directional and parabolic inlet velocity profiles were compared with
PC-MRI data for all three patients.
6.3 Results
In general, the CFD simulations underestimate average mid-section PC-MRI velocity at higher
velocity magnitudes and overestimate average mid-sectionPC-MRI velocity at low velocity
magnitudes in the 3DV and 1 DV models (figure 6.2) and in the Womersley inlet flow model
with the exception of systolic flow during systole in patient3.
Plots of PC-MRI velocity data against CFD in the head to foot direction of patient 1 (figure 6.3)
show a slight positive correlation for all three boundary condition methods, the most prominent
being the 1DV model. Perhaps more noticeable is the difference i distribution of data points
between diastolic and systolic samples. Bland-Altman plots of head to foot velocity (figure
6.4) show less variation in difference between MR and CFD data uring systole than diastole,
especially in the 1DV and Womersley flow models. The increasein data variability during
diastole suggests a higher degree of noise is present duringthe slower diastolic flow. This
dichotomy between systolic and diastolic data is not present in the plots of PC-MRI data against
CFD data in the right to left direction (figure 6.5) in which few CFD data points are greater than
0.06 m/s. Bland-Altman plots (figure 6.6) show error to be propo tional to average velocity.
Velocity data in the anterior to posterior direction, shownin Appendix C, is similar in trends to
that of the anterior-posterior direction. Together, theseplots suggest that a higher degree of error
is present in low velocity flows associated with diastole andwith radial velocities throughout
the cardiac cycle than the high velocity flows observed during mid-systole. Visualisations of
in-plane velocities from diastolic CFD and PC-MRI data (figure 6.7) show that a high degree
of noise is present in the PC-MRI data at low velocities. The decrease in signal to noise ratio
(SNR) in PC-MRI data at low velocity flows has been observed previously [64, 124] For the
greatest accuracy in attaining velocity, the velocity encoding of PC-MRI data must be as close
to the observed velocity as possible. The PC-MRI data provided for this study used a fixed
velocity encoding sensitivity of 1.5 m/s for all componentsof velocity. While this sensitivity
has been used previously for spatial velocity analysis in the aorta [111] it is a conservative value
allowing large amounts of noise to be prevalent in the low velocities observed during diastolic
flow and flow in the radial directions. Further evidence of this increase in MR noise at lower
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Figure 6.2: Average mid-plane head to foot velocity
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(c) Womersley inlet flow
Figure 6.3: Scatterplots of CFD against MRI midplane velocity data in heat-foot direction of
patient 1. Systolic data is represented by circles, diastolic by black triangles
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(c) Womersley inlet flow
Figure 6.4: Bland-Altman plots of CFD against MRI midplane velocity data in head-foot direc-
tion of patient 1. Systolic data is represented by circles, diastolic by black triangles
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(c) Womersley inlet flow
Figure 6.5: Scatterplots of CFD against MRI midplane velocity data in right-left direction of
patient 1. Systolic data is represented by circles, diastolic by black triangles
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(c) Womersley inlet flow
Figure 6.6: Bland-Altman plots of CFD against MRI midplane velocity data in right-left direc-
tion of patient 1. Systolic data is represented by circles, diastolic by black triangles
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Axial and radial Axial Womersley
Inlet Velocity Inlet Velocity Inlet Flow
SRCC 0.584 0.448 0.162
t-value 8.57 7.042 1.715
N 144 200 111
Linear Regression 0.628x + (6× 10−3) 0.563 + (1.76 × 10−2) 0.1086x + (1.07 × 10−1)
2-tail p-value 1.6× 10−14 3× 10−11 8.9× 10−2
Table 6.2: Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient (SRCC) and t and p values for all samples
in which CFD velocity is greater than 0.06m/s
velocities is found in patient 3 in the 3DV and 1DV boundary condition methods, though not in
the Womersley inlet flow model. Unlike patient 1, higher radial velocities mean that the radial
flow during systole is also generally more consistent than during diastole (see Bland-Altman
plots in Appendix C), The larger cavity diameter present in patient 2 contains generally lower
velocity mid aneurysm flow than the other patients and so the distinction between systolic and
diastolic velocities is not as well defined. Despite this, velocity differences between MRI and
CFD are generally more consistent in systolic flow as shown inBla d-Altman plots in Appendix
C.
The level of noise present in the low velocity PC-MRI data prevents useful comparison with
CFD derived velocities and so data points in which CFD velocity is below 0.06 m/s were re-
moved from the data sets. Scatter plots and Bland-Altman plots of the remaining data were
created, combining data from all three patients in order to compare the simulated data from
the three boundary condition method models with the PC-MRI data. Due to the low velocity
flow present in patient 2, less than 2% of the data was above thecritical 0.06 m/s and so the
combined results with lower CFD velocity samples removed iscomprised mainly of data from
patients 1 and 3.
Linear regression analysis of combined MRI against CFD data(figure 6.8) shows that both
the 3DV and 1DV inlet boundary condition simulations have similar, positive, correlation with
Spearman’s Rank correlation coefficients of 0.584 (p << 0.01) and 0.448 (p << 0.01) while
the Womersley inlet flow simulations shows a smaller, thoughstill positive Spearman’s Rank
correlation coefficient of 0.162 (p = 0.089). Figure 6.8(c) suggests there is still noise present
in the data between 0.06 and 0.1 m/s of the Womersley inlet flowm dels. The Womersley inlet
flow method produces the least accurate simulations of AAA velocity and both 3DV and 1DV
models have a similar level of accuracy. There are limits to what can be inferred from a Spear-
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(a) T/t=0.1 (b) T/t=1
Figure 6.7: Unfiltered PC-MRI velocity data (m/s) in axial direction during systole and diastole









































(c) Womersley inlet flow
Figure 6.8: Scatterplots of CFD against MRI midplane velocity data for all s mples in which
CFD velocity is greater than 0.06m/s



































Average of CFD and MRI
(b) 1DV










Average of CFD and MRI
(c) Womersley inlet flow
Figure 6.9: Bland-Altman plots of CFD against MRI midplane velocity data for all samples in
which CFD velocity is greater than 0.06m/s
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man’s Rank correlation coefficient as the null hypothesis assumes zero correlation and, as both
the simulated and MRI data measure the same physiological vari ble, some degree of positive
correlation is expected. Even a perfect agreement with MR data oes not guarantee physio-
logical accuracy as a degree of error is associated with obtaining PC-MRI, and the unfiltered
data shows the introduction of further noise through the useof fixed velocity encoding. Bland-
Altman plots allow an analysis of the variance in differencebetween simulated and imaging
data.
The Womersley inlet flow model has the least mean velocity difference between MRI and CFD
(0.0119m/s with 95% confidence intervals of -0.008 to 0.0317m/s). This does not infer that it
is the most accurate method as it was shown to have the largestvariation in data with the limits
of agreement between 0.221 and -0.197 m/s. Variation is the mor relevant factor here since
a simulation with large mean difference but insignificant variation from MR data indicates a
constant difference in results and so a correction factor can be used to provide agreement.
Correcting the data in this way becomes harder to justify with increasing variation. Figure 6.9
indicates 2 subgroups in the data, a set with error proportional to average velocity, possibly
related to noise in the lower velocity data and a more stable set with a lower average difference.
The mean velocity differences between MRI and CFD for the 3DVand 1DV model are -0.0477
m/s (95% confidence intervals of -0.0367 to -0.05 m/s) and -0.0364 (95% confidence intervals
of -0.0257 to -0.0471 m/s). A difference of around 0.01 m/s isunlikely to indicate significant
differences in haemodynamics during systole where velocities exceed 0.2m/s, but may be more
significant during diastole when flow velocities are generally lower than 0.05 m/s. Both 3DV
and 1DV models have less variability between MRI and CFD datathan the Womersley inlet flow
model (limits of agreement of 0.0844 to -0.1797 for the 3DV and 0.1152 to -0.188 for the 1DV).
The lower variability of the 3DV model suggests that using all three velocity components at the
inlet produces the simulations most likely to be accurate whn compared with one direction and
Womersley flow profiles. While it proved to be the more accurate model in this study, the 3DV
model has a standard deviation of 0.0674 m/s which is high even in systolic flow conditions.
Data in both the 3DV and 1DV Bland-Altman plots is arranged inan arrowhead shape which
portrays the variability increasing with average velocityfor average velocities of less than 0.15
m/s. This effect may be due to the presence of noise in the MR data at lower velocities.
By maintaining a constant velocity encoding value well above peak systolic velocity, the SNR
of PC-MRI data is diminished at low velocities making comparisons of radial flow velocities
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impractical. Filtering data points in which the CFD data is lower than 0.06 m/s removes much
of this noise. Comparisons of velocity filtered data show that Womersley inlet flow simula-
tions have limited correlation with PC-MRI data and a high degre of variability in difference
between CFD and PC-MRI data. 3DV and 1DV inlet boundary condition simulations share a
similar, positive, correlation with MRI data though the 3DVmethod gives the least variation
in difference between simulated and PC-MRI data. While the 3DV model may be the most
consistent with MR data, the variability in data is still relatively high.
6.4 Discussion
In Chapter 5, CFD simulations of patient AAAs were compared in order to assess the dif-
ferences in haemodynamics observed by adding increasing levels of complexity to the inlet
boundary conditions. While differences in flow velocities and structure were observed between
methods, the most physiologically realistic scenario cannot be identified without comparing the
simulated results with a validated method of blood velocitymeasurement. Mid-cavity cross-
sections of PC-MRI velocity data were obtained for comparison with CFD simulations. Data
from the CFD simulations with low velocity flow correspondedwith regions of low signal to
noise ratio in the MR data so comparison of data was carried out using only data points in which
simulated velocity was above 0.06 m/s.
Womersley inlet flow models result in large variations in difference and poor correlation be-
tween simulated and MRI data. The simplification of haemodynamics and differences caused
by centreline velocity assumptions seen in Chapter 5 have been shown to be physiologically
unrealistic. The scale of the deviation from PC-MRI data suggests that the assumption of inlet
Womersley flow profiles is inadequate for effective simulation of AAA disease. The difference
in variation of CFD and MRI data between simulations with 3 and 1 components of inlet veloc-
ity are more subtle due to the similarity in haemodynamic trends shown in Chapter 5. The 3DV
models exhibited the least variation between simulated andMRI data and so can be assumed
to be the most consistent with physiological flow. The choiceof boundary condition method
often involves a compromise between the accuracy of the simulation and the effort required in
obtaining inlet data. To acquire three components of velocity from PC-MRI data, three separate
scans are required. Achieving these extra scans is not always possible given time, funding and
patient participation restraints. The required accuracy depends on the motives for simulation.
This study has shown that if general trends in haemodynamicsare required then velocity data
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in the head to foot direction only may be sufficient. Simulations in which a higher order of
accuracy are necessary, such as the flow-particle behavioursim lated in this study require the
most accurate inlet boundary conditions available which has been shown in this study to be the
3DV model.
PC-MRI uses velocity encoding to prevent aliasing of the data. Higher velocity encoding sen-
sitivity values prevent velocity artefacts produced through aliasing but decreases the phase shift
leading to a decrease in SNR [124]. The low SNR observed in lowvelocity flows in this study
is likely to be the result of using a fixed velocity encoding range for each component of velocity
throughout the cardiac cycle. Setting a conservative fixed value for velocity encoding sensitiv-
ity prevents aliasing in axial flow during systole but increas s noise in the lower velocity flows.
A study by Greil et al [55] show that the effects of low SNR are can elled out when all pix-
els are averaged to give accurate flow rate, but the influence of noise becomes more important
when spatial velocity profiles are required. Johnson and Markl [64] describe the challenge in
obtaining the optimum velocity encoding protocol as more complex parameters lead to longer
scanning times. They trial the use of 5-point balanced flow encoding.
Low SNR is also present in the inlet PC-MRI data, particularly during diastole and in the radial
flow velocities of the 3DV model. This study shows that changes in the radial components
of the inlet velocity boundary conditions result in a difference in downstream haemodynamics
and so applying a velocity encoding scaled by the magnitude of v l city may result in further
differences in AAA haemodynamics. Using 3 components of inlet velocity in simulations has
been shown to be the most consistent method of simulation andso by removing some of the
noise present in the radial directions this accuracy may be further improved.
6.5 Conclusions
As the amount of information contained in AAA inlet velocityboundary conditions decreases,
changes in simulated downstream haemodynamics occur leading to increased deviation from
physiological flow as measured via PC-MR imaging. This shiftis less significant between
simulations with three components of velocity and axial velocity only than between axial only
and Womersley inlet flow profile simulations. Future investiga ons applying a variable velocity
encoding range, scaled by estimated maximum velocity may increase the SNR present in lower
velocity flows and allow for a more detailed analysis of radial velocities.
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Chapter 7
Patient Specific Near Wall Particle
Residence Time Modelling
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, the application of a NWPRT model in simplified AAgeometries revealed de-
fined peaks in areas where monocyte infiltration is most likely. These peaks shift in magnitude
and position depending on the size of the aneurysm cavity andthe vortex dynamics present. In
this chapter the WSS-limited NWPRT model developed in Chapter 4 is applied to simulated
monocytes seeded into flow in the patient-specific geometries us d in Chapters 5 and 6 with
three directional inlet velocity boundary conditions taken from PC-MR data. While the patient-
specific geometries are more complex, the formation and dissipation of vortices which appear
to control the motion of monocytes in flow has been shown to be present. The areas with the
highest potential physiological impact, are sections of the AAA with high peak NWPRT where
monocytes are statistically most likely to enter the vesselwall and, conversely, sections of low
or zero NWPRT where monocytes are extremely unlikely to enter the wall.
7.2 Methods
The patient-specific geometries and finite volume meshes used here are identical to those of
patients 1 to 3 described in Chapters 5 and 6. Fluent was used for solving the equations of flow
and particle motion as described previously. Each of the 3 geometries feature a fine boundary
layer of volumes and extended outlets though no extension ofthe inlet is required. The three-
directional inlet velocity boundary condition based on PC-MR data as described in Chapter 5
was applied to each geometry and each simulated for three full cardiac cycles before seeding
with particles. The properties of the monocyte particles and the variables of the DPM used
to track their motion, including near wall lift and drag forces, remain as described in Chapter
4. Monocytes were seeded into the flow from the beginning of the fourth pulsatile cycle with
particles injected 1cm downstream of the inlet to minimise particle escape due to retrograde
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Patient |WSS|TA WSSTA NWPRT/mm
1 5.81 0.57 4.95
2 0.6 3.5 × 10−4 0.27
3 2.9 0.15 9.85
Table 7.1: Average WSS and NWPRT values
flow at the inlet. Monocytes were seeded at each∆t = T/200 timestep over one full cardiac
cycle allowing the monocytes to spread throughout the AAA. The WSS-limited NWPRT model
was initiated at the start of the fifth cycle and residence times recorded over 6 full cycles.
7.3 Results
Large peaks in NWPRT are localised at the neck and the bifurcation points of all patients.
NWPRT within the centre of the AAA cavity is generally an order of magnitude less than the
inlet and outlet peaks. Monocyte infiltration is therefore most likely at the neck and around the
bifurcation point of the aneurysms and least likely in the cavity centre. There is more variation
in NWPRT between the geometries with magnitudes skewed towards the distal end in patient
1 (figure 7.1), the proximal end in the wider patient 2 (figure 7.2) and various, smaller, peaks
throughout the cavity in patient 3 (figure 7.3) . The NWPRT results of particles injected into
straight tube models studied in Chapter 4 (figure 4.13(a)) suggest large residence time values
located close to the injection plane may be an artefact caused by particles moving immediately
to the wall upon injection.
Peaks in NWPRT tend to localise at, or slightly downstream of, peaks in WSS though not all
peaks in WSS localise with peaks in NWPRT. For example, the large fluctuation in WSS 7cm
upstream from the bifurcation point in patient 2 (figure 7.2)does not match any significant
peak in residence time. In patients 1 and 2 there appears to bea qualitative correlation between
the scale of NWPRT and the size of the peak in WSS. This relationship does not appear to
hold for patient 3 as the largest peak in NWPRT is aligned witha relatively small change in
WSS (figure 7.3). Fluctuations in WSS are therefore insufficient predictors of the position and
magnitude of NWPRT and monocyte adhesion probability.
Between geometries there is a significant difference in the average residence time per millimeter
(see table 7.1). Patient 2 has a significantly smaller mean time averaged WSS magnitude than
the other patients as well as a much smaller average residence time. From a study of 3 patients
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(a) Contours of NWPRT


















(b) Histogram of NWPRT at 1mm intervals along axial di-
rection



















(c) Time averaged WSS. Dashed lines are aligned with
peaks in NWPRT
Figure 7.1: Contours (a) of NWPRT and plots of NWPRT (b) and time averagedWSS (c) in
patient 1 after 6 cycles
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(a) Contours of NWPRT


















(b) Histogram of NWPRT at 1mm intervals along axial di-
rection



















(c) Time averaged WSS. Dashed lines are aligned with
peaks in NWPRT
Figure 7.2: Contours (a) of NWPRT and plots of NWPRT (b) and time averagedWSS (c) in
patient 2 after 6 cycles
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(a) Contours of NWPRT

















(b) Histogram of NWPRT at 1mm intervals along axial di-
rection


















(c) Time averaged WSS. Dashed lines are aligned with
peaks in NWPRT
Figure 7.3: Contours (a) of NWPRT and plots of NWPRT (b) and time averagedWSS (c) in
patient 3 after 6 cycles
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it is not statistically significant to claim a correlation betw en low magnitude WSS and low
residence times.
Despite the differences in aneurysm dimensions between thethre patients, the general trends
in residence times are shared between all geometries with high NWPRT at the neck and bi-
furcation point of the AAA and lower residence times within the cavity. There are however
significant differences in mean residence times between patients. Peaks in residence time gen-
erally colocate with peaks in WSS, though trends and magnitude of WSS alone do not appear
to be a sufficient indicator of residence time.
7.4 Discussion
Vallabhaneni et al [171] propose the hypothesis that inflammtion in AAA occurs in discrete
hotspots which in turn causes heterogeneous patterns in wall degradation and therefore wall
weaknesses. In this study, monocyte residence times in simulated patient specific AAAs show
that there are indeed discrete regions in which monocytes are ignificantly more likely to attach
to the lumen and areas where attachment is extremely unlikely. Cell attachment was shown to
be most likely in regions at the neck and bifurcation point ofhe aneurysm, irrespective of the
shape of the geometry, with attachment unlikely at the cavity centre.
In Chapter 4, peaks in the residence times of inflammatory cells were observed to correlate
with spikes in time averaged axial WSS which, in simplified models, indicate regions of vortex
dissipation. As in the simplified models, this study shows that peaks in cell residence times
are located at points immediately downstream of spikes in axal WSS. This may show cell
adherence is controlled by vortex behaviour in patient specific aneurysms, though the complex
secondary flows observed in patient specific models make vortx behaviour harder to define.
While the probability of monocyte attachment is associatedwith regions of peak WSS, profiles
of WSS alone are insufficient for determining where regions of high residence time will occur.
The general trends in peak monocyte residence time are preserved in different aneurysm ge-
ometries though the magnitude of these peak residence timesand the average residence times
in an aneurysm were shown to vary significantly. Physiologically this may mean that inflam-
mation is less prevalent in some AAAs than others. This may becaused by the shape of the
geometry, the dynamics of the inlet flow or a combination of the two. This study showed that
an AAA with significantly lower average particle residence times also had significantly lower
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WSS magnitudes. The size of this study does not provide statistic l significance and further
trials would be required to assess any correlation between WSS magnitude and cell residence
time. Inhibition of cell adhesion at low WSS would be significant since low WSS conditions
are generally thought [81, 164, 189] to be preferential for leukocyte adhesion.
This study simulates the probability of inflammatory cell adhesion to the lumen. The migra-
tion of cells once they enter the interstitial tissue beyondthe endothelial lining is beyond the
scope of this investigation but will play a role in the final destination of macrophages within
the AAA wall. The trafficking of interstitial leukocytes is controlled via chemotactic gradients
[49]. While this is a complex procedure on a cellular level, stati tical modelling of macrophage
accumulation may be an area for future investigation. Physiolog cal data may be used to as-
sess the probability of a macrophage residing in a given radius. This will enable the NWPRT
model used in this investigation to be extended to determinethe probability of inflammation
throughout the AAA wall.
In order to develop the techniques used in this study for clinical use, the simulated residence
time results must be validated againstin vivo measurements of macrophage accumulation.In
vivo data can be obtained by applying contrast agents to a varietyof scanning techniques. The
PET contrast agent18F-FDG has been used previously as an indirect marker of vessel inflam-
mation [75, 135]. Combined PET/CT images give a visualisation of the spatial distribution and
the magnitude of inflammation. For macrophages specifically, MRI contrast agents SPIO and
USPIO may be useful tools have been used to quantify monocyterecruitment in atheroscle-
rotic lesions [91] and feasibility studies have been conducted on murine AAA models [170].
If the results of simulated monocyte attachment correlate wi h regions ofin vivo macrophage
accumulation then NWPRT models can be used as a non-invasivemethod of determining the
hotspots of inflammation. This information could then be used to quantify the magnitude and
distribution of wall weaknesses and could potentially be incorporated into a model of aneurysm
rupture risk prediction. Significant differences between the simulated and observed accumula-
tion of inflammatory cells would suggest that cells are transported to the site of inflammation
via an alternative mechanism. This may be due the migration of cells between the point of
entry and their destination or through cells entering the wall through an ’outside-in’ pathway
whereby the inflammatory cells do not originate in the bulk aortic flow, reaching the adventitia
through a network of microvessels.
Whether a correlation is present or not, validation of simulated results againstin vivo observa-
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tions will elucidate the mechanisms by which macrophages reach the site of inflammation in
the aneurysm wall.
7.5 Conclusions
Numerical simulations of monocyte residence times in patient specific AAA models show dis-
crete regions in which the probability of cell adhesion is high. These regions are located at the
neck and bifurcation point of the aneurysm and tend to be located immediately downstream
of peaks in axial WSS indicating that secondary flow featureshave a significant influence on
monocyte adhesion. Attachment was found to be unlikely through ut the centre of the cav-
ity. Further investigation is required to determine whether average WSS affects the average
magnitude of cell residence times.
Residence time models do not account for the migration of macrophages within the vessel wall.
In future investigations, a probabilistic model can be added which accounts for this movement.
Simulated results must be compared againsti vivo observations of macrophage accumulation
in order to validate the numerical findings. Validation may determine the pathway in which
inflammatory cells reach their destination within the aortic wall in AAA disease.
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Final Conclusions and Future Work
8.0.1 Conclusions
AAA rupture remains a major cause of death in the elderly, accounting for 1.5% of the total
mortality in males over 55 years old [23]. Despite improvements in surgical techniques and en-
dovascular stenting, the mortality rate for emergency AAA repair remains high while the post
rupture AAA mortality rate is up to 90%, including patients who do not reach hospital [150].
A method of rupture prediction is required to prevent unnecessary surgery while ensuring that
intervention occurs before the aneurysm ruptures. Aneurysm size and growth rate are the cur-
rent clinical indicators of rupture which require frequentmonitoring and have been shown to be
inefficient in many cases. One of the underlying mechanisms responsible for the breakdown of
the wall itself is inflammation. It has been suggested that inflammation occurs in specific focal
areas in the AAA wall causing ’hotspots’ of wall degradationand remodelling. Identifying the
distribution and intensity of these hotspots may lead to a clinical indicator of AAA wall weak-
ness and thus improve rupture risk prediction. In this studynumerical models were developed
which simulate haemodynamics and the probability and distribution of monocyte adhesion to
the lumen in generic and patient-specific AAAs. The aims of the study were to develop the
process of numerical modelling through novel investigations f turbulence models and inlet
boundary conditions, to elucidate the behaviour of monocytes in AAA pathology and to work
towards a clinical indicator of AAA rupture risk based on inflammation-driven wall weakness.
In Chapter 2, generic AAA geometries were calibrated to ensure cycle independence and ap-
propriate order of accuracy and optimum grid and timestep sizes were obtained via convergence
investigations. A fine boundary layer was applied near the wall to account for shear stresses
and flow dynamics on the scale of a single monocyte.
A transition to turbulent flow has previously been observed in experimental AAAs during the
end of systole. Despite this, there have been no previous investigations into the use of turbu-
lence models in numerical simulations of AAA.
In Chapter 3, the RNGκ−εmodel was found to over simplify secondary flow in both steadynd
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pulsatile flows to an unacceptable degree and so should be avoided for modelling AAA flow.
Theκ − ω and LES models predicted peak WSS with more accuracy than thelaminar model
in steady flow. In pulsatile flow theκ − ω and the LES model with no turbulent perturbations
at the inlet produced similar WSS profiles while the LES models in which inlet turbulence was
simulated produced significant differences in haemodynamics during the deceleration phase.
The changes in haemodynamics caused by the addition of inletturbulence were not affected
by the intensity of the perturbations, suggesting that the spatial distribution of secondary flow
at the inlet has significant effects on downstream flow. Usingκ − ω and LES models did not
significantly increase the simulation times in these modelswhen compared to laminar models.
If information on inlet turbulence is unavailable, both theκ− ω and no inlet perturbation LES
models are viable for AAA modelling. If inlet perturbationscan be quantified the vortex method
inlet perturbation LES model is required.
In Chapter 4, the haemodynamics of generic aneurysm geometries were found to be charac-
terised by the formation, translation and dissipation of annular vortices. Regions of high mono-
cyte residence times were expressed in discrete bands alongthe AAA walls in the axial direction
with large regions of very low or zero residence time throughout the cavity. The regions of high
adhesion probability were aligned with peaks in WSS associated with vortex dissipation. This
suggests that the distribution of discrete hotspots of monocyte adherence is controlled by vortex
behaviour. The bands of high residence time move downstreamas the maximum aneurysm di-
ameter increases until a critical diameter of around 1.8 times the inlet diameter above which the
bands move upstream and the overall residence time of monocytes increases exponentially. If
this were to happenin vivo, fully developed AAAs with large cavity sizes may create a positive
feedback effect as the higher numbers of monocytes enteringthe wall cause greater degradation.
The protocol for obtaining haemodynamics and monocyte residence time was applied to pa-
tient specific models. There is no previous literature detailing which velocity inlet boundary
condition method is most appropriate for modelling AAAs andso an inlet boundary condition
investigation was conducted in Chapters 5 and 6.
Applying Womersley inlet flow profiles created much more linear flow than using spatially
varying inlet velocities. In some cases, assumptions in calcul ting centreline velocity were
found to lead to significant errors in mean inlet velocity during diastolic flow. Simulations
with one and three components of inlet velocity produced similar axial velocities and WSS
distributions though differed significantly in terms of thes condary and oscillatory nature of
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flow and often in the magnitude of WSS and oscillatory shear. Spi al flow was prominent in the
axial inlet boundary condition simulation. Applying Womersley inlet velocity profiles removed
much of this spiral flow, while adding radial velocity vectors at the inlet created more complex
flow dynamics which reduced the magnitude of spiral flow.
In Chapter 6, the boundary condition methods were validatedthrough comparison of simulated
mid-cavity velocities with PC-MR data. At low velocities PC-MR data exhibited low SNR
resulting in a high degree of error when comparing with simulated data. At higher velocities,
the Womersley inlet velocity profiles deviated the most fromphysiological flow while the three
component inlet velocity deviated the least. There was lessdifference between one and three
component models of inlet velocity than between the one component and Womersley inlet flow
model.
Chapters 5 and 6 show that Womersley flow models should only beused if the general trends
in axial velocity and WSS are required and should not be used to ascertain values of WSS or
secondary flow magnitude. If Womersley inlet flow is applied,care should be taken to ensure
centreline velocity is representative of the mean inlet velocity.
Similarities in haemodynamics between models with one and three components of inlet velocity
mean that using only axial velocity may be sufficient to obtain trends in velocity magnitude
and patterns of WSS distribution. The differences in secondary flow prediction and WSS and
oscillatory shear magnitudes between the methods mean thatsimulations which rely on accurate
secondary flow modelling or obtaining accurate WSS magnitudes, such as the particle tracking
used in this study, require the use of radial as well as axial components of inlet velocity.
In Chapter 7, initial studies of monocyte residence times inpatients showed the relationship
between the probablility of particle adhesion and haemodynamics was the same in vivo and
simplified AAAs, suggesting that the idealised model used inth s thesis is reasonable. All
patient simulations showed discrete regions at the neck andbifurcation point of the aneurysm
at which the probability of monocyte adhesion is high with larger areas throughout the cavity
centre where adhesion probability is unlikely. The regionsf high residence time are located
immediately downstream of regions with peaks in axial WSS suggesting that secondary flow
has a significant effect on the distribution of monocyte adhesion.
This study has shown that monocytes are likely to adhere to the lumen in discrete hotspots, with
large regions in which adhesion is unlikely. The patterns inadhesion distribution were found to
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be dictated by the behaviour of secondary flow in the aneurysm. In simplified AAA geometries,
a critical diameter was found above which the average near wall cell residence time increased
exponentially.
8.0.2 Future Work
The complexities involved in the simulation of any biological system mean that it is necessary
to make various assumptions in order to achieve feasible simulation times. This study assumed
rigid walled geometries throughout and so further investigation is required to assess the affects
of wall motion on monocyte adhesion probability.
The comparison of simulated CFD results with PC-MRI data washampered by a high degree
of noise present at regions of low velocity flow due to a high velocity encoding sensitivity.
Applying a variable velocity encoding range, scaled by estima ed flow velocity may increase
the SNR in low velocity PC-MR data sufficiently to allow comparison. Recent investigations
have proposed methods of solving this problem without significantly affecting the duration of
scan time [64].
The migration of macrophages from within the intima of the vessel wall to their final destination
is beyond the scope of this investigation. To gain a holisticview of monocyte/macrophage
inflammation, the results of the residence time models can belink d with statistical models of
monocyte migration within the wall based on physiological dta.
A tentative link between the mean time-averaged WSS and meanag itude of residence time
was found in patient-specific simulations though further study is required to assess whether this
trend is statistically significant.
This work represents the first steps towards a rupture risk prediction model based on inflam-
matory wall degradation. To assess the clinical relevance of the predicted trends in monocyte
adhesion found in this study, the results must be validated againstin vivo data. Regions of in-
flammatory activity and monocyte accumulation within the aortic wall can be mapped through
the use of contrast agents such as FDG in PET/CT scanning and SPIO and USPIO in MR
scans. A study comparing numerical predictions of monocyteadherence with imaging data
of inflammatory activity in patients will determine the relevance of using numerical predic-
tion in defining regions of inflammation in AAA disease. A correlation between simulated
andin vivo imaging results would mean numerical modelling is a viable method of predicting
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inflammation-mediated wall weakness. Significant differences in results would suggest that
inflammatory cells reach their destination through a radically different mechanism than the tra-
ditional model and so future research must focus on discovering the origin and methods of





Table A.1 shows the GCI for WSS at the cavity midpoint and a point 0.038m downstream of
the midpoint calculated usingp = 2 and a value ofp derived from Roache et al [138] (equation
2.19).
T/t=0, z=0m T/t=0, z=0.038m T/t=0.08, z=0m T/t=0.08, z=0.038m
GCI12, GCI12, GCI12, GCI12, GCI12, GCI12, GCI12, GCI12,
p = 2 p = 1.04 p = 2 p = −1.3 p = 2 p = 0.76 p = 2 p = 1.64
34% 95% 8.7% 44% 8.3 % 14% 4.2% 4%
Table A.1: WSS GCI for modelD = 2.1 in pulsatile flow withp = 2 and p derived from
equation 2.19
At the end of diastole (T/t = 0) the GCI obtained using the derivedp are unfeasibly large.
Changes in flow direction with grid refinement at the sample regions may cause unrealistic





Histograms of NWPRT against distance from cavity centre foraxisymmetric AAA models
D = 1.3d to D = 2.9d with no WSS-limiter applied (see Chapter 4). Applying the WSS-
limiter tends to decrease the magnitude of the proximal peakin NWPRT. In the case of the
D = 2.1d, applying the limiter splits the large peak in NWPRT into 2 seperate peaks.














Figure B.1: Histogram of NWPRT (no WSS-limiter) against distance from cavity centre for
D = 1.3d.



































Figure B.3: Histogram of NWPRT (no WSS-limiter) against distance from cavity centre for
D = 1.8d.



















Comparison of CFD and MRI data
Scatterplots and Bland-Altman plots comparing CFD simulated results with PC-MRI data for
anterior-posterior velocity at the midsection of the aneurysm in patient 1 (figure C.1 and C.2)
show that, with the left to right component of velocity, there appears to be no correlation be-
tween simulated and imaged data for any of the CFD inlet boundary condition methods.
Bland-Altman plots of CFD against MRI in the anterior-posterior direction (figure C.3) show
good correlation during higher velocity systolic flow but nocorrelation during diastolic flow.





























(c) Womersley inlet flow
Figure C.1: Scatterplots of CFD against MRI midplane velocity data in anterior-posterior di-
rection of patient 1. Systolic data is represented by circles, diastolic by black
triangles
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Average of CFD and MRI
(b) 1DV












Average of CFD and MRI
(c) Womersley inlet flow
Figure C.2: Bland-Altman plots of CFD against MRI midplane velocity data in anterior-
posterior direction of patient 1. Systolic data is represented by circles, diastolic
by black triangles





































Average of CFD and MRI
(b) 1DV












Average of CFD and MRI
(c) Womersley inlet flow
Figure C.3: Bland-Altman plots of CFD against MRI midplane velocity data in anterior-
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